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From The President: Hello Stranger
M
any Division 39 members have had a long-standing
interest in having psychoanalysis be better understood
by the general public. Toward that end there have been
attempts over the years to get the word out about what it
is psychoanalytic psychologists do. It is hard to gauge the
effectiveness of these results but there’s a general consensus about on thing: within our own professional community, the understanding of what it is that psychoanalytically
oriented psychologists do, how it is that we practice, what
the scope and depth of our interests are, remains widely
unknown and unappreciated.
In this first year of my presidency I have made it a
priority to have psychoanalytic psychology and the professional work of Division 39 members become more widely
recognized by the broader psychological community. My
goal has been to my get the attention of psychologists
within APA so as to foster a broader understanding of contemporary psychoanalytic theory in psychology. Toward
this end I piggybacked on the efforts of previous presidents
of this division in the domains of education, training, graduate students, inreach/outreach, and multicultural sensibility. There are some recent indications that the cumulative
effects of initiatives undertaken by a series of presidents
and committees in the division have begun to yield tangible
results.
In 2000, then member-at-large and chair of the Multicultural Concerns Committee, Dolores Morris, came to
the board to announce an opportunity to participate in a
fledgling initiative being developed by four other APA
divisions, the Multicultural Summit. Having launched its
first meeting in 1999, it was to meet again in 2001. Divisions 17, 35, 44, and 45 (Counseling Psychology; Psychology of Women; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Issues; Ethnic
Minority Issues, respectively) had joined together to host
the initial summit and were now inviting other divisions
to become sponsors of the 2001 summit. Despite the fact
that a $10,000 donation was required in order to be named
as a sponsor, our board immediately recognized this both
as an opportunity to participate in a meaningful scholarly
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and academic exchange and as a chance to show a different
face to organized psychology. There was a keen awareness
at the time that psychoanalysis would not be automatically
thought of as a discipline that shared concerns regarding
multicultural competency. This despite the fact that any
number of articles and books had already reached the publication stage over the years on this topic.
Indeed, our participation in the 2001 summit did elicit
explicit surprise on the part of many who were assembled
there. In this context we were the strangers, the outsiders.
Our symposium at that Summit featuring a paper presentation by Kimberlyn Leary and a response by Beverly
Greene, was well attended. Significantly, Dr. Greene, who
is not a member of Division 39, lauded our willingness to
come out and present our work and have it be critiqued
by someone outside the organization. Notable among the
attendees of our symposium that day was Dr. Philip Zimbardo, then president-elect of APA.
The Division followed up by continuing sponsorship
of Summits held in 2003 and 2005. The program at the
2003 Summit, which featured live supervision demonstrations by then graduate students Winnie Eng and Winnie
Keung with Dr. Dennis Debiak and myself acting as
supervisors, was well attended and well received. Among
the more moving comments by the audience participants
was one from then Division 44 President Judith Glassgold
who emotionally recounted the poor treatment she had
received as a graduate student by a psychoanalytic supervisor who held that homosexuality was a perversion. While
there were a wide range of reactions and comments to that
presentation, one of the themes that recurred was that the
non-Division 39 participants could see themselves and
their ideas embodied in the demonstration of supervision.
We who had been seen as other were recognized as having
important values and ideas in common. Also notable for the
2003 meeting was the fact that newly appointed APA CEO
Norman Anderson visited our board meeting and encouraged us to provide even more opportunities for the general
membership of APA to understand and be informed by our
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work. The possibility of a special edition of the American Psychologist was discussed.
At this year’s Summit the Division again played a
prominent role. The host divisions recognized 39 as a benefactor to the Summit and we were well represented in the
scholarly program. Ricardo Ainslie presented the “psychoanalytic ethnographic” work he has undertaken in several
Texas cities. Participants found threads of common interest
to connect to. Also featured at the Summit was ”A Home
Within: the Children’s Psychotherapy Project”. Division 39
members Tony Heinemann and Richard Ruth were there
to discuss the core elements of the program, which include
providing unlimited pro bono psychotherapy to foster children. ”A Home Within” has recreated itself in a number of
affiliated programs throughout the country and was looking
to add more chapters. Indeed at this poster session many
psychologists signed up to receive more information on
starting a chapter in their region. These non-Division 39
psychologists were able to see how psychologist/psychoanalysts utilize their expertise for the greater good. Additionally, the CEO of APA and the current and incoming
Presidents as well as the Executive Director of publications
for APA were able to get first hand information about one
of the outreach programs that exemplifies the broad scope
of professional activity of our members. Eventually the
APA Monitor on Psychology ran an article about ”A Home
Within” http://www.apa.org/monitor/jun05/singular.html.
More and more psychologists were meeting the “strangers”
and getting to know a bit about them.
The Division broke new ground at this summer’s
APA Annual Convention in Washington, DC by teaming
with Division 19, Military Psychologists, for a presentation
on the outreach program SOFAR (Strategic Outreach
to Families of All Reservists). Drs. Ken Reich, Gerald
Stechler, and Jaine Darwin provided information to an
audience consisting of many non-Division 39 members
about their effort to provide mental health support to
families of reservists in the Boston area. In attendance
in the audience was General (ret.) Monty Riggs, who is
also chair of the advisory committee. His presence was
a tangible representation of the success of Division 39
members in helping those outside of our organization to see
the valuable work being done in communities across the
country. These initiatives are summarized on the Outreach
Committee web site launched through the efforts of
Marylou Lionells and the Outreach Committee http://www.
div39outreach.org/.
Another vignette from the summer APA meeting that
provides tangible evidence of our success in breaking the
stereotype that other psychologists have of psychoanalysts
bears mention. It has long been recognized that our APA
Council representatives take leadership roles in matters of
social justice, but as with many divisions, we had yet to
send a person of color to APA Council as our representa-

tive. This summer we surprised council representatives
from other divisions by announcing that beginning in January, Division 39 would have an African American woman
as one of its council reps. The aforementioned Dolores
Morris was elected to this post by our members. Neil
Altman tells the story of the wide-eyed amazement with
which this announcement was greeted by the reps. This
change is significant not only because it was unexpected
that our division would do so but also because the APA
has adopted a formal resolution encouraging divisions to
increase their ethnic minority and cultural diversity representation. We are among the first divisions to be successful
in doing so. So it seems that on a number of fronts our colleagues are being pleasantly surprised by the reality of what
is possible within psychoanalytic psychology.
Finally, in the October edition of the APA Monitor
on Psychology (http://www.apa.org/monitor/oct05/closer.
html), we in Division 39 see ourselves reflected in a mainstream psychology publication. The article came as a result
of the diligence of our division secretary, Dr. Marilyn
Jacobs, who several years running submitted the required
annual report in a timely fashion. The Division was
rewarded with an article in the Monitor on Psychology, on
which Dr. Jacobs and Dr. Jaine Darwin and I collaborated.
We chose as a focus both the broad scope of inreach/outreach efforts undertaken by our members as well as scientific and educational contributions. The article highlights
the pro bono work of Deborah Luepnitz with caseworkers
at a Philadelphia homeless shelter and offers a contemporary perspective on psychoanalytic practitioners and scholars. It also plugs our upcoming Spring Meeting to be held
in Philadelphia in April 2006. Mark your calendars for this
event, which holds the promise of initiating a new tradition.
Stay tuned for more on this!
Looking toward the future and the continuation of our
public information initiatives please note our participation
in the upcoming APA Expert Summit on Immigration
http://www.reisman-white.com/. This one-day symposium
to be held on February 2, 2006, in San Antonio, Texas is
an initiative developed in collaboration by a number of
APA divisions including Division 39. Our program is being
developed by or current Multicultural Concerns Committee
chair Dr. Usha Tummala-Narra. Additionally, one of our
local chapters, the San Antonio Society for Psychoanalytic
Studies, currently presided over by Paul Hernandez as
president, plans to offer its annual Frank Paredes Lecture in
conjunction with the event.
Ultimately, we who have felt like strangers to others
and who have yearned to be recognized for our similarities
rather than our differences have found that to be recognized
we must first say hello to strangers. We’ve been met with
curiosity, suspicion, surprise, and, to our relief, some
measure of welcome. It can be a little scary to greet a
stranger, but our work has prepared us for just that.
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In Memoriam: Rudolph Ekstein
Dr. Rudolf Ekstein, a long-time member and respected and
beloved teacher at the Los Angeles and Southern California
Psychoanalytic Institutes, died Friday, March 18, 2005. Born
February 9, 1912, in Vienna, Dr. Ekstein earned a doctorate
in psychoanalysis at the University of Vienna. He fled Vienna
in 1938 after Hitler invaded Austria and one day before he
was to have been apprehended by the Nazis for his activities
as a member of the “underground.” He made his way first
to London, then to the U.S. He earned a master’s degree at
Boston University and became a U.S. citizen in 1942.
Dr.Ekstein taught at City College in New York then
moved to Topeka, Kansas where he joined the Menninger
Foundation. It was there that he became a training analyst
and remained for a decade before moving to Los Angeles in
1957. An educator as well as an analyst, Dr. Ekstein wrote
many books and articles that have been published in over a
dozen languages. One book in particular, Children of Time
and Space of Action and Impulse, demonstrates his amazing ability to communicate with the seriously disturbed child
through the use of the metaphor.
At the Reiss-Davis Clinic, with Dr. Rocco Motto, Dr.
Ekstein directed the childhood psychosis project. After more
than a decade, Dr. Ekstein left to continue the private practice
of Adult and Child Psychoanalysis. He continued to devote
his energies to teaching at UCLA, to the analytic community
of Los Angeles and to his writing. Dr.Ekstein, who served as
president of the Topeka Institute of Psychoanalysis during his
Menninger Foundation work, became active in the Los Angeles and Southern California Psychoanalytic Institutes where
he held the title of Training and Supervising Analyst for Adult
and Child Psychoanalysis.
Dr. Ekstein was married in 1942 to Ruth Michal, who
survives along with their two children, Jean Tiano and Rudolf
Michal Ekstein and their granddaughter Jesse.
The following tribute to Dr. Ekstein was delivered during
his memorial service held at the Los Angeles Psychoanalytic
Society and Institute on May 1.

Stanley J. Leiken, MD

giving us some insight into the man himself. Through this
quote I think you may sample what Rudi did for those fortunate enough to have been his students and associates. The
paper is entitled “Concerning the Life Cycle of Transitional
Objects. “ It was written about 1986. These are his words:

M

any years have passed since Winnicott introduced us to
the concept of the transitional object. In 1965 during
a psychoanalytic meeting and during what he described as a
“boring paper” he sat with my then adolescent daughter and
compared her adjectives and adverbs with expressions of
young British people. He was trying to form a link or transition between American and British youngsters. More than 20
years later our daughter still speaks of Winnicott, her transitional object of the time away from her parental home and
moving towards the profession of teaching. And of course, I
felt a little jealous of the attention my daughter got from him,
as he is, for those of us who remember him, an eternal transitional object. Except that transitional objects have a life cycle
of their own and this brings me to considerations stimulated
by Donald Winnicott.
One night I did not sleep well and was restless. I was
occupied with the trip that was to bring me back once more
to Vienna, my dear home where I would be guest professor
again at the Medical school. My thoughts were concerned
with the question as to what I would want to buy myself in
Vienna, what I would bring home, moving as I would be from
the home of origin to the home of choice—from Austria to
America. What will it be? Why should all that disturb my
sleep? Suddenly I thought of Winnicott’s transitional objects.
Are these mementos transitional objects like my teddy bear
once was? And it struck me that the Teddy Bears of little
children, the blankets or old toys they could not let go, have
a different function than the mementos we buy when we go
visiting other countries and other cities. But what is really
the difference? Who has ever forgotten his old Teddy Bear? I
did not forget mine. The last of I remember having seen him
as a little boy he had already lost one leg and one arm. I once
played with the hope that even after these many, many years I
might find him somewhere, such as in the furniture, the photographs, paintings—in all that had been taken away from us
after the invasion. What then is the difference between these
first possessions and the possessions that I want to acquire
as I travel back to the original fatherland and to the original
mother tongue? The original transitional objects lead me forward. The new objects that I want to acquire—may I also call
them transitional objects?—are leading me back to the past.
I suggest that all through life transitional objects will change
as they either serve us in moving toward the future, towards
adaptation and liberation, or they serve to return to the past to
holding onto the tradition.
For years, as a little boy my, son went out for Hal

T

here is so much we could say about Dr. Ekstein or Rudi, as
we in Los Angeles all called him. I experienced him as an
amazing teacher of child psychoanalysis. Most importantly he
showed me how to play. Not with play materials but with my
mind. He had mastered the art of playing through metaphor.
He taught through the metaphor of Vienna and the past. With
that tool I begin to learn to speak with psychotic children, and
I guess maybe with all children and the child inside all adults.
The book that most clearly illustrates Dr. Ekstein’s unique
contribution to child analysis and in particular his work with
psychotic children is Children of Time and Space, of Action
and Impulse published in 1966.
There is much to be said about Rudi, but one of his
papers, I think, embodies what and how he taught as well as
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N. Council Rep Report: Dr Altman reported on the Council
meeting. An issue that was discussed was the EBP task
force report. Also discussed was the fact that APA is back
in the black financially, due to a variety of things, but most
especially due to subscriptions to their electronic publications. One controversial item discussed was the proposal
for a Division on Animal Rights which was voted down.
Additionally, the issue of the World Congress on Racism
was discussed. Concern was expressed on both sides of
the APA delegations and the UN report. A task force was
appointed make certain that all voices are heard – and the
UN documentation with annotation of what some individuals felt were objectionable in the report. Ron Levant has
set up a task force: Health Care for the Whole Person. Dr.
Barbanel was appointed to serve on this task force.
O. APA 2005 Program: Dr. Ruth reported that the meeting has
18 programs in the main program, as well as a full program
in the Division Hospitality Suite. The Division is co-sponsoring presentations with other divisions and some of the
over all program has been developed by graduate students.
There are many “first time” presenters. He reminded the
board that the number of convention hours that a division is
given is specifically based on the number of registrants that
indicate that division as their main division. He asked that
we inform and encourage our members to indicate Division
39 as their primary division on the registration form. He also
reported that the Board meeting will be at the Washington
Institute of Psychiatry. Lunch will be at a nearby restaurant.
P. ABPP: Since our petition to CRPS is up for renewal, the
division leadership will meet with representatives from
ABPP. Concerns and clarification will be discussed regarding citations in literature and range of frequency.

of the graduate students. He thanked Drs. Schwartz and Rosica
for their work on the committee to establish a vital, active group of students. The committee is now working on
two areas – one is a brochure specifically targeting graduate students. This brochure will be distributed to graduate
programs in locations in and around the Philadelphia area to
encourage membership and bring them to the Spring Meeting in 2006. The second issue is making certain graduate
students are included on every committee. They will encourage and help other committees recruit graduate students.
I. Liaison to Division 44: Dr. Pytluk thanked the Division for
its support, interest and collaboration in the past few years.
Division 44 is hoping to have another joint presentation at
the New Orleans APA meeting. There will be a pre-convention workshop at the DC meeting in August that may be of
interest to the members. There will be reciprocal receptions
during the August meeting. He thanked the Division for its
gay affirmative based therapy attitude.
J. Awards: Dr. Murphy reported that the Division gives two
awards. The scholarship award is going to Judith Alpert.
The research award is given in alternative years. The second
award is the Leadership Award. She explained the procedure
for choosing the recipients of these awards. The participation from members and board members in suggesting nominees was very good this year. Another issue was discussed:
naming the awards. The committee will prepare a pro and
con proposal on this issue for a later board meeting.
K. Nominations/Elections: Dr. Darwin discussed the fact
that there would be a vacant Member-at-Large position
after the election for Division President-Elect.
Motion 4: To fill the vacant Member-at-Large position
on the Division Board with the candidate who comes in
4th place in January 2006 when the seat is vacated by
the elected President-Elect. Action: Passed Unanimously

VIII. Master Calendar
A. Calendar of Events: Division Program Meetings
1. 2005 APA Meeting (8/18-8/21) Washington, DC: Chair:
Dr. Ruth
2. 2006 Spg Meeting (4/19-4/23) Phila., PA: Chairs: Drs.
Debiak/Burton
3. 2006 APA Meeting (8/10-8/13) New Orleans, LA: Chair:
Dr. MacGillivray
4. 2007 Spg Mtg (4/18-4/23)Toronto, ON: Chairs: Drs.
Ipp/Kobrick
B. Calendar of Events: Division Business Meetings
1. Executive Committee Meeting
a. August 18, 2005 Washington, DC
b. November 11, 2005 NYC
c. January 21, 2006 NYC
2. Board Meetings
a. August 19, 2005 Washington, DC
b. January 2006 NYC

L. Other Committees
1. The board was informed that the Division’s petition is up
for renewal with CRSPP of the Committee on Frequency
of Psychoanalysis.
2. Dr. Debiak discussed the theme for the 2006 Spring Meeting to be held in Philadelphia: Love, Desire and Passions.
Dr. Debiak reported that they have developed the first call
for papers. They have keynote speakers contracted and
have a great variety of invited papers. He conveyed the excitement of his committee to host the meeting in Philadelphia. The meeting will be at the Loew’s Philadelphia Hotel
in downtown Philadelphia. The hotel has very spacious
meeting rooms and is located to a variety of attractions and
restaurants
M. Task Force for RFP for Conference Coordinator: Dr.
Slavin reported that due to the timing of the current contract
coming to an end. It is the board’s responsibility to do due diligence and go out for bids on conference coordination. Shear
and Associates will, of course, be asked to submit a proposal,
as their work on the conference has been a positive relationship. He will have more to report at the August meeting.

IX. Adjournment: There being no further business to come before
the Board at this time, the meeting was adjourned at 2:35 pm.
Secretary: Marilyn S. Jacobs, Ph.D.
Recorder: Ruth E. Helein
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Dr. Manosevitz then reviewed the changes proposed for
the 2005 budget. Dr. Ramirez commented on the proposed
increase of funding for the graduate student committee. Dr.
Manosevitz will be asking the accountants to provide financial
statements more quickly each month.

packets. His task force commented on concerns regarding the report of the EBT Task Force. His task force
introduced arguments to the report.
c. Niche and Ethics with Managed Care: The task force
asked for input and guidance to proceed with this specific charge to the committee. He discussed some of the
pitfalls and concerns.
E. NYSPA/Consortium: Dr. Wagner reported on Consortium
activities. The Division was asked and agreed to fund ACPE
along with the other Consortium members, except for The
American, who did not act on the issue. After correspondence from the other Consortium members, The American
voted to also assist with funding of ACPE.
NYSPA: Dr. Darwin discussed the fact that the Division needs to be involved in what is going on in each state
to prevent in other states a similar situation to the licensure
legislation in New York. She will work with Sections I and V
to develop a network of individuals in each state to watch for
possible legislation and alert the Division.
Dr. Wagner reported that the Division had been approached by a new organization which is looking at
contesting the current New York bill. The organization,
NYSPAC, originally invited the Division to be involved,
and then uninvited the Division, stating that the Division
will be ask for financial assistance at a later date, but would
not be part of the organizational process.
Dr. Kaley discussed the situation of the licensure bill
and the regulations that are being written for that bill. The
NYSPA members must take a proactive and positive approach to the ability to make changes and educating the
public to the type of training an individual should look for
when seeking mental heath care.
F. Education and Training: Dr. Hadley reported that she has
been working on two projects: one is a panel to be presented
during the current Spring meeting. The second project is in
the planning stages, which is a needs assessment research.
She will confer with the Internet Committee to help develop
a way to distribute the survey. Dr. Downing reported that the
committee also worked on looking at internship availability.
He reported that over 600 were not matched for an internship in 2004. There are also some restrictions in some states
that are causing even less internship opportunities. Psy.D.
degrees are having some difficulty in being accepted for
internships. He is developing a survey to go out to all APIC
member internship programs. Additionally, they plan to do
some personal follow-ups, to assist in gleaning the needed
information. They are also compiling lists and bibliographies on a number of types of publications, etc. to make
available to the membership via the website.
G. Outreach: Dr. Lionells reported that a number of the
programs at the Spring meeting are about outreach programs. She referred to her report which was included with
the agenda packets. She encouraged members to log on and
upload their programs to the outreach web page. She asked
Section Reps to have their sections to place a link to their
websites to the outreach web page.
H. Graduate Students: Dr. Slavin reported on the activities

Motion 3: To approve the graduate student line item
increase to $4500 for 2005. Action: Passed Unanimously
VI. Committee Reports and Discussion
A. Continuing Education
a. CE Guidelines: Dr. Strasberg referred to the Continuing Education proposal that was included in the agenda
packets. She discussed the need for better and earlier
communication between the CE committee and the
Program Chairs. She has developed an information packet
for chairs of upcoming meetings. She is also hoping to
meet face to face with chairs of future meetings during the
Spring meeting and APA meeting to assist the chairs in
understanding the process for continuing education. A discussion ensued. The committee encouraged local chapters
and other groups to contact them regarding continuing
education credits for their programming. They are planning to expand the opportunities and the subject matter.
b. PsyBC: Dr. Seiden reported on the internet project with
PsyBC for continuing education credits for Division
39 members. The course ran in February, after 10-11
months of work to develop the program. There were 51
participants and the Division received approximately
$625 of the profits and the there was no monetary cost to
the Division. He commented that it was a very positive
project. They will continue to provide this type of CE
programming.
B. Membership: Dr. Rothschild referred to his report included
in the agenda packet. He commented that membership has
increased for 2005.
a. Membership Directory Format: Dr. Rothschild discussed
the issue of a printed directory. He reported that a survey
was sent out to local chapters and he is awaiting results.
His committee seats are all filled at this time. The membership brochure will be online in the next few months.
C. Ethics: Dr. Maroda reported that her committee presented
their first Ethics continuing education program during the
Spring Meeting. It was well attended and well received. They
will continue the Ethics CE programming for future meetings. Her committee is developing a survey on Home Office
settings and will have more information to report in August.
D. Interdivisional Task Force on Managed Care: Dr.
Goldberg first commented on his role as Federal Advocacy
Representative. He gave a list of topics presented at the
state leadership conference. Dr. Goldberg introduced Dr.
Ivan Miller from the Task Force.
a. Health Care Policy: Dr. Miller reported that one of the
tasks was to continue to have a health care policy within
APA. They will be asking Division Council Reps to support the policy.
b. EBT: He referred to the report included in the agenda
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loween. He would go with friends or with his parents from
door-to-door to acquire candy and apples or little gifts in the
ever-recurring ritual of tricks or treats. One day when he was
about 13, friends of his had not come and he did not want to
go out alone so I accompanied him. He went to one or two
doors and got some candy and came to me saying, “It’s no
fun any longer. We went back into the house he went to his
room. On his bookcase there were of all kinds of toys and
some memorabilia we had acquired on our trips. He started to
take them from the shelves and put him into a big box. He put
everything away that he had proudly displayed in years gone
by. I wondered how he could destroy this beautiful collection
and he became angry with me. He told me he was not a child
any longer, his friends laughed about all these objects. Toys
are transitional objects that permit the child to weave fantasies
around them which lead to growth, to the solution of conflicts,
to that moment when he puts them all into a big box out of
sight of his comrades. As I look at the home of the young man
now in his 30s I find none of these old toys. There are now
some objects we had given him, small pieces of art that he
can accept and that makes his home to look a little bit like the
home of his parents.
Transitional objects help to maintain continuity. I
recall an unforgettable experience. It was a time when, as a
refugee in 1938, I sailed on a ship from England to America
there were four of us. Four young men who did not know each
other. We were together in the deep hold of the ship in a small
cabin. Each of us had something among his meager possessions that he would not let go. I recall that having no more
than one suit, yet I had taken along two suitcases with German
books: novels, philosophy, psychology and psychoanalysis.
One of the other young men had a mezuzah which he carried
around his neck. The third one showed us how he brought
some money to the New World and he had also carried it
around his neck so he would not lose it and no one could take
it from him. The fourth young man had a little booklet around
his neck filled with the addresses of friends and acquaintances
all over the world so that in case he might have to leave the
States, another upheaval expected, he could use these contacts. Each of us trusted something different that would help
to move into the future. Each had another Teddy Bear. Each
of these four young men took his own transitional object in
giving up Europe and moving towards America. I wonder
what will the transitional object be when they become old and
what will finally happen to the articles they collect later in
life and will occupy their minds when they move toward old
age and must think of the end of the life cycle. What kind of
monument; what kind of memory would they want to plant
into the minds of those dear to them—the memories of them
they want their children, the survivors, to maintain? What kind
of monument will they want for themselves as transit moves
toward the exit? What is it that they once inherited from their
own parents and the past, and what would they want to be the
inheritance of those who will survive them.

I hope my daughter, one of the other teachers in my
family, will forgive me if I quote her. She told me after she
met with Winnicott when she was a young adolescent that
he is lovable, that he is a Teddy Bear. For me he is an eternal
object of great admiration who give me the strength to travel
forward to a new experience and discovery. I was able to
move forward to America to new ways of thinking, and also
back to my homeland, to Vienna, back to Freud. And with new
strength and possessions, I was ready to maintain the dialectic
to struggle between yesterday and tomorrow, mirrored in the
private life cycle and the coming and going of generations.

W

ell, Rudi has left his inheritance. It is one that I think
would please him. He is a transitional object back to
the past connecting all who have known him or have read
his papers and books, to the past of Rudi Ekstein of Vienna,
Freud, psychoanalysis and of course also to our own past as
well. In every session of supervision or lecture by Rudi he
told numerous stories of Vienna and the past to illustrate his
understanding of the psychodynamics of the case but there
was also always the thoughts of a future. As he talked of the
past he spoke in metaphors and played with ideas, thoughts
and expressions that helped us to connect ourselves with our
patients. Dr. Rudolf Ekstein was truly a transitional object for
us all.
Stan Leiken is an adult and child psychoanalyst in private practice in the Los Angeles area; and training analyst in adult and
child analysis at the Child Analytic Program of the Los Angeles
Psychoanalytic Institute.
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Analysts on the Loose: What I Did on My Summer Vacation
Once again I asked a number of our colleagues to write short articles recounting what they did during the summer and to share
in a more personal way their work, play and events in between.
In addition to providing a more informal forum for our members,
these vignettes also offer some insight into the intersection of
psychoanalytic ideas, ideals, life and work. The editor.

in June so that I not have more regrets, with much trepidation I
finally decided to confront my guilt for having turned my back
on a momentous part of my life.
When we arrived in Moscow, my fifth grade friend
Sasha picked us up at the airport. He escorted us to the Tretyakov Art gallery and gave us a knowledgeable, guided tour
through the religious icons and art works of Russian history.
That evening we attended a concert at a cavernous Russian
rock club. The club, the young people, the whole city, was disconcertingly Western; where was the Russian soul that I dearly
loved and left behind? Where was that rich sense of community and kinship that is earned only through shared suffering,
and decidedly not through a competition to wear the latest
fashions?
I found a brief reprieve for my nostalgia for all things
Soviet when we visited a huge flea market. I happily bought
an anti-capitalist poster for one left-leaning stepson, and an
old propaganda poster depicting soldiers in heroic poses from
The Great Patriotic War (1941-1945) against the Germans for
my other stepson. The hammer-and-sickle provided me with
a warm glow for reasons that were anything but political. Still
in search of the experiences I had rendered to oblivion, on
three separate occasions I asked my Russian hosts, “Aren’t
you afraid of losing your Russian soul to materialism?” I was
quickly reminded of how bare the shelves once were.
When Sasha took us to his dacha (country house) forty
minutes outside of Moscow, I was excited to see that he swam
at the exact same Moscow River beach that my family had
frequented forty years earlier. Sasha introduced us to his stepfather, who previously had been the personal interpreter for Soviet
leaders from Khrushchev through Gorbachev. We spoke of the
eight presidents that he had met and the summit meetings he
had attended well into the night.
In the afternoon he took us to play soccer. Although I
still play basketball, I was excited to demonstrate how despite
being an American, I had not forgotten how to play the game
of my Moscow youth. How unfortunate that our best laid
plans seldom come to fruition! I jumped into the game full
force and burnt myself out very quickly on my emotional
intensity.
On the next day, Sasha had organized a small reunion
for an hour before we left for the airport. Four 3rd grade classmates joined us for a short, but very sweet hour. My first
friend who I had met in 1961, also a Sasha, hovered near tears
for the whole hour. He reminded me how he had come over
every Wednesday after school to play soccer with me. I was
touched with a deep love for this man who I had not seen for
forty years. My classmates and I did much laughing, reminiscing, toasting, and vodka drinking for that hour. I was in my
element again—in the midst of a Russian warmth that I had
missed dearly. As we departed, one classmate gave me a picture of amber to symbolize how our shared experiences had

Peter Shabad
You Can Go Home Again
I put it off for so long that it seemed like it was now or never.
So I took the opportunity of my summer vacation to make a
poignant, emotionally intense time-traveling trip back “home”
to Moscow, Russia. I lived in Moscow for four and a half years
from 1961 to 1966 (ages 9-13) because my father was stationed
there as a correspondent for the New York Times. My parents
sent my brother and me to a Russian school because they
wanted us to immerse ourselves in the culture more quickly.
In 1961 that was a newsworthy item and Marvin Kalb—then a
CBS correspondent in Moscow—interviewed us for American
television. I still remember vividly on the first day of school
how thirty heads swiveled around as my father lead me by the
hand through the back entrance of the third grade classroom.
Since my family lived in an apartment house for foreign diplomats and journalists, I spent much time befriending
children from all over the world: Poland, Hungary, Sweden,
Indonesia, Ghana, and Egypt. I played soccer and hockey with
my Russian classmates, and was fairly oblivious to the tumultuous political events of the time such as the Cuban missile
crisis, Kennedy’s assassination, and Brezhnev’s deposing of
Khrushchev.
In November of 1965, a sudden family crisis precipitated a final departure three months later. The seventh grade
girls gave me an engraved samovar and the boys gave me a
soccer ball as goodbye gifts. My Hungarian girlfriend and I
were left to say our painful farewells at an age when we did not
fully comprehend the difference between farewell and goodbye. The best parts of my boyhood—sports, girls, friendships,
and a successful assimilation into Russian school—had all
come to a crashing, premature halt.
Unlike my brother who still remained emotionally
tethered to his Russian friends for many years thereafter, I did
all I could to adapt to the shock of adjusting to a 1965 American
culture on the brink of tumultuous changes. I used old American
movies from the thirties and forties to help me make the transition from the relative innocence of my Russian peers to the adolescent jadedness of American youth in the late sixties.
Despite a few half-hearted attempts to keep up my
Russian in subsequent years, my fluency in Russian faded.
Although I felt guilty about letting the language slip away, what
I think gnawed at me more was the way I was letting my experiences and memories of Moscow pass into a dream-like limbo.
When my wife suggested that we go to Moscow for four days
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L. Barbanel, H. Kaley, B. Karon, L. Wagner: Members-at-Large:
J. Couch, M. Cresci; M. Lionells, M. McCary, N. McWilliams, K.
Maroda, D. Morris, H. Seiden, L. Zelnick; Section Reps: A. Brok, I;
R. Ruth, II; E. Toronto, III; A. Corn, IV: M. Mellinger, V; A. Eig, VII;
S. Shimmerlik, VIII; L. Steinberg, IX; Guests: D. Debiak, D. Downing, F. Goldberg, M. Hadley, A. Hart, O. Kerner, W. MacGillivray, I.
Miller, M. Murphy, J. Reppen, L Rothschild, S. Weisman, S. Zicht.

4. Spring Meeting 2005 Update: Drs. Hart and Zicht
updated the Board on the activities of the meeting. The
total number of attendees for the CE workshops was
160. Total attendance to date is 867 and they hope for
more onsite registrations.
5. President’s Initiatives
a. APA Presidential Task Force on Evidence-Based Practice: Dr. Darwin reported that she had named a task
force two years ago to work on this issue with APA.
When Ron Levant became APA President, he appointed a national task force which included three Division
39 members. Kim Leary was appointed as Liaison to
this task force on behalf of the Division. Dr. Darwin
encouraged the board members to go to the APA website and clearly and specifically add comment to the
report that has been issued. Dr. Leary has authored an
official response from the Division. It is very important
that the Division stay proactive on this issue.
b. Post-Doctoral and Early Career Psychologists: Dr.
Ramirez updated the members on the anticipated
activities of this task force. He reminded the board
that the chairs are Marilyn Charles and Winnie Eng,
and gave a brief summary of their backgrounds. Dr.
Couch has joined this committee, along with two or
three graduate students. It is hoped this task force will
have some very specific recommendations to present to the board at the August board meeting, which
could include changes in membership categories,
dues assessments, etc.

I. Call to Order: The meeting was called to order by President
Ramirez at 8:50 a.m. EDT. Dr. Ramirez discussed the direction of the board meeting for the day.
II. Attendance/Introduction/Guest Recognition
A. Absent Members and Substitute Votes
1. Lu Steinberg for Frank Summers
2. Gerry Stechler for Susan Shimmerlik (12:30-3:00pm)
3. Sam Weisman for Richard Ruth (9:45am – 12:00pm)
4. Joseph Reppen for Albert Brok (1:00-3:00pm)
III. Approval of the Draft Minutes of January 29, 2005
Motion 1: To approve the draft minutes of the Board
of Directors meeting of January 29, 2005 as amended.
Action: Passed unanimously.
IV. Welcome: Dr. Ramirez asked each member in attendance to
introduce themselves and give a brief statement on their activities.
A. Announcements
1. Conference on Immigration in 2006: Dr. Ramirez
updated the board on the progress of this conference. It
will be held the first weekend in February. The conference has grown to a much larger meeting than originally
planned—including other disciplines. Division 39 is
committed to being represented at the meeting and
proposing a panel. The new chair of the Multi-Cultural
Committee, Usha Tummala-Narra, has forwarded a list
of suggested speakers and panels to the organizers.
2. Committee Appointments
a. Public Information – Phillip Bennett, Ph.D.,
b. Multi-Cultural – Usha Tummala-Narra, Ph.D.
c. Grad Student Rep to GradPsych – Leilani Crane, MA
3. Endorsement of Katherine Nordal: Dr. Manosevitz spoke
to the members regarding Katherine Nordal’s candidacy
for APA President Elect. He thinks he is the candidate
most interested in the concerns of the Division.

V. Budget: Dr Manosevitz reported that Natalie Shear and Associates has done an excellent job updating, in detail, the progress
of the spring meeting. Online registration worked exceptionally well – and it is felt that the attendance increased due to the
ability of individuals to register online. He also reported that
all Sections’ financial reports have been submitted to APA, but
6-8 local chapters have not submitted their financial report. It
is imperative that the reports be submitted in a timely manner
so that APA can complete the tax returns for 2004. After tax
season Sections will begin to move their accounting to APA
(CBIZ). It will take some time because CBIZ will need to
increase their staffing resources to accommodate the addition
of Section accounting.
He referred to the financial statement that was distributed. This is the most complete document available until after
the taxes are filed. He explained that a number of expenses
have come in and been paid after the January meeting. Any
expenses for 2004 that may show up now will be paid out of
the 2005 budget. He commented on the wonderful job that Dr.
MacGillivray has been doing regarding obtaining advertising
for the newsletter. Dr. Manosevitz reported that income is in a
good place to date.

Motion 2: The Board of Directors of Division 39
endorses Katherine Nordal for President Elect of the
American Psychological Association. Action: Passed
Unanimously
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JoAnn Ponder, PhD

want to learn more about primitive mental states and other
psychoanalytic topics can participate in various study groups
facilitated by ASPP members. Josie Whitley and R. Richard
Campbell are hosting a film/discussion group on primitive
mental states. Instructors are facilitating two study groups on
Modell’s work: Gemma Ainslie on his previous contributions;
and Sharon Horowitz and Richard Campbell on Modell’s current works. Gemma Ainslie also is facilitating a study group
on historical and current perspectives on gender. A study
group on trauma, proposed by JoAnn Ponder was cancelled
due to low registration.
The current president of ASPP is Marianna Adler. Other
officers on our executive board are JoAnn Ponder, past president; Naomi Freireich president-elect; Connie Benfield, secretary; Betty Peterson, treasurer; Marsha McCary and Karen
Boeke, education/training co-chairs; and Dale Sonnenberg and
Joseph Wakefield, interdisciplinary representatives. Several
ASPP members are active at the national level in Division
39. Martin Manosevitz is treasurer and Marsha McCary is a
board member-at-large. In January, Dr. McCary will take over
the office of treasurer. Gemma Ainslie presently serves on
the board of Section I and Rico Ainslie serves on the board
of Section IX. ASPP’s representative to Section IV is JoAnn
Ponder. In addition, Rico Ainslie and Timothy Zeddies are on
the editorial board of Psychoanalytic Psychology.

ustinites, like people in other parts of the country, are experiencing the aftereffects of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita,
which severely damaged areas of the Gulf coast during the past
two months. Austin is one of the cities that hosted large numbers of evacuees from both storms. Mental health professionals
here continue to provide pro bono counseling, in addition to
donating money, material goods, and other volunteer services
to the relief efforts. Hence, the overall mood in the city is more
somber than usual as Austin Society for Psychoanalytic Psychology (ASPP) begins its programs for 2005-2006.
The ASPP program theme this year is Primitive Mental
States. During the fall semester, ASPP is hosting two clinical conferences. On October 22nd, Richard Lucas. of London,
England will present a seminar entitled “Tuning into the
Psychotic Wavelength.” The next day, he will consult on case
material presented by Elizabeth Weinberg of Houston, Texas.
On December 10th, Efrain Bleiberg of Houston will present a
seminar, “Becoming and Overcoming Borderline and Narcissistic Personality: A Mentalization-Focused Treatment for
Severe Personality Disorders.” Local clinicians are featured
at ASPP monthly meetings: in September, Marsha McCary
presented a paper on psychoanalytic aspects of religious
fundamentalism; in October, Jay Alan Davis will facilitate a
discussion of clinical vignettes provided by ASPP members;
and in November, Ricardo Ainslie will present a paper on
countertransference and primitive mental states. During the
spring semester, ASPP is sponsoring two events in addition to
monthly meetings: a clinical conference with Arnold Modell
and an ethics workshop with Charles Levin.
Mental health professionals and graduate students who
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Bill MacGillivray, PhD

he Appalachian Psychoanalytic Society (APS) had a productive year with two conferences and a series of seminars
reading groups and other activities during the last program
year. One important initiative over the past few years has been
to increase involvement of graduate students in our organization and to provide these students with educational experiences that are less and less available to them in their clinical
and counseling psychology programs. Our local university,
University of Tennessee-Knoxville, like many clinical psychology programs continues to divest itself of opportunities
for clinical experience in general and psychoanalytic perspective on clinical work in particular. APS has, in many respects,
been able to fill the gap by offering educational opportunities
at no cost, or greatly reduced cost, for a number of years; and
attendance at our events has been excellent. APS has also
been active in the last two years in providing financial support
for students to attend the Division 39 Spring Meeting and this
year seven of our graduate students attended the Philadelphia
meeting! In addition, APS has recently begun a Graduate
Student Assistance Fund that offers modest amount of money
to graduate students to pursue psychoanalytic work or education in addition to the Spring Meeting. One student applied for
dissertation support and another was granted money to attend
Continued on page 85

Louis Rothschild, PhD

n integrative and pluralistic approach continues to characterize the spirit of the Rhode Island Association for
Psychoanalytic Psychologies (RIAPP). The theme for our
2005-2006 year reflects this spirit: Edging Out: Exploring
the Frontiers of Clinical Practice. Our membership, comprised of psychologists, social workers, and psychiatrists has
increased to a point that we are proud to note more than 50
people among us. We completed our 2004-2005 year with a
Spring Conference hosted by Ken Corbett on Masculinity as
Pleasure and Defense. This fall, we are proud to host another
division member, Herbert Schlesinger, who will be conducting a workshop on endings and termination in psychotherapy
on Saturday, October 29. In addition, our Wednesday evening
lecture series for the 2005-2006 year includes: David Doolittle
on perversion and perversity, Axel Hoffer, on free association,
Peter Kramer, on depression, and Kimberlyn Leary, on race in
the consulting room. For more information regarding RIAPP,
please contact: Louis Rothschild at LRothschild@verizon.net.
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similar to the diabolical temptations depicted in the Christian
traditions. On the other hand, violence comes not to those who
succumb to temptation, as in the Dantean picture, but rather
to those who heroically resist. Suffering is seen as the lot of
the hero who withstands the temptations and the onslaughts of
evil.
There is little hint of the traditional attempts to explain
evil away as just the dark patches in the beautiful tapestry of
reality, or as just a lack of that goodness that a being should
have. Neither do we find the kind of original-sin view so prevalent in those psychoanalytic views that see us all as always
full of aggression needing to be tamed. The sarcastic remarks
that we occasionally hear from Harry and from his friends
seem to result instead from the frustrations and deprivations
involved both in fighting off substantially and intentionally
wicked people, and also in accepting restrictions imposed by
well-meaning adults.
What is clear is that benign and reliable attachment figures like Dumbledore and Sirius, as well as friendships with
Ron and Hermione, constitute the saving graces in Harry’s life
of confrontation with the powers of evil. Much to mull over,
heading back to daily psychoanalytic work.

never been forgotten and would be preserved forever.
Once on the airplane, when I began speaking with
my wife about these last crucial hours I broke into tears. I
realized that I was crying not only for now, but also for a
sudden departure long ago that I had never let myself feel. I
never really did say goodbye; I had renounced my beloved
experiences because they could not endure. I left them to be
phantoms hanging in time. Strangely, I felt that in taking leave
from Moscow, I had betrayed the remarkable togetherness I
had shared with my classmates. Perhaps more significantly, I
envied that they all still had each other while I was the outcast
who was plucked out of our comradeship and deported to an
alien American culture.
A vital era of my heritage that had been left for
“dead” because of the pain of its loss was brought back to
emotional life. Although much had changed, I was able to link
up again with a powerful sense of kinship with my classmates
and my own past. I have learned you can go home again.

Donna M. Orange
On a Lake in Maine with Harry Potter
My summer was filled with events: our wedding, moving into
a new house, travel, as well as with aggravations and sorrows: septic failures, oil leaks, water leaks, car accidents, pet
loss, and so on. The normal mixture, one might say without
too much irony. The part that felt like vacation, however, was
a week on a quiet lake in Maine, kayaking, loon watching,
and re-entering the absorbing world of Harry Potter. To me
this is the world of the child trapped in a family that sees him
as strange and unacceptable, and who longs for an alternative world (Hogwarts wizarding academy) in which he will
feel wanted, and even perhaps be someone really special. He
is the child who longs to go to boarding school, feeling that
the known world is so unwelcoming to him that even a world
filled with hazards will be better.
What he finds there, however, is a world of good and
evil, a world that must be learned continually because nothing is just what it seems. The extreme personification of evil,
Voldemort (full of death) or he-who-must-not-be-named, is
initially hobbled by the very existence of Harry, the “wise
baby” figure who is the only real challenge to him. By the end
of the fourth book, this devil is back in full force, organizing
his Death Eaters and dementors, beings who suck all the soul
out of ordinary Muggles as well as from wizards like Harry,
his friends, and his teachers. This world resembles our own in
seeming to become darker and darker in each succeeding book.
These books grapple, in wonderfully humorous and
absorbing form, with the problem of evil, the very problem
that we psychoanalysts confront every day when we are not on
vacation. Is the evil out there, something to fight and conquer?
Is it inborn? Is it a potential in all of us? Is it another name for
illness or pathology? In Harry’s world, the struggle for many
is to resist the enticements and threats of Voldemort, very

Fred Busch
Confronomatopoeia
Con-fron-omato-poeia combined form, noun. 1. A word used
to describe when the feel of a city matches the feel of a psychoanalytic conference.

I

n the incredibly beautiful city of Rio de Janeiro I attended
the meetings of the International Psychoanalytic Association
in July. Befitting the city, there was tremendous energy and
enthusiasm throughout the meetings. I found myself enchanted
during our half-hour breaks between meetings when everyone
seemed to be talking in Spanish and Portuguese, laughing,
smoking, and generally enjoying him or herself. This was also
true in the non-tourists restaurants. I immediately was brought
back to my first impression of restaurants in Italy, which has
been continually confirmed, where the joy of conversation, culinary delights, and sense of engagement is a crucial part of life.
We arrived in Rio five days before the meetings, and
rarely have I become so immediately enamored of a city.
Given my history it couldn’t have been otherwise. Much of
Rio is built around its beautiful, sunny beaches, which led me
to recall my father, who came from Russia and was the ultimate sun-worshiper. As a child we spent every weekend at the
beach, and in the winter my father would go to a special place
in Brighton Beach that was protected from the wind, and lie
with a three-sided silver visor (what was that made of?) under
his face to enhance the feeling of warmth. So put me near an
ocean beach and I feel great.
Yet it was more than that. Copacabana beach has a 4.6
kilometer distinctively patterned walkway next to the beach
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where, at any time of the day, there are strollers, walkers, joggers, runners, bikers, and roller-bladders. There are
old people and young people, fat people and skinny people,
couples, families, and singles. It was similar to Central Park
on a Sunday, or the beach path that goes from Santa Monica to
Venice, but also different. The grim determination that is part
of our American workouts was less present, replaced more
by a feeling of a gala event. I wondered why so many people
were smiling at me until I realized I was smiling at them.
All of this was enhanced by the how generally beautiful
I found the people, especially the assortment of skin colors.
Of course, it takes a special type of splitting to enjoy all of
this, as it exists within clear sight of the crushing poverty of
the favelas (shantytowns) that crawl up the hills in and around
the center of Rio. The tourist centers become the farms of the
poor, and anyone with visible jewelry or money is inviting
being harvested. The trauma of being robbed is intense; however, and there were three analysts who, unfortunately, had this
experience. However, one amusing story did emerge amidst
the pain. A good friend, a husband of an analyst who had been
robbed 25 years earlier in Rio, was ready this time. So when he
came out of his hotel one morning, and felt someone go into his
pocket, he wheeled around and knocked the guy to the ground.
Unfortunately, the would-be assailant still had hold of his pants
pocket and when he fell to the ground he had my friends pants
still firmly in his grasp. For a moment the two of them were
too astounded to do anything for a while, and then the robber
fled, thankfully without my friend’s pants. My friend was still
left with the task of re-entering the filled hotel lobby to obtain
another pair of pants that had the usual parts connected.

crowd of analysts dancing for hours with joyful exuberance.
Why did I have the same smile as walking around the Copacabana? I can’t say for sure but there was something about the
sheer libidinal pleasure of all these analysts that gave me hope
for our future.
If you’re having a meeting in Rio, count me in.
References
Green, A. (2005). The illusion of common ground and mythical
pluralism. International Journal of Psychoanalysis, 86:627-632.

Jaine Darwin
Version A
Shortly before leaving for Rome for the IARPP Conference,
I was reviewing Impossible Training: A Relational View of
Psychoanalytic Education by Emmanuel Berman. I arrived in
Rome with my intellectual palate ready for a heady banquet of
relational goodies which was delivered as promised; then off
to Capri for a resting of body and soul surrounded by sun glistening off blue water.
I returned to the USA to begin a summer of reunion and
exploration. A five day visit from Laurie Wagner and family
followed by all too brief stops in Vermont, San Francisco,
Washington, DC and Denver and Montreal. Summer APA
meetings allowed me to be revitalized by the energy of Division 39. I also finally met General (Ret.) Monty Meigs and his
wife, Maryanne Meigs, who co-chair the Advisory Board of
SOFAR, Strategic Outreach to Families of All Reservists, who
flew in for the day to attend the panel on the SOFAR program.
It has been so exciting to see our idea come to fruition and to
share our new brochure and their excitement with those learning about the project. I am equally challenged to submit an
invited article. “Reaching Out to the Underserved: The Families of Those Who Serve“ for a special section of Professional
Psychology: Research and Practice on “Making Psychology a
Household Word.”
Despite an anticipated lull in the volume of my clinical
work, I actually continue a full patient load, including beginning a new analysis with a patient. The summer was a full
throttle experience from June to September, which has me
geared up for the New Year.

Impressions of the Meetings
There were a number of excellent clinical presentations where
I was impressed with the thoughtful approach of the analyst. In
the meetings I attended there was a lot of serious thinking that
went into the presentations, and a lot of serious listening in the
audience. For the most part we have a lot of difficulty engaging each other over differences. As André Green (2005) stated,
“”Reflections on the fundamental postulates of divergent
theories is not the most beloved exercise of psychoanalysts,
who actually prefer innocuous and mutually gratifying conversations to rigorous discussions” (p. 629). I’m struck by how
many of us have difficulty listening to the underlying concepts
in a paper with clinical material. Most of those who speak
from the audience give their own interpretation of the clinical
material with nary a word about what the clinical material is
attempting to demonstrate or if it does it convincingly or not.
We forget we are talking about “virtual” clinical material.
One of my most enduring memories of the meetings, and
one that I have puzzled over, occurred at the gala dinner on the
last night of the meetings, where there is always dancing. What
would one expect in Rio de Janeiro—Bossa Nova, Samba, or
even a Tango from Argentina? What we heard was American
Rock and Roll from the ‘60s, at mega decibels, with a huge

Version B
As I was racing to finish a book review before leaving for Italy,
I was bemoaning my poor planning which resulted in arriving at
the IARPP Conference in Rome exhausted. Rome was hot and
the conference over-scheduled and my last hope for salvation
was five days in Capri, which were necessary but insufficient
to undo the winter. A fine assortment of necklaces purchased at
the Port did help a little. I returned and all the patients I thought
were going to be gone have stayed, plus a few new arrivals, so
my planned summer of a light workload went out the window.
This financially beneficial turn made my long list of travels into
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Stephen A. Mitchell Award

research. A great effort was made to increase the Section’s
membership numbers to 180 (approx) which reestablished
the vote on the Division 39 Board; once again Gwen Gerber,
the representative could express the wishes of the Section to
the Div 39 Board. Of note, a very special Honorary Member,
Morton Schillinger, passed away after making a significant contribution to the Section.
With Dr. Pomeroy’s efforts to revitalize the membership
and clarify the financial situation of the Section, the Section
could turn it’s attention back to its mission, “promote psychoanalytic research of an empirical, theoretical and clinical nature”.
The Psychoanalytic Research Society News was established
with two well-received issues mailed out. Two Spring Meeting panels were presented for Division 39 and were extremely
well attended. On these panels, Drew Westen, and Ken Levy,
presented papers on psychoanalytic research. Fonya Helm, was
the discussant at one meeting; John Auerbach, filled in unexpectedly at the other. E. Lisa Pomeroy was the moderator of
both. Another well-received panel included Gwen Gerber, with
Maurine Kelly and Johanna Tabin as the discussants. We remain
committed to maintaining a level of excellence and a continuing
presence in future Division 39 meetings.
Currently, with the dedication of the Election Committee
of Past President, Steve Portugese Maurine Kelly and Fonya
Helm, the Section members chose the current board. For the
2005–2007 term, Pamela Foelsch is President with the following outstanding Board members: Ken Levy, President Elect; Joel
Weinberger, Secretary; Foyna Helm, Treasurer; Gwen Gerber,
Div 39 Representative; Lisa Pomeroy, Past-President. The Members at Large are: J. Stuart Ablon, John Auerbach, Sidnery Blatt,
Robert Bornstein, Michael Sperking, Johanna Tabin. The Honorary Advisors of the Section are: Patrick Luyton, Sherwood Waldron, Gerald Stechler, Drew Westen, and Andrew Gerber.
What Harold Cook said in his earler history of the section
remains unchanged,

P

apers are invited for the fifth annual Stephen A. Mitchell
Award. Established by Psychoanalytic Psychology and the
Board of the Division of Psychoanalysis, the award honors our
esteemed colleague as well as a graduate student whose paper is
deemed exemplary by a panel of judges, all journal editors and
Division 39 members. The award includes a $500 cash prize,
airfare and registration for the Division Spring Meeting, at
which the paper will be read, and publication in Psychoanalytic
Psychology. Deadline for submission is July 1, 2006, and
presentation of the paper will be at the 2007 Spring Meeting in
Toronto. Five printouts of the paper should be submitted to me
according to the procedure for submission to Psychoanalytic
Psychology and should include a cover letter indicating that the
paper is being submitted for the Stephen A. Mitchell Award.
Division members with academic affiliations, in particular, as
well as all members are strongly encouraged to invite graduate
students to submit papers. There are no restrictions as to topic
or theoretical orientation, although the papers must be of a
psychoanalytic nature. Manuscripts and questions should be
addressed to the editor: Joseph Reppen, PhD, ABPP, Editor,
Psychoanalytic Psychology, 211 East 70 Street, New York,
NY 10021-5207, 212/288-7530 (voice), 212/628-8453 (fax),
jreppen@datagram.com (email).

Deadline: July 1, 2006

Section III Dissertation Grant

A

$500 grant is awarded yearly for the support of a
dissertation in keeping with the mission of Section III:
“Section III is dedicated to promoting research and theory
concerning gender and women’s issues, to increasing the
participation of women within the profession, to advancing
the psychotherapeutic treatment of women, and to advocating
on behalf of women’s issues. The Section has an additional
focus on contemporary social issues.” Any doctoral student
whose dissertation proposal has been approved is eligible to
apply. The application will consist of three (3) copies of a
letter, not to exceed two double-spaced pages, describing the
dissertation and its relationship to the interests of the section
and proof that the proposal has been approved. Faxes and
emails are not acceptable. Applications will be judged on: 1)
relevance of the topic to the Section’s mission, 2) importance
of the contribution to the field, and, 3) likelihood that the
dissertation will be completed in a timely fashion. The winner
will be announced at the Section III reception at the Annual
Spring Meeting of Division 39 and, upon completion of the
dissertation, will be invited to participate in a conversation
hour sponsored by the Section. Applications for the 2006
award must be postmarked by March 1, 2006 and should be
addressed to: Toni Vaughn Heineman, D.M.H., 2481 Clay St.,
#201, San Francisco, CA 94115

Hopefully, the Psychoanalytic Research Society will
play an increasingly important and exciting role in
invigorating psychoanalysis as a scientific, as well as a
clinical endeavor. Inspiring the Division’s membership
to value, support, perhaps conduct and intelligently
become consumers of research is an objective that
should evoke the imagination and energetic participation of all of us who view psychoanalysis as a vibrant,
intellectually stimulating and developing theory, and
technique of treatment of human distress.
Continued from page 86

a

training seminar held in another state. We also ply them
with food and drink twice a year at graduate school receptions, one in the fall to greet newly arriving students and one
in the spring to bid farewell to students leaving for internship.
Although these activities result in some cost to our society, we
have come to the conclusion that this is the best investment we
can make to our future and the future of psychoanalytic work.

Deadline: March 1, 2006
85
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tion to the Board of the Division requesting the establishment of the Section. The cover letter stated:

Section VI was born, with pro-tem officers (Harold Cook,
President; Joseph Turkel, Secretary-Treasurer and Membersat-Large- Morris Eagle, Lester Luborsky, Howard Shevrin, and
Hans Strupp) who initiated a membership campaign. Within 6
months, 252 dues-paying members from throughout the States
and from other countries became members of the new Section.
The Research Section was now firmly established and
began to actively participate on the Board of the Division. It
organized its first symposium at the 1990 Spring Meeting,
Psychoanalysis as a General Psychology: Theoretical and
Empirical Issues. The Section was influential in the Board’s
decision to recommend that the Research Section appoint a
representative to future Divisional Program Committees. In
addition, it conducted an empirical evaluation of the Division’s Spring 1990 meeting, reported the results to the Board,
who recommended that program committees of all Annual
and Spring meetings conduct an empirical evaluation of their
meetings. The Section also supported a request for funds from
the Division to sponsor jointly, with APsaA, a conference,
Psychoanalytic Research: Education for Research Careers in
Psychoanalysis—Dream or Reality? A small group of scientists, as well as several members of the Division attended the
conference, known as the Bethesda Conference.
In June 1991, the first contested elections of officers of
the Section were held. More than 50% of Section members
voted, electing Harold Cook, President; Joseph Turkel, Treasurer; Gwen Gerber, Secretary; and Peter Buirski, Morris
Eagle, Carol Giesler, Nancy Miller, and Dennis Shulman,
Members-at-Large. The new officers of the Section appointed
a number of standing committees, established a format for a
forthcoming Newsletter, The Bulletin of the Psychoanalytic
Research Society (under Dennis Shulman’s editorship), which
was published in the Spring of 1992, and participated in discussions regarding the Division’s co-sponsoring, with APsaA,
a Joint Board for Psychoanalytic Research Training (JBPRT).
During the 1990’s, hardworking members worked diligently to raise awareness in the Division of the need to pursue,
and conduct empirical research to support the rich clinical
tradition of psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psychotherapy.
Funding was lobbied for and received from Division 39 as
well as members to create a fund that was used to support the
research of students. Grant Awards were given to 16 worthy
student researchers between 1994 and 2004 totaling almost
$20,000. These awards serve to encourage the growth and
development of a new generation of researchers that will contribute to the viability of psychoanalytic treatments in an ever
increasingly hostile “consumer” market.
While the Section has had some difficult years, with some
original founding members taking ill, and the group struggling
to maintain a critical mass of actively participating members,
the Section has begun the process of revitalization during 20022004 under the leadership of E. Lisa Pomeroy. Dr. Pomeroy
recruited as Honorary Board Members an outstanding group of
PhDs and MDs, who were participating in psychoanalytic

…The bylaws and publicity for the Division state that
the Division “is concerned with advancing scientific
and public interest in the contributions of psychoanalysis to psychology as a science and profession,
and encouraging educational programs and research in
psychoanalysis.” It seems that “encouraging research
in psychoanalysis” unfortunately has been a neglected
objective of the Division.
Thus, the establishment of A Research Section
should be of vital concern and interest to the Division.
It represents an opportunity for the Division to take
an overdue, visible step in promoting the value and
importance of psychoanalytically informed research,
and its contribution to theory and practice. The section
attempts to function as a catalyst in the development
of a psychoanalytic research enterprise. At this historical junction, psychoanalysis is in need of well trained,
thoughtful, dedicated research people who are psychoanalytically oriented to demonstrate the efficacy of
psychoanalytic treatment and the viability of psychoanalytic theory. The section attempts to foster a research
posture and attitude among psychoanalysts. Attached
you will find: (a) A draft version of Bylaws for the
proposed new Research Section; (b) A list of the names
of almost 400 members of the Division (approximately
15%) who have signed a petition requesting a Research
Section. About 15 more folks have signed the petition
but have not yet been added to the list…”
With apparent pleasure and enthusiasm, on November 11,
1989, the Board of the Division approved the establishment
and the Bylaws of Section VI–The Psychoanalytic Research
Society with its stated purposes (Article II of Bylaws) being:
The Section subscribes to the general objectives of
the American Psychological Association and the
Division of Psychoanalysis. The overall purpose of
this section is to promote psychoanalytic research of
an empirical, theoretical and clinical nature. More
specifically, this section shall further the development
of a variety of research activities including the
planning and conducting, as well as the dissemination
of research findings. It will stimulate and support
communication among researchers by the use of
professional meetings and publications. In addition,
it shall facilitate (1) the continual development and
training of psychoanalytically oriented researchers;
(2) the broadening of the role that psychoanalytic
research plays in general psychology, with other
related professional disciplines, and the public.
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an endurance contest rather than an adventure. I am now on
a first name basis with the parking clerk at off site parking at
Logan Airport as I appear at his window several weeks in a row.
Did I really think spending two days in San Francisco to
have my three-year-old great nephew who told me to go home
was a good idea? I am so tired at the end of each work day in
between these jaunts that my pile of fiction eagerly procured
from Amazon goes unread as I rack up Solitaire scores on my
computer. I found a new game, Cruel, which I can now say I
have played 5000 times. Would that I could wipe out the evidence. I would much prefer the obituary read, “Psychoanalytic
Leader Dies” than “Solitaire Addict Does Last Deal” when I
drop dead from exhaustion.
At the same time I am writing an article for Professional
Psychology: Research and Practice, doing a slew of things for
SOFAR, Strategic Outreach to Families of All Reservists as
we launch the pilot program, and hit up everyone in sight for
donations to pay for pamphlets, brochures, and an administrator. Trips to meet with the Massachusetts Commissioner of
Mental Health and the Surgeon General of the National Guard
and a Colonel who is the aide to the Commanding General
mean rescheduling patients and longer days.
Were I a less stubborn woman, I would say “uncle” and
just cut out all my social activities. Were I less of a “I have
to be in the middle of everything” woman, I would drop a
number of my commitments for my Institute, for Division 39,
for IARPP, for SOFAR. This summer I was too busy, too over
committed and too dazed to do otherwise. So I began September with a cold, giant hives, a full roster of committees to
attend or chair, patients to see, people to supervise, and I am
supplementing my solitaire addiction by being the last kid on
my block to subscribe to cable TV. I could go back into analysis to understand this, but I don’t have time.

A week before his trip to Australia he discovers his passport
expired and we get a call (Dad: Oy-vey). He arrives in Australia and the place his playwriting workshop is in is deserted
(Mom: Oy-vey). A friend in Sydney calls a friend in Townsend
who finds the group (which turns out to be terrific; Mom
and Dad: Yey; more about Yey later). After Australia, a route
through Singapore (Asian flu: Mom’s Oy-vey), and through an
airport near Saudi Arabia (Will he get beheaded? Dad’s Oyvey). By the time he gets to Frankfurt we learn
he’s been sick for a week but doing well (Mom’s Oy-vey),
meets a Chechnean who talks about identity theft (Dad’s Oyvey). A rich summer.
Meanwhile we visit our older son who took a job in
Silicon Valley. We go furniture shopping, car testing, restaurant sampling. He’s not driven much, being a city boy, with
no freeway experience at all. When he lit up at one particular car, I said how about a test drive, and on the freeway he
went, my wife gripping my arm in the back seat, stifling an
Oy-vey. Tense there for a while, but fun (Mom and Dad:
Yey). I offered to help with the expense but he negotiated the
lease and made the payment (Dad: Yey). Here’s an aside for
psychologists. My son takes a long time making decisions,
indecisive, tasting and testing. The longer he took, the more
the salesman lowered the price, a hitherto unknown use for his
kind of patience. You might want to take him along the next
time you buy a car.
My wife and I went on to do something we’ve done for
many years. We went to Cape Cod—the first time there without children. Sadness came when I’d see them younger, doing
things we did then, in places we were now. But we also liked
the quiet, doing what we wanted when and where we wanted,
into ourselves more fully, differently. I didn’t have to cut runs
short because a family activity awaited, but then, when the
run ended, the noise level was low. A little guilty to admit,
we really enjoyed it, the ocean walks, kayaking, swimming,
biking, reading, our own paces.
A new thing for me, an online seminar based on my
work, and since it is archived, one can read and post at leisure.
The participants’ posts are moving. There is a hunger for psychic nutrients, psychic stimulation, a kind of psycho-spiritual
acupuncture, from insides to insides. Much sharing, probing.
We finished a “unit” on guilt, began one on mysticism. One
thing I got into was a sense of boundlessness, so important
in psychoanalysis (Freud, Matte-Blanco, Milner, Elkin, Winnicott, Bion), perhaps partly linked to my experience on the
Cape of the ocean sky coming alive.
It is not that alive for me in my daily life in Brooklyn
and Manhattan. Yes, it’s beautiful, at sunset over the river,
and there is ocean not far from where I live. But it is not the
same. In Cape Cod, the sky IS. Nothing impedes it. It is in full
glory. Boundless shifts of form and formlessness, blends of
feeling and color, tastes of primordial being, primordial consciousness. It is a deep sense of boundlessness I found myself
exploring on my online seminar while in Cape Cod.

Michael Eigen
Oy-Vey
I spent my summer in additional research on a finding I made
many years ago: an early variant of Yah-veh, a Hebrew name
of God, is Oy-vey. In fact, I have reason to believe, that Oyvey may be one of the early-most pronunciations of Yah-veh,
carried forward, derivatively, by such sounds as oy, ey, ay-yuy,
and oy-yoy in Ashkenazie prayer and Yiddish. Rumor has it
that more and more people are using Oy-vey as God’s name,
without realizing I was the first to make this connection. I,
therefore, am alerting you to my research, so that credit is
given where credit is due.
The early part of summer gave occasion for many
applications of this find. Our younger son went to a college
(Deep Springs College) my wife and I never heard of (Mom:
Oy-vey). There, among other educational experiences, he
got kicked in the balls by a cow he was milking and couldn’t
move for days, purple for weeks (Dad: Oy-vey), not to mention losing feeling in fingers of one hand (Mom: Oy-vey).
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I said I would speak of Yey—an alternative pronunciation for a Hebrew word for God, Ya. The connection is clear.
Yes, Ya, Hallalu-ya, Praise God, the Eternal Yea, as expressed
in the clanging of symbols, blowing of horns and dancing in
the last psalms. The many big Yeys and small ones in a world
filled with nays. Tragedies no oy-vey can convey.
Along the way I copy-edited my new book, Lust, to
come out in April (Wesleyan University Press). And I finished
Feelings Matter: From the Yosemite God to the Annihilated
Self, which should come out in 2006 (Karnac Books).
And now, back to the city, to help where possible, live
where possible, with my little share of oy-veys and yeys, in a
world very much in need of all the help it can get.

are honing a manuscript to send to agents; others, like me,
simply like writers’ workshops. This will be my third. One
of our teachers, Rosellen Brown, author of 9 books including
Tender Mercies, has promised: “For two weeks, you will eat,
sleep, and breath writing.” Each class begins with a poem or
prose selection distributed by Rosellen or Anthony Giardina,
author of another novel I love, Recent History, about a 1950s
boy with a gay father.
We will read the poem aloud, free associate, preen, and
play with it until everybody’s in the mood. Then, one by one,
we’ll read our assignments. The group psychology is startlingly sane; twenty strangers manage to criticize each other’s
work with intelligence and wit and without a trace of brutality. Everything’s peachy until the day I run out of words. The
assignment is simple enough: Write something about food.
I spend hours ruminating, unable to generate an idea worth
bending into form. Tapped out already. Or maybe just hungry.
Each day after class, we repair to a trattoria in the neighborhood for a two-hour meal en groupe. A first course of truffled
risotto or pasta is followed by fresh trout caught that morning,
grilled with eggplant or zucchini, and lots of vino rosso. (Did
I mention that Gadamer drank a bottle of wine a day almost
until he died at 102?)
After lunch, I walk for an hour and end up at the Duomo
to gaze at “The Assumption of the Virgin into Heaven” by Fra
Lippo Lippi. An alcove to the left houses a letter written in the
hand of St. Francis to Leo, a fellow monk, in which he invites
the latter to seek him out for counsel. “When in need, you may
come to me, Leo, like a mother (sicut mater).” Francis the
Winnicottian; who knew? At his altar, I light candles for two
friends, Tahoma Ironfeather and Jeff Lappin, who are undergoing hideous chemo regimens at this very moment. While
I am not. This calls for one last look skyward at Fra Lippi’s
Virgin, ashen on her sick bed, then crowned above in glory in
great robes amidst a riot of angels. That blue!
Spiritually restorative as this is, it’s not getting my
homework done. Maybe I have nothing more to say. I suspected as much, actually, on completing Schopenhauer’s
Porcupines four years ago. That book was important to me; it
was my “letter to the world,” but everything I know in life is
in it. What to say about food? Shall I begin with my beloved
Italian mother and her chronically overcooked, underspiced
meals? She imitated her sisters in this, as in all things. (“The
bland leading the bland,” as my cousin used to say.) I could go
from there to the meal my first boyfriend, Francesco, prepared
for me years later. He had imagined creating a dish that would
“bring back my Italian childhood.” But what he offered came
to me as a memory of the future, not the past—a rocket, not
a time machine—the opposite of the Proustian encounter, the
anti-madeleine. Before bedtime I have a draft.
Next morning’s class begins with Emily reading a poem
called “Legumes” that is publishable as is. Cynthia reads
something so delicious that Rosellen responds with tears.
(How is it that after 12 years of teaching this workshop, she

Deborah Anna Luepnitz

They say that ‘time assuages’—
Time never did assuage ...
Emily Dickinson
Girl Meets Muse Under the Umbrian Sun
On his 100th birthday in 2001, the German philosopher HansGeorg Gadamer, when pressed, offered two secrets to longevity. First: “No elevators; always climb the stairs.” Second:
“Learn a new poem by heart every day.” Maybe Gadamer
was right. Maybe that’s why I feel that last summer’s writers’
workshop in Umbria added time to my life. Longevity was
on my mind for a reason. The spring of this year brought a
pile-up of medical tests that had my doctors talking about both
cancer and heart disease. They weren’t sure that I—someone
accustomed to good health and a lot of physical activity—
should be counting on leaving the country. When, just weeks
before departure, the last MRI proved negative, I couldn’t feel
relief. Months of sitting half naked in the caves of hospital
waiting rooms, listening to technicians gripe and vetting the
double-talk of physicians, had robbed me of some savor. Neither well nor sick, I craved comfort but received it as a guilty
pleasure. I left Philadelphia with what Buddhists call the
“monkey mind” in full swing. How to get empty again?
Spoleto: Population 46,000
Umbria is hill country. In our town of Spoleto, 70 miles north of
Rome, you can’t get from your front door to the nearest bottled
water—let alone take a long walk—without assuming an incline
to make your leg muscles sing and shout. Climb I did, Professor. Every morning before class, at an hour I might ordinarily be
leaving a good party, I would slip out of our medieval convent,
past tiny Sister Pilar, and head up the Via Monterone towards
the Aqueduct. The sight of it would get most anyone out of bed
at a rude hour. Its ten slender arches, built by the Romans in
the first century, gleam in the early light like a white gold chain
linking one mountain to another. I walk for an hour, buy fresh
figs and rice cakes on the way down, and get ready for class
which runs from 10 AM until 1 PM, seven days a week.
We are twenty writers ranging in age from 19 to 73—
some published, some not yet—from all over the US. Some
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Section V’s Biannual All-Division Essay Competition
is in place. This year’s topic: Is the Unconscious Necessary?
This can be interpreted as a theoretical issue in personality
structure or as a concept for current psychoanalysis. Length is
limited to 12 pages. First prize is $1000. Second Prize is $200.
Entries go to the Section Office for blind evaluation. Entries
are due by January 15. Winners will be announced in Philadelphia. Winning essays will be posted on the Section V Web site.

literature, especially on the subject of the maternal
erotic transference. Many of her articles were gathered in
her groundbreaking book with Judith Welles, The Narration
of Desire: Erotic Transferences and Countertransferences
(Hillsdale, NJ: The Analytic Press, 1994). The Section III
panel at the spring meeting drew a large turnout. Batya
Monder introduced the panel, Sex: The Next Generation,
which was organized and moderated by Muriel Dimen who
led the lively discussion that followed. Debra Roth and
Stephen Hartman presented, and Virginia Goldner was the
discussant. Toni Heineman presented our second Annual
Dissertation Award to Sally Brandel, who is completing her
work at the Fielding Graduate Institute.
For the summer APA meeting, Batya Monder organized
and moderated the Section III panel, entitled After Our
Bodies Ourselves, taking off from the popular book of the
‘70s. Panelists Nancy McWilliams, Devon Charles, Deborah
Blessing, Lynne Harkless, and Judith Logue explored the
trajectory that feminism took from the 1970s forward,
focusing in part on the disturbing increase of body-modifying
surgeries and the complex pressures on women to undergo
them. The panel was so well attended and caused such a
stir that The Monitor is running a short piece on it, and a
fuller report on the panel will appear in a future issue of
Psychoanalytic Psychology, written by Batya Monder. Section
III also hosted a Meet the Authors session to promote our
book, which we will continue to market in the coming year
with book parties in various cities across the country.
As we move forward in the 21st century, we face
ongoing challenges to maintain membership numbers in this
vibrant section, and we expect to stay on the cutting edge of
subjects that are important to psychoanalysis.

Section VI Psychoanalytic
Research Society: A History

S

ection VI, the Psychoanalytic Research Society, was officially established in 1989. Wonderfully chronicled by
Harold Cook, the Psychoanalytic Research Society grew out of a
standing research committee of Division 39. Its origins began in
1979, when Gordon Derner, then president of Div 39, appointed
Joseph Masling as the first Chair of the Research Committee,
with Richard Bellow, Sidney Blatt, Norbert Freedman, and
Lloyd Silverman as committee members. Masling chaired the
committee until 1985 when Howard Shevrin was appointed
Chair of the Research Committee, and he appointed Sidney
Blatt, Philip Holzman, Lester Luborsky, Herbert Schlesinger,
and Donald Spence as members. In 1988, James Eyman became
Chair until 1989 when Harold Cook and Joseph Turkel were
appointed as Co-Chairs of the Research Committee.
The early seeds of the Section began to take shape under
newly appointed Co-Chairs (Cook and Turkel) of the Research
Committee when they invited a number of people to become
members of the Committee in the Spring of 1989. They wrote
a letter of invitation to prospective members of the Committee stating: “Our aim with your assistance is to establish some
realistic goals for the Committee and perhaps a strategy and
research agenda for the Division. We envision that almost any
work we might do along these lines could impact the direction of future research committees and add saliency to the
importance of psychoanalytic research for theory development
and clinical practice.” In response to this letter, an outstanding and widely respected group of psychologists agreed to
become members of the committee, Co-Chaired by Cook
and Turkel, membership consisted of Morris Eagle, Matthew Erdelyi, Irene Fast, Judith Kantrowitz, Lester Luborsky,
Joseph Masling, Stephen Portuges, Howard Shervin, Herbert
Schlesinger, and Hans Strupp.
It appeared politically that the time was right, and after
several discussions, the Research Committee, functioning as
an organizing committee, proposed (see Psychologist-Psychoanalyst, IX, 2) a new Section of the Division. They were
encouraged by the large number of members who responded
to their solicitation of signatures to a petition to establish a
Research Section. In the Fall of 1989, they submitted the peti

Section V: Psychologist
Psychoanalyst Clinicians

U

Pamela Foelsch, PhD, Lisa Pomeroy, PhD
Gwen Gerber, PhD and Ken Levy , PhD

Johanna Krout Tabin, PhD, ABPP

nder the leadership of President Elgan Baker, Section V
continues to thrive with an ever-expanding program. The
Student Outreach Committee, with student Board members
Elizabeth Hahn and David Kemmerer reported several initiatives they are taking. In an historic first for the Division, Section V and Section I are cooperating together in an Outreach
Committee to Institute Candidates to join the Division and
either or both of the Sections (full membership in Section V
and candidate membership in Section I). The effort is being
received enthusiastically. It is spearheaded by Nancy McWilliams for Section V and Mary Beth Cresci for Section I, with
Johanna Tabin as chairperson.
Section V’s invited program for the Division Spring meeting in Philadelphia will be a round table discussion of Problems
of Lay Analysis Today and Licensing of Psychoanalysts. Nancy
McWilliams will chair it with Lew Aron, Laurel Wagner, David
Lichtenstein and Vivian Goldner to trade ideas with each other.
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on a Gender-free Case: Into the Void (London: Routledge,
2005), was celebrated this year at the APA meetings in
Washington, DC.
Jane Tillman, the 2002 president, recalls the Section’s
organizational challenges and action plans during these years:
“[We reconstructed] a list of past-presidents and past award
recipients to help keep us mindful of our rich history. The
Board wrestled with the painful question whether Section
III had achieved its original mission, with the great success
women have had moving from Section III leadership to
the larger Division politics and leadership. In our efforts at
critical self-examination a mission statement was created
for the Section, reflecting our values and goals.” At the 2002
Spring Meeting, the section honored Elisabeth Young-Bruehl.
Our sponsored panels included presentations by Elisabeth
Young-Bruehl, Hedda Bolgar, and Adrienne Harris at the
Spring Meeting, and Tanya Luhrman at the APA summer
meetings. Toni Heineman created and managed the Section III
Dissertation Award, presented for the first time to Sanjay Nath,
in 2002.
When Jane Tillman passed the torch to Judith Logue in
2003, the Board’s mandate was to revive our membership to
maintain our voting rights in Division 39. Judith comments,
“I don’t know how we did it, but we did! Everyone pitched
in with our slogan of ‘154 by 2004,’ and we made it.”
Nancy McWilliams was honored with our award that year
for her many contributions to theory, practice, and teaching,
especially her popular and significant books.
In 2004, under the presidency of Maurine Kelly, the
Spring meetings featured Fertile New World: Sex, Gender,
and Babies in the Age of Reproductive Technology, a lively
roundtable discussion on the many ways of forming a family,
with Ken Corbett, Diane Ehrensaft, Toni Heineman, and
Maureen Murphy. The Section III honoree that year was
Muriel Dimen in recognition of her writing and service for
women, gender and psychoanalysis. At the APA meeting
that summer, our panel featured the Section III book. Ellen
Toronto read the gender-free case that begins the book. Judith
Logue and Nancy McWilliams presented, with Maurine Kelly
as the discussant.
Royce Jalazo (president-elect this year) has developed
and maintained our Section III web site, and in September,
2004, the Section held its first discussion group on the web.
Our discussant was Muriel Dimen. The dialogue highlighted
her new book, Sexuality, Intimacy, Power (Hillsdale, NJ: The
Analytic Press, 2003), and focused on the chapter “In the
Zone of Ambivalence: A Feminist Journal of Competition.”
Credit goes to Jill Salberg and Batya Monder for organizing
the conversation.
In 2005, under Batya Monder’s presidency, at the
Division 39 spring meeting we honored Harriet Kimble
Wrye, one of the founders of Section III and one of its early
presidents. Batya Monder presented the Award to Dr. Wrye for
her scholarship and contributions to the psychoanalytic

presidency of Division 39, during a highly conflicted and
contentious period in the Division’s history. Section III over
the years has made an immeasurable contribution to Division
39 and to the important work of women psychoanalysts and
psychotherapists.”
During her year as president, Margaret Fulton reports
that the Section continued to think creatively about outreach,
collaborative planning, and co-sponsorship with other sections
and APA divisions. Preliminary conversations and planning
efforts got underway with Section II, the Infant Mental Health
Program, and the newly developed Section IX in an effort to
develop collaborative ventures within the Division.
At the 1999 Spring Meeting, the section symposium,
Sexuality, Gender, and Erotic Transference, featured thoughtprovoking presentations by Diane Elise, Karen Maroda,
and Janet Linder. The symposium discussant was Ethel
Person, who was also recognized and honored at the Section
III reception. We also sponsored a Conversation Hour
on the “Perils of Managed Care” with Karen Shore from
Division 42 as our invited speaker. At the APA meetings that
summer, Section III pushed the boundaries of discourse at its
Symposium entitled, Feminism and the Unconscious: Bodies,
Psychic Borders, and Social Boundaries, which featured
pioneering papers by Jan Haakan and Kareen Malone, with
Randy Milden as discussant. Karen Maroda recalls that
Section III was in “a bit of a crisis” when she started her
year as president. “Membership was down and we were
teetering on the brink of failing to meet the requirements for
our continued existence.” By canvassing members who had
not renewed, she said the board learned that as many section
members became more successful, they tended to leave the
section to pursue their writing or the division board. “We
needed both their leadership and their star quality to add luster
to the section. Happily, both Muriel Dimen and Adrienne
Harris became active in the section once again, and Nancy
McWilliams became a board member for the first time and has
helped lead the section to this day. News of our crisis actually
seemed to strengthen interest in the section. No one wanted to
see Section III disappear.”
In 2001, Ellen Toronto found herself in the midst of a
shift in our objectives. “Having participated in many of the
activist goals of enabling women to enter the mainstream,
i.e., serve in major elective offices, present significant
panels, forge policy changes, we had entered a new phase
of generativity. Our focus was shifting to mentoring a new
generation of psychoanalytic thinkers and passing along our
hard-won knowledge. In keeping with this focus we honored
Adrienne Harris with our annual Section award. Her career
exemplified both her significant contributions to the field
and her generosity in mentoring a new generation.” The
Board also began to formulate the possibility of compiling a
book on gender that would organize and celebrate the many
contributions to the field of authors in the Section. The book
that came of these conversations, Psychoanalytic Reflections
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streets both disorienting and intoxicating. On one such street
is located the landmark Agios Spyridon (Church of St. Spyros)
the patron saint of the island. We joined the line of pilgrims
waiting to enter, not wanting to miss the namesake of Division
39’s own past president, Spyros Orfanos.
A short taxi ride from town takes you to the Achilleion Palace built in 1890 for Empress Elizabeth of Austria.
The exquisite gardens, terraced precipitously to the sea, are
additionally worthwhile for the numerous statues scattered
throughout. The most moving bronze of the Dying Achilles
injected a sober moment uniting the ancient past and present
in the sacrifice of our youth to the ideology of the moment.
Yet, a few minutes later we were on our way to the village of
Kalami, the summer home of Gerald and Lawrence Durrell,
all thoughts of political atrocities left behind. This switchback
of emotions is one of the most powerful characteristics of
Greece. You are alternately and without notice assaulted by
saturated color or the inexorable timelessness of history, or
the ebullience of a tableful of taverna lunchers or the quiet
of a silvery green olive grove. This is what draws me back to
Greece—its sensual relentlessness to which the only response
is surrender. In my two trips to Greece, I learned something
visceral about fate that all my psychoanalytic training failed to
convey.
For a contemporary story of fate, I’ll move on to Kephalonia. By air, travelers arrive at the island’s capital, Argostoli,
roughly an hour from our destination at Fiskardo. Our first
fatal moment was meeting our cab driver, Stavros, who drove
his pristine Mercedes as if it were a Formula One. Here we
were at sunset barreling along a tortuous coastal road at 85
miles an hour dodging occasional herds of goats, accompanied
by Stavros’s rendition of Kephalonian patriotic music. When
we somehow arrived at our hotel, Wendy said: “Weren’t you
scared?” I said (already thinking like a Greek): “After about
ten minutes I thought, well, what’s the worst that can happen,
I die with my husband and my best friend.” She laughed,
saying, “I kept thinking, oh, great, I’m going to die with my
two executors!” But here we were in one piece—looking
across a small channel towards ”all knowing Ithaca.”
Fiskardo, having been spared the devastation of the 1953
earthquake that leveled most of the island, retains the sensibility
of a simple fishing village with its small cluster of stark white
and technicolor buildings. As soon as we arrived, we regretted
that we only had four days, wishing that we hadn’t planned to
return to Corfu. Each morning we walked half a mile to town
for iced cappuccino, exploring a cove beach or abandoned
tower, possibly seduced to a swim along the way. We resisted
all impulses to visit the international newsstand except to buy
beach chairs. In the afternoon we walked a half-mile in the
other direction to Foki, an aquamarine and white stone beach
encircled by olive tress. A charm of the beach was a small taverna operated by an older couple who, out of something barely
larger than a hot dog stand, produced some of the best food we
had on our trip. After your first visit, they remembered what

still feels so much?) As I start to read my piece, I have
the odd sense that it sounds better than it did the night before,
as though someone had slipped into my room and worked on
it while I slept. “That’s beautiful, Deborah!” says Rosellen.
“Please read it again.” I’m hooked, and everyone’s hooked.
We egg each other on, offer ideas, commiserate, and cajole—
slightly incredulous at our progress. On Friday I notice I
feel better than I have in many months. And T can’t seem to
remember home.
“Anny says you teach a course on Lacan in Philadelphia.”
“Oh yeah?”
Finally I’ve glimpsed Bion’s preferred state “without
memory or desire.” The muse—the same one I courted sedulously while writing the book—sits winking in the rafters. I
have a sense I could get in deep here, up to my ears, maybe,
but pull back in good time. I’m flattered, really, but I’m on the
rebound, not ready for anything serious, been hurt before, need
time to myself. There’s always next year, right? I’ll call you.
Can “time assuage” all by itself? I happen to agree with
the poet. For me, at least for now, the way to a still and empty
mind is filling it to the top with new words in good company.
This one I’ll learn by heart.

Maureen Murphy
An Ionian Summer
Trollope is reported to have said that sometimes reading about
a place is better than actually going there. Such a sentiment
could only be uttered by someone who has never been to
Greece, especially the Ionian Islands. Home to Odysseus,
these islands lie in the Adriatic off the west coast of the Greek
mainland. The chain is composed of six islands, spilling from
the northern most Corfu, through Paxos, Lefkada, Kephalonia,
Ithaca to Zakynthos. Our plan, that is, of myself, my husband
Joel and our friend Wendy, was to begin at Corfu, making our
way to the Kephalonian village of Fiskardo. But like all things
Greek, plans are the least of it.
It should be noted that Cavafy had it right: ”the way
was long, full of reversals.” Getting to the islands was an epic
in itself including a six-hour layover in Athens and assorted
vagaries of inter-island flight patterns. Nevertheless “arriving there is what had been ordained for us” –and we did on a
Friday evening with Corfu town in full regalia. As with many
cities of heavy European influence, the town is organized
around an esplanade called the Liston—vibrating center of
activity. Our hotel, the Cavalieri, a holdover from Venetian
days, is flanked by the Liston and the sea. From room 33, a
full sweep of the splendid port and the city is accessible. We
were to be on Corfu for two days, fly to Kephalonia for four,
and then back to Corfu for two more since Olympic airlines
only flies between the two islands on Sunday and Thursday.
So, the first part of the visit was given over to Corfu town.
Once off the plaza, you encounter a warren of shop-filled
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become an item, and he will be coming to New York at the
same time. And so, we will visit with sons, granddaughters,
and great grandchildren.
Due to my wife’s illness, I had to take on a number of
new responsibilities, like food shopping, planning dinners,
paying bills, etc. Being married 62 years to the same woman,
and suddenly losing many of her services was quite a shock.
From someone who never liked to emphasize money, earnings, and the like to suddenly taking over new responsibilities
in marriage was quite an awakening experience. Concern with
illness, the problems of aging, becoming more aware of time
can be mind-boggling, as I am looking back 26 years to when
I introduced to the APA Council the petition to form a Division of Psychoanalysis.

you’d eaten the day before and told you what special you
were going to eat next. Who can argue with the food fates?
We were, reluctantly, to leave on Thursday at 6 pm. Late
afternoon, bags packed, the hotel owner knocked on the door:
“Bad news, Olympic’s on strike; the earliest flight you can get
is Saturday night.” There’s Cavafy again: But do not hurry
the journey at all/Better if it lasts many years” Or at least two
more days.

Robert C. Lane

T

his summer seems unexpectedly short of any special
excitement for me. It’s the first summer in many years I
didn’t spend some time in Colorado. Every summer I visit
with my son, Larry, in the Avon Mountains near Vail. Unfortunately, this summer due to my wife’s illness, we had to stay
close to home in Ft. Lauderdale. I went to my office at Nova
Southeastern University daily to do supervision, read, write
papers with students, examine students on case handling, and
putter around. One thing I did accomplish was rearranging
my books, journals, and papers to make things easier to find,
which really was a necessary task. Each assistant would do it
his or her way, and it seemed no two assistants used the same
system. However, if and when I get around to doing it, I know
the system I use in my attempt to make life easier.
The papers I got involved with students were: the
borderline personality, the role of the mother in restricting
anorectic girls, and anorexia as a self-hurt syndrome. It was
interesting rereading some of the classic papers on the borderline and restricting anorectics, and the role of the mother.
It was noteworthy that the three areas I worked on and read
about were related to each other. Many of the restricting girls
had borderline disorders and many of the borderline girls had
a history of eating disorders. For some years now I have studied the mothers of restricting anorectic girls and borderlines,
and have turned to others such as the Novicks and the Lerner
brothers (to see what their experiences were like) and the work
of Jim Sacksteder and the staff at Austin Riggs on sado-masochism (Masochism: The Treatment of Self-Inflicted Suffering,
authored by Jill Montgomery and Ann Greif). Also, the findings in the book, When the Body is the Target by Sharon Klayman Farber appear to be similar to my findings.
My lack of a summer teaching regimen gave me time to
work on several books I have been planning to write. In addition, the university administration gave me several helpers.
Following up on my paper, “Anorexia, Masochism, Self-mutilation, and Auto-Eroticism,” published in Psychoanalytic Review,
and my work on the negative therapeutic reaction, I finished,
Envy, Entitlement, Revenge, and Negativity. I also finished
another book and am presently working on a book on dreams.
We just received word that it was okay for my wife to
travel and planned a trip to New York in late July. My Colorado son came to New York last summer for his 30th high
school reunion, met the girl he cared for at that time, they’ve

Polly Young-Eisendrath
Summer’s Work
Today, like so many days this summer, I hiked up the mountain (the one I live on, rather than one of those I look at). I
made new discoveries in the woods, at the stream, sitting at
the side of the slippery little bridge where I stop to rest (today
with my husband and my big white dog) on the mossy thick
wooden cover that protects a source of spring water from
which our local hobbits drink. They live in quaint little hobbit
houses in the rocky hills and green meadows of a nearby
ashram (really). I wouldn’t trust the spring water, but they do.
Even so, like them, for me summer is a physical time.
I rise early, meditate, go for a swim, trudge up the mountain,
head off down some dusty road that is familiar or new, or do
some yoga or a little gardening. Before I begin my clinical
work, which never starts prior to 11:00 AM, I take up the work
of the world, as poet Mary Oliver calls it. She says and I echo,
“Glory is my work.”
One of the best things I did this summer was read and
re-read and read out loud a small collection of Oliver’s poems
that celebrate the world. It’s called The Leaf and the Cloud.
Just below its 2000 copyright, there is a sternly written message that says “No part of this publication may be reproduced
...etc., without prior written permission of the publisher.” I
would love to quote from the poems, but I don’t have permission. I have told you that Glory is her work. I hope you won’t
report me to her publisher. If you look at the poems, you’ll
find an extraordinary expression of summer, life, death, grief
and love, all wrapped together in a visit to Mary Oliver’s
world. My world, I try not to boast about it and I do fear your
envy, shares a lot with hers in its natural beauty and seasonal
demand on the spirit.
This was the best summer I can remember of the eleven
I’ve spent in Vermont. The heat of day and the coolness of
night were often impressive, but there were several (many?)
starry nights just warm enough to brave night swimming. I
would get my towel and flash light and drive five miles to the
crystal clear pond (my favorite of the 26 ponds in our area)
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place that many Section III people occupied in the
scholarship produced in Division 39.
Also in 1993, Section III honored Irene Fast, Professor
of Psychology at the University of Michigan, a distinguished
writer, teacher and clinician, and author of groundbreaking
work in the area of gender development. The spring program
was Feminist Post-modernism and Melancholia, chaired
by Adria Schwartz and featuring Judith Butler, whose talk
focused on psychoanalysis, gender identity, and depression.
At the 1993 summer APA meeting, Section III presented a
roundtable discussion, Listening as a Feminist Psychoanalyst,
featuring panelists Irene Fast, Muriel Dimen, and Judith
Jordan, exploring the ways in which feminist thought shapes
our work with patients.
In 1994 Section III voted to change its name from
“Women and Psychoanalysis” to “Women, Gender, and
Psychoanalysis,” following vigorous debate, which President
Adria Schwartz, in the Spring newsletter, characterized as
“reflective of the . . . ways in which we continue to question
who we are and what we are about.”
Section III reached out internationally through Peggy
Buttenheim’s inspiration and hard work, and invited two
women from England, Noreen O’Connor and Joanna
Ryan, to speak at the 1994 Section III Symposium at the
Spring meeting. Their paper, “Can Lesbians Be Women?
Psychoanalytic Perspectives on Identity and Difference,”
comprised two case studies that were discussed by Jane
Flax in the context of their book, Wild Desires and Mistaken
Identities: Lesbianism and Psychoanalysis (NY: Columbia
University Press, 1994). To widen channels of communication
among section members, the newsletter was supplemented
by an open membership forum at the Spring Meeting.
The Section’s reception honored all Section III authors,
recognizing and celebrating an extraordinary breadth of
scholarship.
At the APA Convention the symposium was Power,
Desire and Ambition: Women’s Narratives. It was chaired by
Margaret Buttenheim, with presenters Judith Welles, Harriet
Wrye, and Dorothy Cantor, with Randy Milden, discussant.
We also instituted outreach through individual members to
graduate students and candidates in order to encourage their
participation. The president called for a wider conversation
about the failure of both the Section and the Division to
achieve sexual, racial, ethnic and cultural diversity and
encouraged members to promote it in their workplaces.
Margaret Buttenheim, 1995 president, recalls bringing in a
number of guest presenters who spoke on homosexuality:
“This is such an old and comfortable subject now,” she says,
“that it is hard to remember that ‘women’ in Section III
usually meant the concerns of heterosexual women.”
“Section III was in an expansive period in 1996 during
my year as President, with a robust membership and an
activist Board,” Molly Donovan reports. “Our focus was
on helping women to become more visible and influential

in Division politics and in the field of psychoanalysis.
We supported candidates for office and urged members to join
Division committees. We also encouraged members of the
Section in their professional writing, co-sponsoring (with the
Continuing Education Committee) a one-day workshop on
how to get published. [Feeling it] important to acknowledge
our feminist beginnings, our honorees that year were our
foremothers, the Founders of Section III.” That Spring,
Carolyn Heilbrun spoke on “Women Writing Our Lives: How
Free Are We?” with Randy Milden and Donna Bassin as
discussants.
“Our presentation at APA that summer,” Molly Donovan
recalls, “was a very powerful and personal series of papers by
section members, organized by Kay Saakvitne, Time and Tide
Won’t Wait: Tragedy in the Therapist’s Life. Section III also
hosted a follow-up to the April 1996 Publication Workshop,
to continue our support of both new and experienced authors.
It was at that time a distinctly woman’s voice that we were
hearing, encouraging, and entering into the mainstream.”
Gemma Ainslie, 1997 president, commented in the
Section III newsletter (Winter, 1997), “how her personal
musings had centered on the remarkably potent tradition of
kneading the inert past via telling and retelling until it yields
a history.” That thinking led her to organize and chair a
symposium for the Spring Meeting, Psychoanalytic Stories
about Female Development: How We Listen and What
We Hear. Elizabeth Lloyd Mayer presented a chronicle of
psychoanalytic theory regarding female development, with
Kimberlyn Leary as discussant. The Section III honoree was
Dr. Joan Trachtman. Our newsletter listed over forty Section
III members who presented at this meeting. At the 1997 APA
summer meeting the Section III panel featured Kerry Kelly
Novick presenting aspects of her work on sadomasochism
in “What Are You Going to Do in A Little Canoe? The
Sequestering of Sadomasochism in Women’s Lives.”
Continuing our tradition of challenging the known and
assumed, in 1998 our sponsored symposium at the Spring
Meeting was The Role of Gender and Sexuality in Therapeutic
Impasses and Ruptures. E. Lisa Pomeroy, chaired the
symposium, which included papers by Karen W. Saakvitne,
Irene Pierce Stiver, and Susan Nathanson Elkind. The Section
honored Irene Pierce Stiver and Johanna Kraut Tabin. At the
1998 APA summer meeting the Section III symposium was
Patients’ Response to Aging, Grief and Illness in the Analyst,
chaired by Lisa Pomeroy, presented by Anne Louise Silver
and Hedda Bolgar, with Maurine Kelly as discussant. Also in
1998, E. Lisa Pomeroy convened a well-remembered retreat
at the Claremont Resort and Spa in Berkeley, CA. She recalls,
“One goal of my presidency was to consider the many changes
in Division 39 and to give careful thought to the direction we
were heading.” Women had come to have a powerful voice in
the Division. She adds, “Things had changed because of the
gifted women who founded the Section, as well as courageous
women, such as Harriette Kaley, who won the
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SECTION REPORTS: Section I PsychologistPsychoanalyst Practitioners
Mary Beth Cresci, PhD, ABPP

T

for national accreditation standards was lively and informative.
The Section is also participating in a committee
with Section V to reach out to analytic candidates on behalf
of Division 39 and the sections. Chaired by Johanna Tabin,
the committee members include both Section I and V members as well as candidates and recent graduates from analytic institutes. Members include Mary Beth Cresci, Nancy
McWilliams, Marilyn Charles, Stefan Zicht, Felix Salomon,
Annie Lee Jones, Shoshanna Adler, Andrea Corn, and David
Applebaum. The committee’s first meeting took place during
the APA convention. It was agreed that the Division needs to
focus on attracting analytic candidates to become members
and on providing programs and other opportunities to welcome them and meet their particular interests. As a first step,
the committee is hoping to include a presentation during the
Division 39 Spring Meeting that will focus on training in psychoanalytic institutes. The Section encourages candidates in
training to consider joining Section I as a candidate member.

he Section presented a panel during the APA convention in
Washington, DC, Psychoanalysis in the Legislature: Licensing and Accreditation. The panel was organized by the Section
I Program Committee Chair, Gemma Ainslie. Moderated by
Section I President, Mary Beth Cresci, the panelists included
Laura Barbanel, a founding member of the New York State
Psychological Association’s Division of Psychologist-Psychoanalysts and President-elect of Division 42, who spoke on the
topic of “Licensing for Psychoanalysis, Pros and Cons: The
New York Experience.” Fredric Perlman, the President of CIPS,
the Confederation of Independent Psychoanalytic Societies, and
President of the New York State Psychoanalytic Confederation, spoke on “Psychoanalysis as a Profession.” Laurel Bass
Wagner, a Past President of Division 39 and the Chair of the
Psychoanalytic Consortium Committee, spoke on “The Work
of the Psychoanalytic Consortium: Why the Profession Needs
Accreditation Standards and the ACPE.” Discussion with the
audience about the effect of state licensing laws and the need

Section III Women, Gender, and Psychoanalysis: 1991-2005

Martha Temple, Psy.D.

S

ection III of Division 39 began as “Women and
Psychoanalysis” in 1983 at a time of great concern for
the understanding of women in psychoanalytic theory and
practice, and for the development of women in the United
States as psychoanalysts and psychologists. The intervening
years have seen extraordinary changes, which have been
reflected in, and often led by, the activities of Section III and
its members. The history of our early years from 1983 to 1991
appears on Section III’s website, http://www.section-three.
org/. What follows here is a brief summary of the ways in
which the Section has continued to fulfill and elaborate these
intentions over the past 15 years.
Initiatives begun during Judith Alpert’s presidency in
1990-1991 revamped Section III bylaws and committees
to facilitate this evolution. Among the most significant and
lasting contributions was an assessment of women’s leadership
roles in analytic training institutes, and work that facilitated
women’s participation as both faculty and students. Successive
presidents continued to be actively involved in Section III and
its Board. 1992 president Carole Morgan recalls the feeling of
the group back then. “It still felt new and we were working to
increase our membership. There was a sense of solidarity and
a working together which was very refreshing.”
For the 1992 Spring Meeting, the section sponsored a
panel, Feminism, Psychoanalysis, and Subjectivity, chaired by
Polly Young-Eisendrath with Jane Flax and Elizabeth YoungBruehl. The section also initiated that year a practice we have
continued since then: hosting a reception honoring women

who have made a significant contribution to psychoanalysis.
Our first honoree was Hedda Bolgar, a trailblazer in the postWorld War II years for PhD analysts and a mentor to many of
her younger colleagues.
A new committee looking into medication privileges for
psychologists found evidence that complaints of women are
often minimized by physicians so that women are prescribed
psychoactive medications proportionally more often than men.
As an outcome of this study, the committee established a goal
to ensure that all training programs include an emphasis on
women’s responses to stress, mental illness, and hormonal
shifts, etc. This theme was the subject of a symposium that
year, Psychoanalytic Dimensions of Psychopharmacological
Treatment. Differential treatment of men and women is a
concern we continue to address in new forms in 2005.
In Randy Milden’s presidency, 1993, we celebrated the
vibrant development of a feminist psychoanalysis during the
preceding twenty years with a new forum for these ideas,
the Supplement to Psychoanalytic Psychology, edited by
Donna Bassin and Adria Schwartz. This year also marked
the first appearance of the Section III newsletter, conceived
and assembled by Lisa Pomeroy and Peggy Buttenheim as a
vehicle to communicate about issues “relevant to womens’
lives, scholarship, and political agendas.” The newsletter
provided an opportunity for members to write articles and
book reviews, and offered a venue to showcase the many
books published by our members. From 1993 through its final
issue in 2002, the newsletter made clear the cutting edge
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a front-page story on Wellfleet as the favored vacationland
for psychoanalysts.) Every year we rented a house we loved
(owned by Cape Cod therapists) with my wife’s sister and her
family and our friends from the Berkshires. Everyone’s favorite form of fun was a little different. Renee loved jogging, the
art galleries and the flea market; Nicole, swimming and the
flea market; Todd, fishing, kayaking, seacycling, and pitching
out in the backyard (he could never get too far from baseball),
I loved the bike path and developed a magnetic attraction to
Bogey boarding. We all enjoyed the spectacular sunsets of
gold, pink, and orange at Duck Harbor.
Every year as soon as the Chicago winter began to lose
its force, the kids would begin to talk about going to the Cape.
We collected great memories. One of my favorites was Todd,
age 3, catching his first fish, a perch that could not have been
more than a few inches, with a tiny rod in a canoe on Gull
Pond. He was so excited we kept it, and after we rowed the
canoe to shore, we had about a forty foot walk to our spot
on the beach, and he carried that fish on his shoulder with an
unmatchable sense of pride that made him look like he had just
won a world fishing contest. We still have a picture of him with
a triumphant smile on his face holding the perch like it was a
150 lb. marlin. When Todd was old enough, we would spend
one day of each trip chartering a boat to catch bluefish offshore
and on a good day returned with enough fish to feed us all for
days. Nicole never took to fishing, but she swam across the
ponds with little effort while I struggled across desperately
trying to keep up using a Bogey board for occasional rests.
By the tenth year, a baseball tournament required a
change of our summer routine. The next two years Nicole did
community service in Central America as part of the Amigos
de Las Americas program, and she did not accompany us to
the Cape. Last year our summer vacation consisted of driving
across country to take Nicole to Brown for the freshman year,
but Todd could not go because he was already in school, so
it was a very short trip. We all missed the Cape so much (and
partly to cope with Nicole leaving home) that in early fall we
began to plan our return to Wellfleet. This time we would go
at the end of August, after Nicole was finished with her tour of
duty in Nicaragua as an Amigos supervisor, so she could join
us for the first time since her freshman year of high school, and
we would be home the day before Todd’s first day of school.
The first indication I had that something would be different
occurred as spring approached. I asked Todd if he was getting
excited about the trip, and he said that he wished it was not at
the end of August because there are things to do just before
school and when we return, “Summer is over.” He sounded less
than excited, but Nicole was upbeat about returning to the Cape
for the first time since her freshman year of high school.
By the time we left, Todd was clearly not a happy
camper. He wanted to be home with his friends, going to registration, finding out his classes, talking to his friends about
what teachers and classes they had, and who had classes
together. He had a friend pick up his registration packet, and,

that is called “Number 10” (more formally, “Mirror
Lake”). I even got hold of an old REM album, Automatic for
the People, that includes the song “Night Swimming,” which I
would sing along with during my trips to and from.
If you’ve never been night swimming in a clear pond
with the stars (with or without the moon, very different experiences) blaring overhead, you may not get my point. Floating
around in water that is only a tad cooler than the air, in the
darkness, you join the stars directly and become uncertain
about your location and your desires. Then you see the full
(or waning or sliver) moon just pop out from behind some
tall pine trees, and you are shocked and amazed and laughing.
It’s impossible not to comment, even if you are solo. I wish I
could tell you how Mary Oliver puts it, but I can’t. Usually I
just call out “The moon!” or something as inane, and want to
recite poetry to commemorate that first view.
On another topic, this summer I have been writing a
trade (popular, one hopes) book. Just before the summer
started, I signed a contract with Little, Brown (probably my
favorite publisher) to write a book on a mistaken fixation of
some liberal middle class parents who try to guarantee good
self-esteem in their children, but promote egotism instead. All
summer I interviewed educators and cops and others, when I
wasn’t doing my clinical hours (which are many). By the last
week of August, I was writing the book, adding another level
of pleasure and adventure.
And then, in the midst of this glorious summer, catastrophe hit the Gulf Coast, and like everyone else I was swept
up into it. There’s no end to human stupidity and there are
no excuses for it. It would have been hard enough if the loss
and terror and destruction were simply an act of nature, but
the additional stupidity made it disheartening and shaming.
There’s apt commentary from Mary Oliver on this, too. Devastation from the storm and its aftermath expressed the contractive side of nature—of the purely natural and the human
variety. Clearly, the fall has begun.

Frank Summers

F

ourteen years ago my wife, Renee, daughter Nicole, then
6, and son Todd, 2, took our first summer vacation in Cape
Cod. My sister-in-law who lives in Boston found us a house
to rent in Wellfleet, a small town near the end of the Cape, the
art capital of the area. We had never heard of the town before,
but once we got there, it seemed perfect. Wellfleet had everything for family fun: ponds for swimming, canoeing, kayaking, fishing, excellent paths for jogging and biking, many art
galleries, and, of course, the ocean with its lengthy, sandy
beaches. That first trip began a nine string of nine consecutive
years of spending the first two weeks of August vacationing
in Wellfleet. To our surprise, we found out that it was also
known as the “shrink vacation capital.” I started running into
other analysts from all over the country, including my hometown, Chicago. (One year while there the New York Times had
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Nonetheless, the ending of our Wellfleet vacations
seemed very different to me somehow. The Cape had been
our special family spot, where we were all together. I was not
prepared for it to end. As I look back, I think I became excited
about returning after a year away and allowed myself to
believe without being aware of it that this was something we
would keep doing. It wouldn’t be like soccer; this was the one
thing that would never end. I expected to end coaching soccer
and baseball, I expected Nicole to graduate from high school,
but I don’t think I ever expected our summers on the Cape to
end.
The trip home was somber. I was enveloped with a deep
sense of loss, a loss that felt deeper than the end of our stays at
Wellfleet. It seemed like just yesterday everyone was excited
about returning to the Cape. It all changed so suddenly. I did
not have time to prepare. I had four years to ready myself for
Nicole going to college, but I was blindsided here. Reality had
slapped me in the face.
There was something so final about the experience. The fact
that our kids were not interested in continuing our usual summer
vacations resulted in a breakthrough to the obvious: something
had unalterably changed. We will take more family vacations,
but they will never be those magical summers on Wellfleet. The
finality of that realization gave me a wrenching feeling in my
stomach. What was that hole inside? The finality of the end of our
Cape Cod excursions seemed to seal all the previous endings, as
though an airtight cover had been placed over a series of boxes
each labeled with a former family activity. “Swimming,” “soccer,”
“baseball,” “chess” were now closed containers. Our family life
together would not go on forever. It took me several days until I
realized that I was facing much more than the end of a precious
period of my life, the vacation had brought me into direct confrontation with my mortality.

of course, in the age of the cell phone, he was able
to talk with several friends to find out who was in his
classes. But, it was not the same. He wanted to be home, sharing the beginning of his junior year with his friends.
I knew Todd liked nothing more than being with his
friends, but I had thought that after having been with his friends
all summer, he would be looking forward to something different, especially Wellfleet, which he had always loved so much. I
was wrong. We went to the ponds, but he was not happy. He
was clear about his feelings: “Dad, things that used to fun for
me, like splashing around in a pond, just aren’t anymore.” He
missed his friends and spoke with them frequently.
When we picked up Nicole at the Boston airport in the
middle of the first week, she was excited about being back
in the States and seeing the family and our friends there, but
after a couple of days, she said that she has just spent several
days “hanging out on the beach” on the Corn Islands with
her fellow Amigos supervisors and did not want to spend two
more weeks doing the same. We went to ponds, visited the
flea market, canoed, kayaked, all the activities we had always
enjoyed, but that was not what she wanted. Nicole missed her
friends from home who she rarely gets to see and hungered for
a city experience.
Both Nicole and Todd made the best of the experience,
doing what they most enjoyed, but it was obvious they both
would have preferred to be home. Nicole seemed to be the happier of the two. She could visit the galleries and flea market
with Renee and the other adults, and she was able to see a friend
from Brown whose family has a home on the Cape. Todd had
little that interested him except the one day we chartered a boat
to fish for “blues.” We caught enough for several meals and had
plenty left over. Hauling in the bluefish when they are hitting
was just as much for him at 16 as it had been at 10. But, that
was it. The rest of the vacation was endured.
The experience was an awakening for Renee and me.
Several times during the trip we looked at each other, and we
knew: it was over. The kids were getting too old. It was not the
same. We would never return to the Cape for a family vacation
again. Our family would continue with other trips, but not the
Cape. The days of swimming, hanging out on the beach, boating, and even fishing were gone. It was a tough realization. Of
course, we have been through endings before: soccer, Nicole’s
swim team, Little League baseball, had all ended a few years
before. In addition to coaching soccer and baseball for nine
consecutive years, I had spent endless Saturdays in junior high
school cafeterias, chatting with other parents, while our kids
competed in chess. As each child reached high school, my
direct involvement in their activities ended. For sports, I was a
spectator, and for everything else, not even that. Each time my
participation ended, I felt a loss. On each such occasion, an era
was over as our kids, like most, became more independent and
less desirous of spending time with their parents. Nicole and
Todd focused on their friends, social life, and activities that
they did not discuss with us.

Doris Silverman

D

estruction and regeneration is the metaphoric language
of my summer vacation, relevant, I hope for an analytic
audience. It involves housing my extensive family, traveling in
exotic places, and attending professional conferences.
When my children were growing up, summers meant
time together in our small house in Shelter Island, a secluded,
low-key island, filled with beautiful vistas, a ‘50s sensibility,
and then sparsely inhabited, with minimal traffic, save for the
deer and fox that occasionally roamed. This bucolic setting
allowed children to wander without much parental supervision, a dramatic contrast from life in NYC. It was endless days
of sun, beach, swimming, clamming, biking, and treats. With
the establishment of their own families, we now all gather
together for a couple of weeks, four children who so far have
produced 11 grandchildren! Despite each of our complicated
lives, we manage to organize our schedules so we can be
together. We invariably each attend to travel and professional
commitments first, so for our ingathering we have
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mittee and Section Invited Panels during the 2006, Spring
Meeting in Philadelphia. The Board approved the motion at
their August Meeting. CE credits will be offered for these
selected panels during the 2006, Spring Meeting. This is in
addition to extensive pre-conference CE Workshops.
Henry Seiden, Pat Strasberg and Marylou Lionells are
working to organize a second on-line program with PsyBC’s
Dan Hill. Under consideration is a plan to offer the papers
from the selected Invited Committee and Section Panels for
CE credit online through PsyBC after the meeting in Philadelphia.
All Sections, Committees and Local Chapters who are
not already involved are invited to offer their conferences,
workshops, seminars etc., for credit through Division 39’s
CE Program. Packets are available which provide all the
required forms and easy to follow guidelines as well as a Quick
Check to help streamline the process. Please contact Patricia
Strasberg, Chair of the Continuing Education Committee, at
pstras@cox.net or call 520-296-8171 if you would like more
information and/or are interested in participating.

in the program. The following are the current CE coordinators for the local chapters and Spring Meeting:
Appalachian: Laura Porter
Chicago: Alice Bernstein
Chicago Open Chapter: David Downing
Connecticut: Rachel Bergeron
Orlando (FORS): Jan Snyder
Kansas City: Claude Brunell
New Mexico: Robert Goodkind
Northern California: Barbara Blasdel
Pacific Northwest: Barbara Walkover
Philadelphia: Joseph Schaller
Rhode Island: Judith Lubiner
San Diego: Christine Taylor
Western Massachusetts and Albany: Lyn Yonack
Spring Meeting: Ronald Balamuth & Carol Pepper
These coordinators comprise the Division 39’s Continuing Education Planning Committee. It is the programs they
plan and oversee that define our CE programming. Owing
to the work of our local chapters and annual Spring Meeting Program Committee, Division 39’s continuing education
programs draw members from psychoanalytic communities
nationally.
During the year, Section II and Section III offered CE
credits through Division 39 to participants of their respective
conferences. Isabelle Reiniger and Marilyn Jacobs respectively, coordinated those efforts. Section V’s Home Study
program has been part of the Division’s Continuing Education
Program. Robert Prince, Henry Seiden and Elgan Baker have
developed a superior online Home Study Program, which
offers CE credits to members and non-members of Division
39. Details can be found on Section V’s CE webpage, http://
www.sectionfive.org/. Participants can earn up to 5 continuing
education credits for selected offerings through Division 39.

Membership

Louis Rothschild, PhD

The following new members joined the Division between June
1 and August 31, 2005. See if any of your colleagues has
joined; and be sure to welcome them to the Division.
Angelika Mellema, PhD
Kathryn Adorney, PhD
Meghan Miller, MA
Albert Banta, BSN
Carleen Miller, MA
Belinda, Bellet, PhD
Michael Morris, MA
Anna-Leah Benson, EdM
Susan Moslow
Terry Blanken, MPH, MBA
Sara Murray, PsyM
George Boudouris, PsyD
Anthony Procaccino PhD
Olga Clement, PsyD
Ben Reeb, MS
Nancy Commisso, MSW
Jennifer Robertson
Kim Copeland, PhD
Stacey Rubin, PhD
Leilani S. Crane, MA, MBA
Lina C. Schlachter, MA
Alex Crumbley, MA, MP
Matthew Schullery, MA
Kylene Drewitz, MS
Said Shehadeh, PsyM
Paul Efthim, PhD
Lotte Smith-Hansen, MA
Tamara Feldman, PsyD
David Stein, BA
Diana Fitek, MA
Derek Alan Stern, PhD
Oren Gozlan, PsyD
Lauren Strobeck, PsyD
Ethan Graham, MA
Pamela Hamilton Fuller, MA Julie E. Surbaugh, PsyM
Rachel Tait, MA
Anna Hiatt
Patricia Tidwell, MSW
Mark Horner, PhD
Linda Tucker, PsyD
Mark Iszak, MA
Kimberly van Walsum, PhD
Pamela Kirby, PsyD
Yojana Veeramasuneni, MA
Sidney H. Kleinman, PhD
Laura Weiss, PhD
Dianna Kucera
Tara Welker, PhD
Susana L. Kugeares, PhD
Jill Winner, MSW
Mary Lamia, PhD
Maya Yaar Golan, MA
Michael Levin, PsyD
Norka Malberg, EdM

New Developments in 2005
During the 2004-2005 year two new CE events took place.
Under the leadership of Henry Seiden, Dan Hill and Marylou
Lionells on February 22- March 2, 2005, an online conference,
“Conflict About Conflict” was offered with PsyBC, which provided 3 CE credits.
During the 2005 Spring Meeting in New York, CE credit
was offered for “Boundary Violations: Where and How,” an
Ethics Panel chaired by Karen Maroda and Andrea Celenza.
Offering this panel for credit was part of a pilot to investigate
participants’ responses to offering CE credit during the conference. The responses were very favorable.
New Developments for 2006
Pat Strasberg, Chair of the CE Committee, requested approval
from the Board of Directors for Division 39 to offer continuing education credits to participants who attend selected Com-
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ming affirmed the Division’s commitment to diversity
and contributed to a change in the stereotypical notion of psychoanalysis that may have been held by many in the audience.
Our collaborations have included a Joint Reception with
the Committee on Sexualities and Gender Identities (CSGI),
as well as discussions on future substantial programming. This
spring, we held a Joint Reception with CSGI, Section VIII and
IX. Discussions have been started with Section IX to increase
participation and recruitment of new members from a geographical cross section to include the Southeastern, Midwestern, Southwestern and Mountain States.
One of the most frustrating experiences in heeding the
mandate has been low attendance to the programs and recruitment to the Committee. However, there has been considerable
improvement since we changed our strategy, paying greater
attention to scheduling, joining in with other committees and
sections. An exciting turnout was a Conversation Hour in the
summer of 1999: “A Premillenniium View of Issues Facing
American Psychoanalysts from Different Backgrounds.”
This column has been an excellent venue to communicate to the community. You may recall such articles
as: “Diversity and Unity in Psychology,” “Competence in
Delivering Services to Culturally Diverse Clients,” and two
articles that Winnie Eng and I co-authored for the Fall and
Winter Issues: “Competence in Delivering Services to Culturally Diverse Populations: The Immigrant Experience of New
Americans” and “The Immigrant Experience of New Americans-Revisited,” respectively. In a recent issue, I summarized
a conference at the William Alanson White Institute, Refugee
and Immigrant Children and Their Families, presented by Dr.
Martha Bragin, drawing on her extensive work with immigrant communities in New York City
Please join me in saying hello to Usha Tummala-Narra,
our new Chairperson, from whom you will be hearing in this
column as well as in other venues. In her new role, she is
busy putting together the program for the APA/Interdivisional
Summit on Immigration Issues to be held in San Antonio,
Texas in February 2006, a very familiar topic often found in
this column. Many of you may recognize her name as she has
presented on timely topics pertaining to diversity at our Spring
Meetings and other conferences. The Committee’s future is in
good hands.
You will also be hearing from Winnie Eng, an ex-officio
member of the Committee who has authored and coauthored
articles in this column, as Co-Chairperson of the Task Force
on Early Career Professionals, a recent initiative of our president, David Ramirez.
As I say good-bye to the Committee and to the Board,
I hope that there will be continued success in expanding the
dialogue on diversity. I am saying hello to my new role as an
APA Council Representative for Division 39. I will not leave
my commitment to diversity and look forward to participating
in ways that will be beneficial to the Division and APA.

Patricia D. Strasberg, EdD, ABPP

T

he Continuing Education Program was established to allow
committees, sections and local chapters of the Division to
offer APA approved credits to psychologists and other mental
health providers. The advantage to offering CE credits through
an APA sponsor is that all State, Local and Regional Boards
are aware that APA sponsored CE programs will consistently
meet their specific individual standards and procedures for
mental health professionals. APA approval ensures the highest
level of quality when selecting curriculum content, instructors
and program planning and conforms to the ethical principles
of psychologists. Providing CE credits from an approved
sponsor attracts many more participants to conferences, seminars, workshops, etc., because it is known that requirements
will be met and standards upheld.
All but 8 States require CE credits to maintain licensure.
Division 39 as a sponsor responds to the continuing education
needs of those professionals. All the CE programs sponsored
by Division 39 enable psychologists and other mental health
professionals to participant in an “…ongoing process of formal
learning activities that are relevant to psychological practice,
education and science, ...to keep pace with emerging issues and
technologies, and… to maintain, develop, and increase competencies…” (APA’s Standards and Procedures Manual: goals of
continuing education).
Joanne Callan initiated the CE program and shepherded
it through its first years. She laid the groundwork for the program and obtained APA Sponsor Approval, an achievement
that subsequent committee chairs have been able to build
upon. The impetus for the program was to allow CE credit for
pre-conference workshops during the Spring Meetings. Jaine
Darwin, who succeeded Joanne as chair of the CE Committee, invited local chapters and other subgroups of the Division
to participate in the program, allowing these groups to offer
CE credit for programs under the aegis of the Division. In this
way, Division chapters, sections and committees are able to
offer continuing education credit for programs without having
to go through the time and expenses of seeking separate APA
Sponsor Approval. Bill MacGillivray followed Jaine as Chair
of the CE Committee and served for 6 years. In that time the
continuing education program not only grew in size but also
added, through Section V, a Home Study program. Bill created
a handbook for coordinators and chairs to provide forms and
guidelines to ensure uniform reporting. As a result of Bill’s
oversight and the work of the coordinators, Division 39 was
approved as a sponsor for an additional five years in October
2003.
During the 2004-2005 year, Division 39 offered 112 CE
programs under the auspices of APA approval with a total of
2750 participants. 13 Local Chapters, 3 Sections and the 2005,
Division 39 Annual Meeting Program Committee participated
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only responsibilities to one another, continuing our earlier indulgent treats.
However, I am now the old lady who lived in a shoe,
with so many (grand) children she didn’t know what to do.
Rather than complete the rhyme, I am demolishing my shoe
and building a more commodious one hoping it won’t pinch
as much, except for the price. It is I who will do with neither
bread nor porridge, and by the end of my workday I will be
happy to send myself to bed. It’s a sad venture to destroy one’s
home, especially one that has many wonderful memories associated with this small shoe-house in the forest. A giant Timberlane will emerge from the demolition.
Before I returned to my island home, I journeyed to
Brazil combining traveling and conferencing. One of the spectacular experiences was spent exploring the Amazon, (actually
one of its tributaries, the Orubu), its forest, and small communities. It was the river, though, that was enthralling. Imagine
the tragedy of chronically dying flora, yet being unaware of
it because of its constant growth and re-growth, even on dead
greenery. It is a riot of evolution, this voluptuous adaptation
of trees, bushes, grasses and flowers thriving in a watery bed.
Soundless, save for the bird songs, occasional leaps of dolphins, buzzing of insects, and as night falls, alligator activity.
The sky, awesomely blue, filled with holographic whipped
cream, a sharp contrast to the carnivorous piranhas we fished
and then let escape. Then, too, there was the mirrored, water
forest, pulling us into its gloomy, fairy-tale interior, a thoroughly black, shimmering smear as far as the eye could see
and yet exhibiting an unbelievable clarity of reflection through
the inky water, a narcissistic heaven for the water-mired flora.
Death and regeneration may be an apt metaphor, as well,
for the decay and flourishing of psychoanalysis. I attended the
International Conference in Rio de Janeiro. What, from my
perspective should have expired, rooted as it was in Freud’s
early thinking, and then elaborated on in the 1920’s, was meticulously presented and carefully argued with scholarly lucidity.
The fear that the drives might be superceded by a more complex motivational system seems to need European protection.
A similar, timeless presentation of female development by a
French analyst invoked Freud’s ideas of stages of development,
including the phallic stage for females, and her bedrock penis
envy wishes. Yet, there was interest in the audience when I
volunteered another point of view based on empirical research
of females and their complex, individual trajectories. Regenerating psychoanalytic thought was also in evidence as a Latin
American analyst presented an elegant statement of his views
about the plurality of motivation, incorporating contemporary
data from infant research and neuroscience. This same panel
offered a view of empirical based practice by another South
American who was completely conversant with contemporary
research, appreciated it and cited work that indicated that psychodynamic thinking has experimental support.
The final conference I attended was the APA Convention
in Washington, DC. I was asked to be a discussant on evi-

dence-based practice because of my membership on the Presidential Task Force dealing with this subject. I spent the past
year reading extensively on research on the psychotherapeutic
process and treatment outcome and participated through phone
calls, emails and weekend trips to Washington with 17 other
members of this group. They were a distinguished assemblage, consisting primarily of researchers, yet including some
clinicians. We worked ceaselessly creating a position and
policy statement that would represent all the diverse voices in
psychology. All of the participants maintained the view that
clinical psychologists think of themselves as scientific professionals, with recognition that their clinical expertise should be
guided by knowledge of the research literature, as well as the
particular characteristics, culture, and values of their patients.
It is the integration of these three streams of information that
should organize our patient-therapist interactions.
Surprisingly, I discovered that many psychoanalysts
offered the death knell to the idea of relying on empirical data.
Empirical seems automatically to mean experimental, forgetting that careful clinical observation, individual case studies, as
well as their aggregation also reflects empirical work. Analysts
offered extensive objections, several of them reasonable and
noteworthy. Nonetheless, many were unwilling to consider
that experimental data can contribute to our knowledge base,
both as sources of information about the way the mind works,
as well as providing information about the enhancement of
the therapeutic process. There was insufficient recognition
of the manifold contributions that experimental research had
already offered to improve the mental health of both adults and
children and to the therapeutic practice of psychotherapy and
psychoanalysis.
Dynamically-oriented treatment has expired in clinical programs throughout the country. Cognitive behavioral
therapy has emerged as the treatment of choice, supported by
the managed care industry because it provides fewer sessions
for discrete symptom reduction. Contributing to this success is
the lack of support for empirical testing by the psychoanalytic
community. When it has been tested, it has faired well against
cognitive behavioral treatment and even better than pharmaceutical interventions for treating depression in the long
term. It is the transference relationship with an experienced,
empathic therapist, who is flexible in assessing and altering
treatment interventions that produce the greatest change for
patients. Not only does it demonstrate an improvement in general well being, but dynamically oriented treatment, including
psychoanalysis, also shows an increased effectiveness in work
performance, fewer loss of work days, and less use of medical
services. Such information would be helpful to clinicians as
well as to the public at large and to reimbursement agencies
We need to reinvigorate a focus on dynamically-oriented treatment and the only way this can happen is if analysts take seriously the potential future destruction of our field, and provide
aid and support for empirical work so that analytic treatment
can flourish.
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Jane G. Tillman

traditions of beheading and burning at the stake have not yet
appeared in Western Massachusetts!
After my vacation I focused my attention on fine-tuning
my paper for the World Congress of the International Psychoanalytic Association meeting in Rio de Janeiro. I read, reviewed
some of my research notes, got a visa, vaccinations, made travel
arrangements and prepared for my trip. I took a quick trip to
New York for Adrienne Harris’ book party celebrating the publication of her new book Gender as Soft Assembly.
I was dreading my trip to the IPA and Rio, which had
been described as a dangerous place—to be avoided if one
values life and limb. After much angst, I went to Rio and had
a terrific time in a beautiful city. I found the meeting quite
stimulating and listened to a number of interesting talks, ate
delicious Brazilian food which got better with each meal, and
savored time with French psychoanalysts Françoise Davoine
and Jean-Max Gaudilliére. In my mind, no one understands
and takes in so fully and deeply the unconscious elements of
patients and the social context like these French analysts. I
felt my mind come alive with possibilities after spending time
with these two generous and imaginative analysts. I am also
happy to report that I was not the victim of crime, food borne
illness, or any exotic tropical diseases, although my traveling
companions listened to endless musings about “what if…” in
regard to my concerns about the reported dangers.
Working at the Austen Riggs Center affords me a
number of educational opportunities. Our summer seminar for
staff this year was on narcissism and we were so fortunate to
have Anna Ornstein as our teacher for this series. In August,
Rita Frankiel and Roy Schafer offered a seminar on listening
through the local psychoanalytic institute. I am granted a deep
pleasure to learn from the generous wisdom and experience
of these senior clinicians and teachers, and I appreciate at the
creativity and patience they bring to their teaching endeavors.
In late August, I watched with horror the destructive
force of nature, Hurricane Katrina. In the days that followed,
like so many fellow citizens, I was anguished by our government’s sluggish and ineffective response to this tragedy. And
yes, I do think race and class were involved in our lackadaisical government response. Remembering the words of Blanche
DuBois in A Streetcar Named Desire, “I have always relied
on the kindness of strangers,” I was so moved by the many
acts of heroism and kindness by ordinary people and strangers
with few material resources at their disposal. While the media
initially focused on “looting” and violence, the emerging story
of the deep humanity of so many people was breathtaking.
As someone who has been waiting for a revolution for quite
some time, there were moments when I felt I might be actually
witnessing a piece of the revolution unfolding in the spontaneous generation of communities of survivors working together
in the face of this destructive scene. Tim Tyson paraphrases
Eudora Welty’s observation: “people are mostly layers of violence and tenderness wrapped like bulbs, and it is difficult to
say what makes them onions or hyacinths.” So it seems.

E

arly in the summer I went to North Carolina to visit
friends and family and to relax on the beach. I was blessed
with an amazingly beautiful week of sun and warm seas.
During this time I read two books. The first, Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close by Jonathan Safran Foer is part of the
emerging September 11, 2001 fiction. I thought the book was
tedious and gimmicky in parts and stunningly evocative of the
grief embedded in the destruction of 9/11.
After unearthing that bit of my affective life I opened
the floodgates by reading Timothy Tyson’s book Blood Done
Sign My Name. This is the single most provocative and painful book I have read in years and I am grateful for Dr. Tyson’s
thoughtful storytelling and history lesson that keeps our feet
to the fire in very important and complex ways. In this historical memoir, Tyson a professor of Afro-American studies at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, recounts a vicious racist
killing in North Carolina in 1970. At that time, a white storeowner killed a 23-year-old, black, veteran in broad daylight
for supposedly “speaking disrespectfully” to a white woman.
The story emerging from Tyson’s research and personal recollection of that event is utterly searing. Whatever grief had not
been tapped by the 9/11 fiction was surely unleashed by reality of Tyson’s story which took me back to my native roots in
North Carolina and childhood memories of growing up in the
relatively protected oasis of a college town amidst a terrible
local and national violence. I highly recommend this book to
the citizens of this country because it tells us the often forgotten story of ourselves. This informed a large part of my other
summer reading and re-reading: Martin Luther King, Jr.’s
“Letter from a Birmingham Prison,” also Lillian Smith’s Killers of the Dream, and Charles Marsh’s new book The Beloved
Community. I was deeply affected by this tour through what I
think of as our country’s most significant and enduring problem, the utterly destructive and pernicious effects of racism.
This summer I started Diarmaid MacCulloch’s book,
The Reformation, which is about 700 pages long. I have yet
to finish this tome (and probably never will), but combined
with my other reading I became interested in the importance
of dissenting discourse, particularly when confronting corrupt power structures that surround us and perpetuate ongoing
suffering and oppression in the name of tradition, stability,
or the status quo. Martin Luther, a brilliant contrarian who
was also enormously flawed in his anti-Semitism, nevertheless responded to the abuses of papal authority with elegant,
impassioned, and erudite polemics. Unfortunately, in my local
institute, dissenting speech is largely unwelcome, and sadly is
met with swift retaliation. Situated in the larger history of dissent and its potentially progressive edge I remain convinced
that the survival of our intellectual life and integrity requires
us to speak boldly and clearly when we observe harmful
politics or organizational dynamics. Reformation and change
depend on this commitment. Lucky for me, Reformation
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Multicultural Concerns

Dolores O. Morris, PhD, ABPP

Goodbye and Hello: Reflections on a Decade of Work
In December, I will have completed my work with the Committee for Multicultural Concerns, both as Chairperson and
as member-at-large for two terms (January 2000 to December
2005). These overlapping positions have given me an opportunity to actualize my professional commitment to promote an
understanding of diversity within the psychoanalytic community. My position as member-at-large has strengthened my role
as Chairperson, allowing me to interact with board members
in exchanging ideas and deepening our own awareness as we
delved into issues of diversity, made discoveries, pondered
and collaborated with one another. The Committee was proud
when the motion was accepted that Division 39 be one of
the sponsors of the National Multicultural Conference and
Summit1 in 2001. This sponsorship gave rise to our Board’s
decision to hold the winter meetings in conjunction with the
last three Summit Meetings. I am taking this opportunity to
present the course of this work and some of its highlights.
The charge of the Committee of Multicultural Concerns
is to raise the awareness of the psychoanalytic community to
the need for variations in theory and practice in working in a
pluralistic society. Its mission is to use formal presentations,
publications and the media to sensitize psychoanalysts and
psychodynamic therapists to recognize and effectively respond
to issues of culture, language and ethnicity in psychoanalytic
theory and practice.
I have had the pleasure and challenge of working with
the Committee of Multicultural Concerns since its inception. A
decade after the founding of Division 39, the Committee was
established in 1991. The recognition of the performance of
the Committee grew as programs addressed racial and cultural
diversity in the patient and therapist populations. In addition, the Division has developed sections and committees that
reflect our awareness of and commitment to the study of social
and cultural issues that impact on society and on personality
development. These are: Women, Gender and Psychoanalysis;
Psychoanalysis and Social Responsibility; and the Committee
on Sexualities and Gender Identities.
During the period that I was a Committee member, I
worked closely with Rafael A. Javier, Chairperson, and members: Richard Koeningsberg, Ruth Lijmaer, Michael Moskowitz and Kirkland Vaughns. We met regularly to develop
an agenda that would meet this mission. Under the initiation
and guidance of Rafael A. Javier, the Committee conceived
and organized a conference: The Relevance of Psychoanalytic
Ideas and Treatment Methods in Addressing the Problems of
Disenfranchised Populations. It was held in 1997 by the Glass

Institute of Basic Psychoanalytic Research at Adelphi University. The papers presented were then published in the Winter
2002 issue of Psychoanalytic Psychology in a Special Section
named “Underserved Populations.”
In 1998, Lew Aron, the then President of Division 39
appointed me to succeed Rafael A. Javier as the Chairperson
of the Committee. Since then, I have had the pleasure of working with five past presidents: Spyros Orfanos, Laurel Wagner,
Maureen Murphy, Jonathan Slavin, Jaine Darwin and the
current president David Ramirez. Jonathan Slavin appointed
two graduate students; Lisa Orbe and Lucy Takagi. They were
the first of such appointments. Annie Lee Jones and Bertram
Karon were also added to the Committee at that time.
In 1999, we tried to add the definition of multicultural
psychoanalysis to our mission. Under the direction of Stephen
Ruffins, we began a nationwide millennial dialogue on the
Psychoanalytic Connection, “The Meaning of Multiculturalism, as Seen by American Psychoanalysts, from Different
Backgrounds.” It was an ambitious and challenging attempt
to engage the psychoanalytic community. Unfortunately, we
could not achieve a consensus on the definition of “multiculturalism as seen by American psychoanalysts.” I wonder
if there is a definition of psychoanalysis on which different
groups can agree.
The Committee has accomplished its goals through the
following initiatives: invited panels at the Spring meetings
on current topics regarding diversity issues, articles in this
newsletter, conversation hours and collaboration with other
divisions and committees. We have reached out to Division’s
membership in a campaign to join in our activities. Over the
years, the turnout for our activities has increased, and hopefully we have garnered recognition as a committee that is
meeting its mandate. While we may not have been able to give
an explicit response to the meaning of multiculturalism, we
hope you agree that the presentations and activities provide an
implicit answer.
The Committee had the privilege to present invited
panels at Spring Meetings that addressed such broad issues
as psychoanalytic perspectives on violence, aggression, and
race relations. Other panels discussed multicultural aspects of
the therapeutic relationship, such as prejudice, cultural divergence and convergence. Other presentations, including one
on women, sexuality and culture, have been held at the Psychoanalytic Society of the New York University Postdoctoral
Program Biennial Conference and on ethnicity and culture at
the American Academy of Psychoanalysis Winter Meetings,
both held in New York.
As a result of the Division’s sponsorship and collaboration in National Multicultural and Summit Conferences, the
audience was exposed to psychoanalytic dialogues on community intervention, and in vivo clinical supervision across
sexual, ethnic and cultural boundaries. This level of program

The National Multicultural Conference and Summit is hosted by APA
Divisions: 17 (Counseling Psychology, 35, Society for the Psychology
of Women, 44, Society for the Psychological Study of Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Issues, and 45, Society for the Psychological Study of Ethnic
Minority Issues.
1
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COMMITTEE REPORTS: APA Council of Representatives
Task Force Report on Psychological Ethics and National
Neil Altman, PhD
Security (PENS)

E

Bay and in other national or international situations,
Council directed that any specific allegations against an
APA member shall be referred to the Ethics Office.

arlier this year, reports in the media suggested that psychologists might have been involved in torture at Guantanamo Bay, Abu Ghraib, prison and perhaps other sites. In
response, at its February 2005 meeting, the Board of Directors
of APA voted to fund a Presidential Task Force on Psychological Ethics and National Security. The PENS task force met in
June of 2005 and issued a report on June 27, 2005, which can
be found on the APA website. The Board of Directors declared
emergency action and voted to approve the 12 recommendations in the task force report. At its August meeting, the Board
forwarded its recommendations to the Council of Representatives for approval, asking Council to approve several actions
as follow-up to the recommendations of the Report of the
Presidential Task Force on Psychological Ethics and National
Security. There had been some concerns that the PENS task
force did not take an unambiguous position regarding the participation of psychologists in torture or abusive interrogations.
Following is a summary of Council action at the August meeting that, in part, addressed these concerns:
Council approved the main motion proposed by the
Board of Directors including amendments proposed by a
working group consisting of representatives from Division
48, Peace Psychology, and supported by Council of Representatives (COR) members of the Divisions for Social Justice
(which includes Division 39), members of the APA Ethics
Committee and Board representatives on the PENS Task
Force. The Council reaffirmed a 1986 resolution against torture and other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. This
resolution had declared that the APA supports the UN Declaration and Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman, and Degrading Treatment or Punishment and the UN
Principles of Medical Ethics, as well as the joint congressional
Resolution opposing torture that was signed into law by President Reagan on October 4, 1984.
Amendments offered by the working group included:

Council invited comment from interested individuals and
groups on the PENS task force report. Council requested that
the Ethics Committee continue to examine the goodness of fit
between the Ethics Code and the situations arising in relation
to national security. Council adopted a further amendment
worked out by COR members of the Divisions for Social Justice, in consultation with members of the APA Ethics Committee and Board members of the PENS Task Force. According to
this amendment, Council requested that the Ethics Committee
recommend to the Board of Directors a revision in Ethical
Standard 1.02 addressing situations in which there is a conflict
between “law, regulations or other governing legal authority”
and ethics code, so as to specify that psychologists may adhere
to law, etc. only “in keeping with basic principles of human
rights”. Much of the ambiguity in the position of APA about
psychologists’ participation in torture was a consequence of
the absence of this last phrase in the Ethical Standard 1.02,
suggesting that psychologists may ethically obey, laws and
regulations when there is conflict with the code of ethics,
without regard to basic principles of human rights. This revision of the ethics code should clarify the matter
In the main motion adopted, Council requested that
the board provide funding for the PENS task force, in collaboration with the Ethics Committee, to produce a casebook and
commentary on the participation of psychologists in national
security related activities. Council also adopted the following
measures:
• Council requested that a process be developed to offer
ethics consultation to psychologists with conflicts
involving national security work.
• Council requested that the ethics committee address the
need for research involving the evaluation of the efficacy
of methods for gathering information from detainees.
• Council requested that the ethics committee develop a
resolution for Council to consider calling on behavioral
scientists in all countries to collaborate in addressing
concerns related to terrorism and national security
• Council requested that the APA Central Office develop a
repository to record the contributions of psychologists to
work involving national security.

1. Council acknowledged, based on the U.N. Convention
Against Torture, that there are no exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether induced by a state of war,
internal political instability or any other public emergency, that may be invoked as a justification for torture,
including the invocation of laws regulations, or orders.
2. Council directed APA to publicize both within and outside APA the 1986 Resolution concerning human rights
and torture.
3. In light of concerns about the possibility that individuals
may have directly or indirectly participated in cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or torture at Guantanamo
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Psychoanalytic Research: Progress And Process
Notes From Allan Schore’s Groups In Developmental
Affective Neuroscience And Clinical Practice Allan N. Schore, PhD

A

651). These implicit (nonconscious) bidirectional right brain/
right mind/body nonverbal communications also occur within
the therapeutic relationship (Schore, 1994, 2003b). Meares
describes, “Not only is the therapist being unconsciously
influenced by a series of slight and, in some cases, subliminal
signals, so also is the patient. Details of the therapist’s
posture, gaze, tone of voice, even respiration, are recorded and
processed. A sophisticated therapist may use this processing
in a beneficial way, potentiating a change in the patient’s state
without, or in addition to, the use of words” (2005, p. 124).
For many years the realm of implicit nonverbal
communications and bodily-based affective states has been
devalued or ignored by mainstream psychoanalysis, which
has overemphasized explicit verbal cognitive mechanisms
(Schore, 1994). On the other hand, nonverbal interventions
have continued to be explored by somatic psychotherapies.
Until recently body psychotherapy, originally a product
of certain pioneers of classical psychoanalysis and trauma
theory has progressed independently and somewhat
apart from contemporary psychoanalysis. This field has
focused more intensely on the somatic expressions of
psychobiological trauma, especially early forming trauma
and affect dysregulation that occurs in the histories of severe
self pathologies. But the body psychotherapies are also
now adopting an interdisciplinary perspective. This shared
common interest in current psychoneurobiological data on
brain/mind/body systems is thus forging a renewed dialogue
between formerly exclusively psychoanalytic models of
the mind and somatic therapeutic models of the body. Both
are now converging on the problem of trauma and arousal
dysregulation, especially right brain attachment trauma that
negatively impacts mind and body, psyche and soma (Schore,
2002).
Pat Ogden and her colleagues are one of the most
creative and prominent sources of neurobiologically,
psychodynamically, and developmentally informed clinical
models in the expanding world of somatically-focused
psychotherapy. Pat is working closely with not only major
figures in traumatology but also in neuropsychoanalysis and
affective neuroscience. We first met after a presentation I gave
at Bessel van der Kolk’s trauma conference in 1999, where she
began to apply my ideas about interactive psychobiological
regulation of arousal within the therapeutic alliance to the
treatment of acute and chronic trauma. The following essay
on the incorporation of intersubjective-relational and arousal
regulatory principles into sensorimotor psychotherapy is
extrapolated from an upcoming book, Trauma and the Body:
The Theory and Practice of Sensorimotor Psychotherapy

significant expression of the current paradigm shift in
psychoanalysis and related disciplines is the expansion
of clinically relevant models that link the unconscious
processes of the mind with the nonconscious operations
of the body. Formerly relegated to the shadowy realm of
metapsychology, redefined psychoanalytic concepts that
integrate mind and body are now informed by advances in our
understanding of the psychology and biology of bodily-based
emotional states. Updated neuropsychoanalytic constructs
that bypass “Descartes’ error” along with developmental
psychoanalytic discoveries of how affect regulating
attachment experiences positively and negatively impact
evolving structure are being incorporated into more complex
clinical models of the psychopathogenesis and treatment
of brain/mind/body disorders. And so there is a growing
interest in creating therapeutic models that are grounded in
developmentally-based psychoanalytic relational concepts,
neuropsychoanalytic data of psychic structure, and clinical
psychoanalytic observations of the psychosomatic expressions
of bodily experiences embedded in a broad variety of
psychopathological and intersubjective phenomena.
In my own work I have suggested that intersubjectivity,
an essential construct of current developmental, clinical, and
neuropsychoanalysis, is more than a match or communication
of cognitions, and that the intersubjective field co-constructed
by two individuals includes not just two minds but two
bodies (Schore, 1994, 2003a,b). Throughout the lifespan the
fundamental elements of intersubjective communications
embedded in affectively charged attachment transactions are
more than mental contents; rather they are psychobiological
states. Internal working models of attachment, acting at
nonconscious levels, encode strategies of affect state and
arousal regulation, and therefore such early imprinted right
brain representations store and process critical information
about the mind and body of self and other. Attachment
theory, an outgrowth of psychoanalysis, is thus a theory of
psychoneurobiological regulation, especially of the right
brain, the locus of the corporeal self (Devinsky, 2000) and
the highest and most complex regulatory systems of the
organism (Schore, 1994). The essential biological purpose of
intersubjective communications is thus the regulation of brain/
mind/body states.
This principle is echoed in Pipp and Harmon’s
description of attachment as regulation: “it may be that
throughout the lifespan we are biologically connected to
those with whom we have close relationships…[H]omeostatic
regulation between members of a dyad is a stable aspect of
all intimate relationships throughout the lifespan” (1987, p.
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dimension comes to rescue the indeterminate contemporary
subject from ethical chaos. It is this determinate and defining
social dimension that is called the other.
Here things get particularly interesting, because although
both Levinas and Lacan establish their post-humanist ethical subjectivity on the encounter with the other, they mean
something quite different by the term. It is a difference that is
subtle and sometimes difficult to grasp but one that is present
as well in contrasting psychoanalytic views, and indeed one
that is central to certain current debates within psychoanalysis.
I hesitate to abbreviate what is a rich and valuable explication in Fryer’s book, but one way to think about the difference is that for Levinas the other is more or less on the order
of another subject equivalent to the self, but encountered in
a distinctly formative moment, whereas for Lacan the Other
(with a capital ‘O’) is an unconscious construct, based upon
the acts of other human subjects, but ultimately of a different
order than the manifest social other. Thus Lacan distinguishes
between the Other and the other, the former representing the
unconscious construct, the latter another person. While this
abbreviated account does not do justice to the richness of
either theories, and I recommend Fryer’s book to introduce
anyone to that richness, it serves to illustrate why all of this
may be important to psychoanalysts: clarifying what we mean
by the self and the subject, by the other as a person and the
other as a fantasy (conscious and/or unconscious), by a relation, an encounter, an intervention (as in Fryer’s title), etc., is
at the heart of the current debates in psychoanalysis. One thing
philosophical thought is especially good for is to challenge us
to use concepts carefully and rigorously.
The field is full of debates these days about intersubjectivity, the analytic third, the relational self, etc. As I suggested above, claims of clinical verification to the contrary,
these are issues sorted out on both philosophical as well as
practical terms. To know what we really mean by any of these
notions requires the kind of thorough work that Fryer does
and describes. To talk about intersubjectivity without having
a clear idea of what we mean by “the subject”, to talk about
relational psychoanalysis without making it clear what is the
conceptual status of the entities in that relation is to assume
a naïve position on matters that are far too important for that.
To put it bluntly, if psychoanalysis did, as Freud claimed, put
the accepted idea of the human subject in doubt, then to think
of psychoanalysis along the lines of a transparent relationship
between two people would be to revert to a pre-Freudian subject. Thinkers like Levinas and Lacan, each in their own way
and in spite of their many differences, make it clear that what
takes place between two people is never transparent. It touches
the most profound ethical dimension of our subjectivity and
requires deep and rigorous thought to be appreciated.

It would only be possible to outline important differences between two highly developed bodies of thought such
as those of Levinas and Lacan if there are clear and important
frameworks that they hold in common. One of these is what
Fryer identifies, somewhat awkwardly, as post-humanist ethical subjectivity. Note that Fryer avoids the trap of postmodernism by shifting the term to humanism. This is not trivial
wordplay. By a post-humanist view of the subject, Fryer
explicitly means a view where the Enlightenment ideal of a
self fully knowing and embodying itself is no longer accepted.
Freud was among those who threw the humanist subject into
doubt. Freud, the modernist, was among those who marked the
beginning of the end of the humanist ideal. We may argue that
Freud and modernism straddle both humanism and something
beyond, but that amounts to saying that the door is opened to
something that goes beyond the humanist ideal by psychoanalysis. It is opened as well by certain modern philosophical
frameworks such as Hegelian dialectics, the phenomenology of Husserl, and the work of Heidegger, among others. It
is once that humanist subject is put into doubt that we enter
the time of post-humanism, a time clearly recognized and
embraced as an object of study by both Levinas and Lacan.
The notion of “ethical subjectivity” grows out of the
assertion of a post-humanist subject. For the humanist, the
subject and its ethical principles are both knowable and complete. Ethics transcend the subject and exist independently as
a priori principles of the good life. However, so the argument
goes, once the known (humanist) subject is put into doubt, the
ground for ethical certainty is likewise shaken. Instead, the
principles of the good life (ethics) are tied to how the actual
individual subject comes to be, that is, the subject’s gradual
and never complete self-realization is a part of its ethical truth.
This idea is recognized in psychoanalysis and is at the core of
the psychoanalytic principle that the analyst does not succeed
by telling the analysand how to live but by supporting the conditions whereby the analysand comes to see something about
how to determine that for him or herself. Indeed we don’t tell
the analysand how to live because, in truth, we don’t know
how he/she should live. We only know how to help the subject
come to realize his/her own truth. Fryer’s book opens a world
of philosophical thought that in effect shares this clinical principle. Levinas stands in a tradition where this uncertainty of the
subject leads to the search for a new ethical ground that doesn’t
collapse into relativity in the face of this uncertainty.
In truth, it is ethical relativity that is the bogeyman of the
supposed postmodern threat. If the subject and his/her ethics
are indeterminate, then anything goes. If the ideals of reason,
objective truth, and a priori ethical principles are put into
doubt, then what is the ground upon which the subject stands?
Fryer demonstrates that it is the concept of the Other that puts
a halt to ethical relativism for both Levinas and Lacan. What
is lost in the demise of humanist ideals is replaced by a defining encounter with something beyond the subject that serves
to limit it. Something on the order of a determinate social

David Lichtenstein is a practising psychoanalyst in New York and
a founding member of Apres-Coup Psychoanalytic Association
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(WW Norton). Below Ogden and her associates
convincingly argue that insight and words play limited roles
in the treatment of trauma, and offer a therapeutic model
that effectively integrates both top-down and bottom-up
interventions.
This assertion reflects my own position on working
with patients with early relational trauma, and is now being
articulated by a number of others. In the current issue of the
International Journal of Psychoanalysis Andrade, citing
information now coming from neuropsychoanalysis concludes
“As a primary factor in psychic change, interpretation is limited
in effectiveness to pathologies arising from the verbal phase
related to explicit memories, with no effect in the pre-verbal
phase where implicit memories are to be found” (p. 677).
This conceptualization reflects the current paradigm shift in
psychoanalytic conceptualizations of the change mechanism, a
change in both function and structural organization. Very recent
models of therapeutic change thus describe more complex
development of the unconscious processes of the implicit
mind and more flexible and resilient nonconscious operations
of right brain systems that regulate the body (Schore, 2003b).
In addition, ongoing research In affective neuroscience and
neuropsychiatry is now describing the enduring negative impact
of preverbal attachment trauma on early forming right brain
systems that implicitly process intersubjective and bodilybased information (Schore, 2003a). In light of these advances
in knowledge, Ogden’s theoretically well-grounded yet highly
practical clinical contributions are timely and important.
In closing, I refer the reader to a new publication
(Schore, 2005) that delivers advances in regulation theory

to practicing pediatricians. A 3-page schematic of Schore’s
model of affect regulation and right brain development
appears in the June online edition of Pediatrics In Review.
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Including the Body in Mainstream Psychotherapy for Traumatized
Individuals Pat Ogden, PhD, Claire Pain, MD, Kekuni Minton, PhD and Janina Fisher, PhD

P

sychotherapists who have been trained in models of psychodynamic, psychoanalytic, or cognitive therapeutic
approaches are skilled at listening to the language and affect
of the client. They track the clients’ associations, fantasies, and
signs of psychic conflict, distress, and defenses. They register
the various narrative threads clients bring, bearing in mind
how and where the childhood story repeats itself in the present.
They are skilled in creating the therapeutic alliance, working
within a therapeutic frame, and recognizing transference and
countertransference nuances and enactments. They monitor
physical symptoms, using psychopharmacological interventions when indicated. And they invariably take note of the
physical presentation of their clients, such as the mannerisms,
subtle changes in weight or choice of clothing, the slumped
posture of a depressed client, or agitated movements of an anxious client.
Yet while the vast majority of therapists are trained to
notice the appearance and even the movements of the client’s
body, we suggest that a thoughtful engagement with the cli-

ent’s embodied experience is largely peripheral to traditional
therapeutic formulation, treatment plan, and interventions.
The body, for a host of reasons, has been left out of the “talking cure.” Sensorimotor psychotherapy is an approach that
builds on traditional psychotherapeutic understanding but also
includes the body as central in the therapeutic field of awareness and employs a set of observational skills, theories, and
interventions not usually practiced in psychodynamic psychotherapy. The premise of this paper is that, by adding these
body-oriented approaches to their repertoire, traditionally
trained therapists, can increase the depth and efficacy of their
clinical work.
We now know that trauma has profound effects on the
body and nervous system and that many symptoms of traumatized individuals are somatically driven (van der Kolk, McFarlane, & Weisaeth, 1996). Clients suffering from unresolved
trauma nearly always report unregulated body experience: an
uncontrollable cascade of unmanageable strong emotions and
physical experiences, triggered by reminders of the traumatic
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event, replays endlessly in the body. It is often this
chronic physiological arousal that is at the root of recurring
posttraumatic symptoms for which the client seeks therapy.
The capacity to assimilate the traumatic experience within
the life narrative is not yet available to such individuals, both
because traumatic memories are encoded subcortically, rather
than in autobiographical memory, and because the recurring
traumatic activation continues to create a somatic sense of
threat, or “speechless terror” (van der Kolk, 1996; Siegel,
1999).

primary entry point in processing trauma, sensorimotor psychotherapy teaches therapists to work directly with the body to
affect these symptoms and promote change in the cognitions,
emotions, belief systems, and capacity for relatedness in the
client (Bakal, 1999; Ogden & Minton, 2000). It is important
to note that we find bottom-up interventions alone to be insufficient, and thus we propose a synthesis of somatic with traditional top-down, cognitive approaches.
The encompassing aim of using both top-down and
bottom-up interventions is not only to alleviate symptoms and
resolve the traumatic past, but also to help clients experience
a reorganized sense of self. The sense of self emerges not only
in the context of beliefs, metaphors, and emotional responses
but also out of the physical organization of the body. Some
traumatized patients have an habitually collapsed, frozen, or
immobilized body and an accompanying sense of self as ineffectual. Others have hyperaroused, affect-dysregulated bodies
and a sense of a self that seems “out of control.” Sensorimotor psychotherapy helps these clients to regulate their physical experiences so that the corresponding sense of self feels
grounded, competent, and oriented toward present experience.
As the organization of the body changes in terms of movement, posture, and arousal level, so a different, more positive, sense of self emerges, when supported by these physical
changes. For example, a client might realize that the slump
in his spine has served to maintain feelings of inferiority and
helplessness. As he addresses this issue somatically, cognitively, and emotionally, his posture may gradually grow to be
more erect, becoming a physical resource that supports his
well being and competency.

Top Down And Bottom Up Interventions
In the face of post-traumatic flooding, despair, self-loathing, and
autonomic dysregulation, all therapists, regardless of theoretical
orientation, try to assist patients to become more stable physiologically, emotionally, and functionally. And although viewpoints differ about the best method to help resolve the psychological and physical sequelae of trauma, most therapists agree
that sooner or later, once stability is achieved, most patients
need to directly confront their traumatic experience in order to
bring closure to find words to describe the fearful experiences
they have undergone and to understand why these experiences
remain so uncomfortably registered in their inner landscape.
One principle of psychodynamic models of psychotherapy, stated simplistically, is that successfully facilitating affective connection to painful past experience, and addressing the
accompanying cognitive distortions, within the context of a
therapeutic relationship will bring about a change in belief and
sense of self and thereby a relief of suffering and improvement in well-being. Another way to state this is that traditional therapeutic models are based primarily on the idea that
change occurs through a process of narrative expression and
formulation in a “top-down” manner. The working premise is
that a significant change in the cognitions and emotions of a
client effects change in the physical or embodied experience
of the client’s sense of self. The prime target is therefore the
patient’s language; that is, the narrative is the entry point into
the therapeutic process. The patient’s words reveal “internal
working models, ”internalized relational templates of self and
other “(Bowlby, 1969). Through the client’s verbal representation, beliefs and affects are engaged, explored, and reworked
through the therapeutic relationship.
Clearly, learning top-down management skills, clarifying meaning, formulating a narrative, and working with emotional experience are fundamentally helpful and accomplish
real gains for the client. To these already useful cognitive and
dynamic practices and techniques, we propose the addition of
“bottom-up” interventions that address the repetitive, unbidden, physical sensations, movement inhibitions, and somatosensory intrusions of unresolved trauma. Traumatized clients
are haunted by the return of trauma-related sensorimotor
reactions in such forms as intrusive images, sounds, smells,
body sensations, physical pain, constriction, numbing, and
the inability to modulate arousal. By including the body as a

The Invisibility Of The Body
Although the chronic somatically-based upheavals of unresolved trauma usually form the basis of the client’s distress,
the body often remains strangely “invisible” to both therapist
and client. We have already noted that traditional psychotherapies pay scant attention to the physical experience of
the client in treatment, in part because there is little theory or
training to assist in the consideration of the embodied experience of trauma. Another possible reason for the “invisibility”
of the client’s somatic distress is that PTSD is characterized
not only by the hyperarousal-related re-experiencing of the
original trauma but equally by hypoarousal-related avoidance
and numbing of experience. Thus, PTSD is a disorder of “too
little,” as well as “too much:” the biphasic and episodic pattern that has been described by van der Kolk, et al. (1996) and
Post et al., (1997). For example, a client who has been held up
at gunpoint might become suddenly dysregulated upon seeing
a poster advertising guns. He might find himself feeling “too
much,” for example, anxious, overly vigilant, autonomically
activated, and edgy. Or, he might experience “too little,” for
example, a sense of emotional emptiness and numbed separation from the body. In either condition, the individual is unable
to appropriately regulate emotional and physical responses to
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argue as to why this social character of the subject is
important they generally appeal to clinical evidence of greater
therapeutic efficacy resulting from an approach that takes
note of this principle. Thus arguments about the supposedly
remote and distant psychoanalyst who fails to recognize the
intersubjective or relational dimension of the subject become
arguments not that this is an unpleasant approach to psychoanalysis in an aesthetic sense, nor that it operates from an
incoherent ontological stance, but rather that it is not clinically
effective, that it doesn’t work as well in terms of psychoanalytic treatment.
To compare the clinical effectiveness of differing psychoanalytic theories is a prohibitively difficult empirical task.
It requires a level of observational reliability about what is
going on in the consulting room in relation to what the psychoanalyst claims as his or her theory, as well as outcome
measures about what is ultimately effective in psychoanalytic
treatment that are notoriously elusive. It is difficult enough to
establish outcome measures for psychoanalysis in general. To
fine-tune such research to distinguish among treatments based
upon different theoretical frameworks may well be impossible.
Nevertheless it is a claim made implicitly and sometimes
explicitly all the time in the psychoanalytic literature. As with
most claims of clinical effectiveness the evidence is largely
anecdotal and not very convincing as scientific proof. One
must assume that the justification for presenting the empirical
claim is that without it, the theoretical assertion would merely
be philosophical speculation. In other words psychoanalysts
often speak like scientists not because they actually do science
but because they don’t want to be taken for philosophers.
One of Fryer’s implicit themes is that when philosophers and psychoanalysts concern themselves with the same
question, the relationship between the disciplines demands a
second look. Are the similarities and the differences between
the philosophical and psychoanalytic treatments of these
questions a result of differences in method or are they instead
differences that could be found as well between thinkers operating within the same methodological fields? Thus if one can
think of psychoanalysts who operate with a Levinasian theory
of the subject, or at least one largely consistent with his positions, and philosophers who operate from something close to
a Lacanian view then the latter possibility would seem to be
true: the differences between Levinas and Lacan would derive
from different basic assumptions rather than differences of
method and one could find both clinicians and philosophers on
either side of the debate. That Fryer successfully sets up the
terms of the debate between these thinkers is therefore very
helpful in exploring some basic psychoanalytic assumptions,
assumptions that are as much basic philosophical positions as
clinical points of view. Indeed it is among the merits of this
book that this debate is presented, because as Fryer notes, the
two thinkers themselves did not take any significant notice of
one another so far as we know. Their ideas rub up against one
another but the actual people did not. It is Fryer’s contribution
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subject was not master of his (her) house but was still the primary tenant with a secure lease. The postmodernists at the gate
don’t recognize rent laws and threaten the principles of private
property. Perhaps. Or perhaps once Freud opened the door to
these uncertainties, then a respect for open discourse makes
it inevitable that the full spectrum of possibilities would be
considered. In this case ‘traditional’ Freudians and ‘postmodernists’ are part of a dialogue about the Freudian or modernist
subject, rather than on opposite sides of some real divide.
In the material covered by David Fryer’s book, The
Intervention of the Other, two major thinkers explore the
question of how the human subject is formed. Neither of the
two thinkers ever, to my knowledge, identified themselves
as postmodernist, although both have been cited as participants in that (illusory) campaign. They share the view that
it is through its encounter with something other than the self
that the subject comes into being. It is the character of this
other, this formative and fundamental non-self, that makes the
boundary and hence the existence of the subject possible, that
is the focus of their work and of Fryer’s study.
That one approaches the matter as a philosopher and the
other as a psychoanalyst is another of the themes of this interesting and important book about the work of Emmanuel Levinas and Jacques Lacan. Thus it is a book worth reading especially by psychoanalysts concerned about an imaginary threat
arising from certain strains in European philosophy. Fryer
presents the major principles of each man’s work in what can
either be a useful or a bit tedious introduction depending upon
one’s prior familiarity. Also as in any synthesis, one finds
points of disagreement in his portrayal of their ideas. However, all in all, it is a careful and respectful presentation of two
complex and difficult thinkers and accomplishes its purpose of
presenting enough to allow for a comparison.
Psychoanalysis and philosophy have always had an odd
and uncertain relationship. Freud once made a point of asserting that he had never read Nietzsche in order to strengthen
his claim that the psychoanalytic theory of the unconscious
was based upon scientific observation rather than philosophical speculation. This distinction still holds some weight. For
example, when contemporary psychoanalysts speak about the
relational character of the human subject, they tend to back
this up with references to the observational studies of human
infants in the “attachment literature” of Ainsworth, Maine, or
Stern. The basis for claiming that the human subject from the
earliest period in development is formed in a relationship to
another subject is the evidence of those relationships objectively gathered, rather than the philosophical justification that
the coherent truth value of psychoanalytic principles requires
that this assumption be so. Likewise, when psychoanalysts

avid Fryer, an American philosopher, has written an
important and useful book on two French thinkers:
Emmanuel Levinas and Jacques Lacan. The Intervention of the
Other addresses ideas that are at the heart of current debates
within psychoanalysis related to questions of intersubjectivity. It would enhance these debates were psychoanalysts to
use this book as a reference in these matters. There is a widely
held view among American psychoanalysts that a perspective
called “postmodernism” threatens our traditional appreciation
of the individual human subject.
To evaluate this threat, we need not only to know what
we mean by the postmodernist theory of the subject, but also
what our supposedly shared traditional understanding of the
subject is, that is being threatened. Before debating a postmodern subject, we ought to clarify the relationship between
the Enlightenment subject of reason and the displacement of
that subject by Freud’s “Copernican” revolution. If we accept
Freud’s view that the conscious subject is no longer master in
his own house, then presumably we have already accepted a
post-Enlightenment “modernist” [?] subjectivity with a notion
of the subject that already incorporates the indeterminate character of the unconscious. It is not clear that we have or need a
concept of subjectivity that is radically beyond this modernist
view. It may well be that what is called postmodernism is, in
truth, an articulation and/or elaboration of certain dimensions
of the modernist and psychoanalytic view of the subject that
originated with Freud and his contemporaries.
If we reaffirm the principle that the ongoing inquiry into
the structure and character of the human subject is the fundamental psychoanalytic endeavor, and that our understanding
of the self and of subjectivity should not be taken for granted
as though this project is complete, then what is called “postmodern” takes its proper place as the continuing work of the
modernist psychoanalytic inquiry. This continuing inquiry
into the character of the human subject should be viewed as
a source of new life rather than as a threat to an established
notion that needs no further elaboration. In other words, it is
only when the psychoanalytic inquiry is treated as complete
that a call for some thing “post” will arise. When this inquiry
into subjectivity leads in surprising and disorienting directions
then it is merely following the example established and often
commented upon by Freud. Indeed to reject this uncertainty
and to posit an already completed project, the psychoanalytic
theory of the subject, that now stands as a permanent edifice to
be inhabited but no longer worked on is fundamentally at odds
with the fundamental principles of psychoanalytic thinking.
The threat of postmodernism is usually seen as taking the
Freudian subject toward a degree of indeterminacy that Freud
never envisioned or intended. He allowed that the conscious
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While hypoarousal is equally as disabling and debilitating as hyperarousal, it is marked by deficits and thus can be
easily overlooked by the therapist. It might manifest as numbing; dulling of inner body sensation; alexithymia; a loss of
somatic capacities, such as impaired pain responses and intermittent motor inhibitions (Janet, 1898, Kardiner 1941, van der
Kolk & van der Hart 1991), or a slowing of musculoskeletal
response and diminished muscular tone, especially in the face
(Porges, 1995). In the therapy office, hypoarousal may be subsumed under depression, lack of energy, or general debilitation and not be recognized as a bodily response re-evoked by
reminders of trauma. In addition, chronically traumatized clients often develop a capacity to “hide in full sight”: the client
has learned to disguise and minimize his/her distress and continues to do so in the therapy office. For all of these reasons, it
is easy for therapists to underestimate or miss completely the
distress of the still, inhibited, or hypoaroused client who could
seem to us bored, depressed, or tired.
Another source of the invisibility of the physical encoding of trauma relates to habitual posture and repetitive patterns
of movement that influence thinking. The body’s chronic patterns of organization can be viewed as the physical reflection of beliefs, self-esteem, and relative degree of mastery.
For example, one patient’s early childhood experience hindered the development of assertion and confidence, his body
reflected that history: his chest is sunken down, his arms hang
limply, and his breath is shallow. This chronic posture then
serves to sustain certain beliefs: thoughts of self assertion and
competency are much less likely in such a posture than if the
chest is lifted, the arms energized, and the breath full.

grief, clients who exhibit unresolved sensorimotor reactions
learn to identify and experience these reactions physically. As
clients become skillful at observing and tracking the sometimes-disturbing body experiences, these physical experiences,
like the experience of grief, can often find their own expression and resolution. As their body’s sensations are recognized
and followed mindfully by the client, it becomes possible for
the body itself to lead the client into a necessary resolution
and calming of the physical experience.
For example, a Vietnam veteran came to therapy to
“get rid of” his nightmares and feelings of being chronically
emotionally overwhelmed. In the course of sensorimotor psychotherapy, he learned to sense his physiological arousal as he
experienced it in his body. He learned to pay active attention
to his rapid heart rate and the shaking and trembling that he
first experienced following the original combat and then reexperienced all too frequently in his daily life years later. Over
several therapy sessions, he learned to describe his inner body
sensations, noting the tingling in his arms that occurred prior
to the shaking, the slight acceleration in heart rate, and the
increase of tension in his legs. As his capacity to observe and
describe his subjective bodily sensations developed, he gradually learned to accept these sensations without trying to inhibit
them. The therapist instructed him to simply track these sensations as they changed, or “sequenced.” When clients become
aware of such internal sensations, the sensations themselves
usually transform into ones that are more tolerable (Levine
1997). This client learned to track mindfully the sequence of
sensations as it progressed through his body until the sensations themselves settled down. He noticed that his shaking
gradually became quiet, his heart rate eventually returned to
baseline, and the tension in his legs released on its own.
This approach is quite similar to the traditional psychotherapeutic approach of bringing the avoided wish or fear into
the client’s full attention under the guidance of an accepting,
safe therapist. In both cases, this focusing of attention on
the avoided thought or emotion may be sufficient in itself to
desensitize the anticipation of it. In the aforementioned example of sensorimotor psychotherapy with a Vietnam veteran,
increasing the mindful observation of his disturbing physical sensations and experiences caused a receding and then,
eventually, a diminishing in their intensity and frequency.
Such reductions of distressing body-based symptoms and the
increased capacity for tracking body sensation help clients
become increasingly able to work with other elements of
trauma, such as attachment, meaning-making, and dissociative
patterns that were previously overshadowed by dysregulated
bodily states.
In both psychodynamic and sensorimotor approaches,
the therapist acts as an “auxiliary cortex” (Diamond et all,
1963) and “affect regulator of the patient’s dysregulated states
in order to provide a growth-facilitating environment for
the patient’s immature affect-regulating structures” (Schore,
2001). As Schore observes, the therapist’s “interactive regu

Sensorimotor Psychotherapy
The practice of sensorimotor psychotherapy blends theory
and technique from cognitive and dynamic therapy with
straightforward physical interventions, such as helping clients
to become aware of the body, track bodily sensations, and
implement physical actions that promote empowerment and
success. Clients are taught to become aware of the relationship
between their body’s organization and their beliefs and emotions by noticing how a self-representation such as “I’m a bad
person” affects physical organization, and how the words and
content they describe in the here-and-now of therapy affect
their physical sensation and movements. Such interventions
help to unify body and mind in the treatment of trauma and
provide clients with the additional means of using the body
as an aid in overcoming past trauma. Within the context of a
relationally attuned therapy, clinicians can help clients become
curious and interested in the body’s sensations and feelings,
especially how their physical response to historical trauma
continues in their present life. These somatic, bottom-up interventions in turn can provide a valuable additional approach to
promoting the same goals as the traditional psychotherapies.
In much the same way that clients who come to therapy
with unresolved grief learn to identify and experience the
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to spare themselves thwarted by overwhelming odds. These
truncated or uncompleted actions of defense often subsequently manifest as chronic symptoms. As Herman (1992,
p. 34) states, “Each component of the ordinary response to
danger, having lost its utility, tends to persist in an altered and
exaggerated state long after the actual danger is over.” If a
person is endangered, experiences the instinct to fight or flee,
but is unable to execute these actions, this previously activated
but never completed sequence of possible defensive actions
may persist in distorted forms, such as muscles held in a
chronically tightened pattern, heightened and unstable aggressive impulses, or a chronic lack of tone or sensation in a particular muscle group. Many, if not most, traumatized patients
come to therapy exhibiting chronic immobilizing defensive
tendencies, ranging from physiological and psychological passivity to hyperactive but ineffective aggression.
In sensorimotor psychotherapy, these patients are helped
to rediscover these truncated impulses to action through tracking the bodily movements and sensations that emerge during
the therapy session. In one case, a client who submitted to her
father’s sexual abuse as a child in therapy discovered her forgotten, dormant impulse to push away, run away, and protect
herself. Witnessing and engaging her body’s responses to her
traumatic past revealed these actions. She became aware of
the previously aborted physical urge to push her father away
and also run away. As she mindfully re-experienced how her
body submitted and did not resist her father during the abuse,
she also found that her body wanted to fight him and run,
experienced in the physical tension of her arms, and a feeling of energy in her legs. These physical impulses that she
did not, could not, act upon at the time of the abuse appeared
spontaneously as she became meticulously aware of her physical sensations and impulses to action while remembering the
abuse. The lost impulses to resist had become encoded not
only in praxis of submission, but also as a belief: “I don’t
deserve to defend myself.”
As this case illustrates, unresolved trauma seems to
insidiously predict the individual’s future: before the future
has happened, it has been prescribed as hopeless by the past.
Until our abused client could experience the satisfaction of
performing a defensive action, her future seemed to her as if it
held only further abuse and disappointment. But as we help a
client consciously distinguish the possible physical action from
the actual physical response to the original trauma, these new
actions can become explicit, conscious, and available to the
client, and the future often begins to hold more promise. Rather
than insight alone, it is the patient’s experience of empowering action in the context of safety provided by a background of
the empathic clinician’s psychobiologically attuned interactive
affect regulation that helps effect such change.

lation of the patient’s state enables him or her to begin
to verbally label the affective [and sensorimotor] experience” (Schore, 2002). Interactive psychobiological regulation
(Schore 1994) provides the relational context under which
the client can safely contact, describe and eventually regulate
inner experience. The therapist tracks the client’s communications, slowing and adjusting the pace and process of therapy
and exploring which interventions best help return the client’s
arousal to the window of tolerance.
Through interactive regulation, clients are taught to
use the mind to increase awareness of body sensations as
they fluctuate in texture, quality, and intensity. The therapist
teaches the clients to differentiate between words that describe
emotional states, such as panic and terror, and words for
bodily experience, such as hot or frozen or churning. In this
way, clients are encouraged to learn the language of their own
movement and sensations, first via the therapeutic interaction, as the therapist observes and names what is happening
physically, and subsequently as clients themselves notice
movements and sensations without prompting by the therapist. Through cultivating the ability to form accurate verbal
descriptions of their physical experiences, clients expand their
perception and processing of physical feelings in much the
same way that familiarity with a variety of words that describe
emotion aids in the perception and processing of emotions.
The capacity to use precise language helps to uncouple
trauma-based emotions from body sensations and develop
the client’s skill tracking bodily sensations that accompany
arousal, such as trembling, as distinct from emotions, such as
panic, until the sensations themselves settle down. This skill
often serves to quiet the emotion as well.
Top-down, cortically mediated techniques are harnessed
to observe and facilitate sensorimotor processing. Clients are
taught to mindfully observe and then describe the interplay
of physical sensations, movements, and impulses, noticing
their internal reactions as they try out new physical actions.
They also learn to observe the effects of thoughts and emotions on the body: noticing in which part of the body they feel
the impact of a particular thought or how the body organizes
a particular emotion. While traumatic threat inhibits activity
of the prefrontal cortex (Schore, 1994; van der Kolk et al.,
1996; LeDoux 2002,), resulting in “speechless terror” (van
der Kolk et al., 1996), mindful observation re-engages the prefrontal cortex. Clinically, sensorimotor practitioners observe a
mitigation of autonomic dysregulation as the client becomes
more adept at self-observation, raising the question of whether
mindfulness serves to engage the right orbital prefrontal cortex
in regulating arousal (Schore, 1994).
Failed Physical Defenses
In addition to noticing arousal levels and their accompanying sensations, patients learn to observe physical action and
impulses to action, Individuals who have been subjected to
overwhelming fear and danger may have had active attempts

Practicing New Actions
Empowering actions, such as motor defenses, are not the only
physical actions that might be absent in a client’s current physi
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rial, in order to generate new ideas. He discusses Schwaber’s
and Arlow’s written exchanges about her (Schwaber’s) case
that became polarized when Arlow pointed out that, in her
attention to the transference-countertransference, the content
of the conflict was neglected. The discussion became “eitheror” instead of “both-and,” and each ended up advocating
one particular aspect of analytic treatment. There are fads in
psychoanalytic interventions, and it is easy to get stuck in the
ideas of one’s time. For example, Arlow is gifted in his understanding of the power of metaphor and its ability to open up
many pathways of inquiry, and Schwaber is sensitive to psychoanalytic interventions that emphasize close attention to the
countertransference as a way of understanding the patient’s
contribution to the functioning of the therapeutic dyad.
This situation of the latest interventions of choice that is
part of our need to move forward and have something new for
our patients and ourselves poses a fascinating dilemma. Coen
is looking for something authentic in the work that makes us
know it is good work. He is hoping that it will be possible to
distinguish good therapeutic work from therapeutic work that
is written about persuasively and is convincing for that reason,
whether it is good or not. I am not sure that they can be separated, because the affect that is communicated in persuasion
is part of what it important. Arlow persuaded a generation
of analysts that his views were useful to patients and other
analysts. His lively writing and personally engaging style
made it possible for him to interest many practitioners in his
ideas. Schwaber writes beautifully and convinces us that she
is an excellent clinician, because of her thoughtful approach,
her empathic position and her attention to the details of her
patient’s defenses. Both are fine clinicians as judged by their
peers and each has a method of practice that is embedded in a
particular time and place.
We have to acknowledge that we are susceptible to the
power of persuasive colleagues, the influence of our psychoanalytic culture, and the influence of our larger culture, just as
we are susceptible to our own wishes to abdicate our position
as psychoanalyst and join the patient in a regressive object
relationship. It is the communication of powerful affect in both
cases that pulls us in. This book provides both extremely interesting clinical material and a solid understanding of the importance of increasing our tolerance of our own affect and that of
our colleagues and patients. I recommend it with enthusiasm.

ventions, including the use of the couch and not seeing
the analyst for most of the session. Westen and Gabbard
(2002) have noted that the demand characteristics of both
the psychotherapeutic and psychoanalytic situations include
making the therapist more powerful and the patient more
infantile, and creating a setting for conversation about intimate matters that leads to important feelings of love and other
intense feelings (p. 124). It is a matter of degree. There are
times, as in the example Coen gave of the patient who was
eating the root vegetables, when what works is to bypass the
defenses and interpret what the patient isn’t consciously aware
of. Because Coen wasn’t anxious, though, he thought that the
material was pretty close to the surface, and wouldn’t be too
startling to the patient. He was right. He was able to get her to
elaborate about her feelings of criticism, which she had been
able to bring up after a few days.
Coen advocates collaboration and sensitivity on the
part of clinicians interested in understanding each other’s
work, especially work from a different clinical perspective.
He is advocates an approach of putting pieces of the puzzle
together, rather than having a rousing, polarizing debate. He
notes that the style of psychoanalytic discussion is improving
and leading to a greater exchange of clinical information. He
recommends emphasizing the importance of being interested
in the discussant’s and the audience’s ways of approaching the
material, and that they are in a unique position to understand
stalemates and impasses that the treating analyst will not see.
He encourages sensitivity in handling this situation, especially
for the junior or vulnerable clinician.
We clinicians allow ourselves to be vulnerable, if we
are presenting detailed process material freely, in a spirit of
collaboration and inquiry, and any rigid adherence to any particular theoretical view is indicative of a need to disavow such
vulnerability and protect ourselves from unwanted feelings of
guilt, shame, aggression and sexual excitement. We need to
acknowledge our needs to be idealized and our wishes for deep
attachment and love. What we are trying to do is so complex
that it cannot be captured by any theoretical system. Because
the process takes place 80 to 90 per cent outside conscious
awareness, it makes us anxious, and we cannot reliably tell
anyone what we are doing and how we do it. The work of the
Boston Change Process Study Group has been helpful here,
especially their concept of the microprocess that takes place
on a small scale at the “local level,” where present moments
emerge (Stern, 2004, p. 149). Their focus on the nonverbal
communications that occur constantly outside the conscious
awareness of both participants has been helpful in getting
everyone to acknowledge that it is impossible to understand
and articulate everything when presenting a case. Coen is very
aware of the importance of these nonverbal communications in
the exchange of feeling in the therapeutic couple.
Coen advocates open clinical writing that is alive in
its communication of affect to the reader and metaphorically
alive content that will allow the reader to play with the mate-
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avoidance of working with a dream in which she “pulls
from the ground two tuber-like root vegetables described offhandedly as phallic. Because of the dirt on these vegetables,
she is initially reluctant to eat them. When she finally bites
into one, it tastes wonderful; she feels ecstatic but is concerned that she may not have enough to eat. Although she was
easily able to connect this dream with her hunger toward me
in the transference, she avoided, despite my interventions, the
images of pulling out, biting, and swallowing” (p. 141). Coen
wondered if it would be best to engage her hungry wishes
toward him, yet he noticed that her wishes to castrate did not
make him anxious, and found himself thinking of Arlow’s
(1966) advice to a supervisee to interpret both the defense and
the wish since the patient could not do it herself.
Coen’s conscious concern was that his patient would be
too frightened of her aggressive wishes, but in the next session, he got an opportunity and interpreted his patient’s wish
“to pull out, bite, and swallow the power of my genitals” (p.
141). He was then surprised, however, that the patient did
not seem to respond at all to his intervention, but several sessions later, the patient said she had felt criticized. She was
afraid Coen would be angry at her for wanting to challenge his
power and authority, but then through further analytic work
realized that she had blocked out envy and rivalry toward her
father, brothers, and husband, also, and became more comfortable with the wishes to challenge and rob them of their power
and authority (p. 142). In this example, Coen was functioning well as an analyst, even though some would have waited
longer to make the intervention about castrative wishes. He
relied heavily on his own absence of anxiety in his decision
to go forward. His patient was helping him understand the
effect of his intervention, by letting him know her feelings
were hurt. She felt criticized by him for being too aggressive,
too interested in taking his power and authority for herself.
He worked well with the disruption, helping her use the information to further understand her history and become more
comfortable with her aggressive fantasies. Since Coen was
not distracted by feelings of anger at her aggression and her
power grab, at least not consciously, he was able to manage
the situation well. This patient remained unaware, however,
that another reason that she felt criticized was that Coen’s
intervention brought her closer to her aggressive wishes, when
she was trying to get further away. Her feeling of being criticized was another line of defense to keep away awareness of
her aggression. Coen chose to bypass both defenses in this
instance, rather than interpret them, and his choice seems to
have worked well.
Coen notes that as long as we can “shift back and forth
between sharing in our patient’s inner world and getting sufficiently outside it so as to be able to contain and interpret that
patient’s needs and conflicts” (p.142), we are still functioning
as a therapist or analyst and can understand our patient’s needs
and our own. The problem comes, however, when the patient’s
regression is no longer benign, but malignant (Balint, 1968),

or can be conceptualized as a negative therapeutic reaction.
Coen understands well that the therapist participates in creating these regressions, but he also contributes something more
in his understanding that the therapist, when faced with very
borderline or psychotic patients, is under a lot of pressure and
cannot avoid becoming derailed at times (p. 144). Fragile,
socially isolated patients, for example, can become delusional
about their analysts and therapists, and such situations can
lead to the therapist’s loss of perspective and paralysis (p. 144145). Coen describes the
“therapist’s masochism and concomitant paranoid
anxiety [that] lead the guilty therapist to want to fail,
to perceive resistance as aggression by the ‘persecutor’ patient, and to focus too exclusively on negative
transference and aggression, ‘hindering…perception
of the patient’s love and what is good in him, which
in turn increases the negative transference’ (Racker
1958, p. 559)’ (p. 144).
Coen also is aware that the willingness to escape the role of
therapist in favor of another more regressive relatedness to
the patient occurs and the therapist is not just the unwilling
victim of the patient’s efforts to destroy his or her therapeutic
function. “It would be psychoanalytically naïve to believe that
the therapist’s unwilling victimization does not also involve a
willing surrender” (p. 142-143).
Since we cannot avoid such regressions with certain
patients, Coen advocates understanding more about how we
contribute to such situations. He credits Balint (1968) with
understanding that interpreting transference overemphasizes
the attachment to the analyst and underemphasizes pleasure
in autonomous functioning and “regressive relatedness to that
part of their world that exists between their objects” (p. 145):
“Balint believed also that the Kleinian method of
interpreting what patients cannot possibly grasp for
themselves exaggerates their sense of deficiency,
thereby encouraging submission to and idolization of
the seemingly omniscient analyst; this in turn aggravates feelings of aggression, envy, competitiveness,
and destructiveness toward the analyst” (p. 145).
Coen believes that all of us therapists have this same temptation and wish to overwhelm and immobilize patients by interpreting their unconscious, showing them what they cannot see
for themselves (p. 146), even though at times we need to do
just that. We are less comfortable with waiting for our patients
to become ready to change and develop in their own ways.
No doubt we all at times wish to control and subjugate
our patients, and be idealized. In fact, by acting differently
than we do in social situations and not telling our patients
about us, we act more the way parents or teachers treat children and we set up the psychoanalytic situation with its con
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therapy” approach that emphasizes insight without addressing bodily experience may have a limited potential to effect
actual change in long-standing problems. Procedural learning
refers to the learning of processes, such as motor skills and
perceptual abilities (Grigsby & Stevens, 2000; Solomon &
Siegel, 2003). As a result of procedural learning, people form
habits of behavior that become automatic, economical ways
of functioning. The unsatisfying repetitive patterns that are the
complaints of so many clients are long-term ingrained procedural habits of relating to themselves, others, and the world.
Practitioners of sensorimotor psychotherapy try to interrupt
these procedurally-learned, automatic actions of their clients,
first by bringing these patterns to awareness through experience rather than insight alone, and second by exploring and
practicing new actions, as illustrated above.
Thus, the process of sensorimotor psychotherapy
requires the mindful observation of the patient’s body by the
therapist, as well as the engagement of the patient in awareness of the body, as a way of bringing to light the interconnection between the body, emotions, and beliefs. By maintaining
a slow, thoughtful pace and attending to the patient’s ability
to regulate arousal, sensorimotor psychotherapists work to
avoid abreactions and keep at bay the hyperarousal responses
that inhibit the ability the ability to think and attend (LeDoux,
2002). Clients with complex trauma can be triggered easily
by interventions that bring up traumatic physical reactions too
quickly; therefore, pacing, timing, and safe, gradual re-con

cal vernacular. Each person’s body has actions that are “easy”
or familiar, as well as actions that are not (Janet, 1925). A client
who was neglected as a child, for example, experienced the
action of reaching out towards the therapist as both unfamiliar
and hopeless, saying, “No one was ever there for me, and you
won’t respond either.” Exploring this action, along with its
accompanying beliefs, served as an inroad to addressing her
attachment disturbances. Another client could not bring himself
to “stand tall:” his mother was the only one who could be “big”
in his family, so he had to keep himself small. Yet another
client experienced difficulty when invited to explore the action
of walking towards the therapist, saying that she could not initiate physical proximity because, as a child, her overtures were
typically rejected. In all these situations, practicing the simple
physical actions that are challenging for the client and dealing
with the accompanying cognitive and emotional responses,
as well as memories that spontaneously come up, can help
develop competencies that were previously unavailable.
Practicing these new physical actions is designed to
foster the experience of possibility: the possibility of physical
and mental change, the possibility of successful defense, or
adequate resources, or sufficient resilience, or the possibility
that it could have been otherwise. For example, if a woman
who was forced to submit in an assault is assisted in therapy
to “try out” the movements involved in a physically defensive
gesture of pushing away and addressing the affects and cognitive schemata that emerges while doing so, she might open
up possibilities of thought or responses hitherto suppressed.
As she mindfully observes what happens when she engages
her body in a mobilizing defensive posture, she also might
become aware of guilt or shame arising from her inability to
implement such actions during the actual trauma.
Not only does the body find new options of defense and
posture, but also entrenched beliefs and habits of thought and
emotions begin to respond to the different physical actions.
Since beliefs, cognitive distortions and emotions also condition physical experience and actions, clients are also encouraged to notice how a belief such as “I’m bad” might be
reflected in the body—perhaps in a droopiness through the
spine, a nodding downward of the head, and tension in the
buttocks. A different belief, such as “I should do what others
want,” can interrupt an individual’s impulse to respond to
her own needs or wants, and instead she might enact a type
of obedience or compliance that is characterized by slow,
mechanical, expressionless body movements. Such beliefs
can be addressed directly through the body as well as through
the mind. Interventions in such a case might involve not only
insight and awareness, but also changing the way the body
moves to include more expression and spontaneity.
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nection with the body are of utmost importance. For
example, if a patient’s heart rate increases when he begins to
describe his trauma, the telling is suspended while therapist
and client focus together on the inner body sensation until the
heart rate slows. Only then does the client continue with the
narrative. In this way, arousal is kept within the window of
tolerance (Siegel 1999), so that it may be processed and integrated. This technique builds the client’s confidence that he or
she can process trauma without being overwhelmed or flooded
with disturbing physical, emotional, or cognitive responses.
Conclusion
While words are indispensable in the treatment of trauma,
they cannot substitute for the meticulous observation of how
a patient attempted to defend herself or how such physical
defenses were thwarted during the original traumatic event.
Nor can words take the place of thoughtful therapeutic facilitation of actual experiences of empowering physical defensive
action, impossible during the actual trauma of the past. We
propose that the satisfaction and pleasure of finally being
able to perform direct physical defensive actions emerging
spontaneously from the observation of trauma-related body
experience alters the somatic sense of self in a way that talking alone does not. Knowing, feeling, and doing—and thus
experiencing—these physical actions helps to transmute the
way in which clients consciously and unconsciously hold and
organize past traumas. It changes the way they respond (cognitively, emotionally, and physically) in their current lives and
the way they envision the future. We believe that the judicious
addition of bottom up interventions to traditional trauma treatments can assist in the resolution of unresolved trauma and
help to resolve the chronic effects of the affect storms caused
by hyper and hypoarousal states. By integrating these bottomup interventions with top-down approaches, we hope to combine the best of both worlds to help chronically traumatized
clients find resolution and meaning in their lives.
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Pat Ogden, a pioneer in somatic psychology and the treatment of
trauma, teaches at Naropa University and is the founder and director of the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Institute. Dr. Ogden lectures
internationally on the integration of somatic interventions into
clinical practice for the treatment of trauma.
Clare Pain, assistant professor of psychiatry at the Universities of Toronto and Western Ontario, works is with adult survivors
of psychological trauma and includes teaching and research, and a
special interest in transcultural psychiatry.
Kekuni Minton is a trainer for the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Institute, faculty at Naropa University, and was the resident
psychotherapist at the Boulder County AIDS Project.
Janina Fisher is an Instructor and Senior Supervisor at the
Trauma Center in Boston, Massachusetts, an EMDR International
Association Consultant, a trainer for the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy Institute, past president of the New England Society for the
Study of Trauma and Dissociation and a former Instructor, Harvard Medical School, Cambridge Hospital.
The authors wish to thank Kathy Steele, Onno van der Hart
and Bessel van der Kolk for their help with this paper. This paper is
extrapolated from the book Trauma and the Body: The Theory and
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Norton.
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T

By the wish to regress, I refer to wishes to return
to more infantile modes of relatedness to the other,
experienced as a vitally needed parental object. However, I am referring specifically to yearnings for a
pathological object relationship as opposed to healthy
competence, growth, and individuation. I regard as
progressive, despite their infantile nature, any childlike longings for an object relationship in which one
can further develop oneself. By mutual regression I
refer only to instances in which the therapeutic couple
seeks to share a pathological object relationship
that precludes separateness. It is crucial that we differentiate wishes for an object relationship that aims
to destroy separateness and competence from one
that seeks to promote them. Regressive wishes for a
destructive relationship lead to crippling and stagnation, within the treatment and outside it” (p. 136).

his book is an excellent account of Dr. Coen’s work with
patients who have great difficulty tolerating the affect
that is aroused by the usual analytic interventions. Instead of
becoming interested in analyzing, such patients communicate powerful affects that also affect the analyst’s capacity to
stay excited by and interested in analyzing. Coen describes
his efforts to contain his own discouragement, his own disagreeable affect and his disappointment in their “failure.” He
describes how he eventually decided to continue with such
patients, when earlier in his career, he would have discontinued the treatment.
In the past, in agreement with my skilled colleagues,
I probably would have told Mr. R that we should discontinue his treatment because he was insufficiently
motivated to change. If his motivation for change
increased, then it might make sense for him to return
to treatment. By doing so, I would have been making
the treatment problem his failing rather than accepting
it as a joint problem for both of us. For patients like
Mr. R., who have been rejected, criticized, attacked,
and blamed, such a therapeutic stance can aggravate
the problem, heightening the residues of past trauma
in the present treatment. The patient can easily experience the therapist, like the parent of childhood, as
making the patient solely responsible for what has
gone wrong between them (cf. Bromberg 1983). In
contrast, the therapist’s… joining the patient in struggling with the treatment impasse rather than putting it
back on the patient offers a new developmental perspective. Such patients will insist that the therapist,
unlike the parent before him, own his contributions to
the treatment dilemma. They may seem to torture the
therapist forever about his failings with them. These
patients may need to take a very long time in which
they live out such treatment struggles before they can
or want to allow themselves more open and vulnerable collaboration with the therapist” (p. 78-79).

This description reflects the central thesis of the book: that the
relationship and affective exchange between the analyst and
patient needs to go in the direction of becoming more growthproducing, more loving and more thoughtful and collaborative. Coen further delineates his ideas about regression:
I do not find it helpful to regard as an ‘inability to
regress’ the fear of needs, wishes, and feelings found
in rigid characters—obsessional, sadomasochistic,
paranoid, schizoid (Coen 1992, Shapiro 1981). In
point of fact, their intolerance of affect and need is
broader than their fear of regression. I believe, in
agreement with Inderbitzin and Levy (2000), that the
concept of regression does not clarify such fears of
needing and feeling. Similarly, I do not find it helpful to invoke the therapist’s regression in the service
of the patient to explain allowing ourselves to feel
need and affect toward our patient. I will therefore not
emphasize the useful aspects of the therapist’s regression but will focus instead on how the therapist’s
wishes to join patients in mutual regression derail
constructive treatment process. (p. 137).

Dr. Coen integrates both drive theory and object relations
theory in his work. He focuses on an experience-near concept of affect, however, and is astute in his understanding of
both patients’ and therapists’ discomfort with loving feelings,
rage and hatred, and the dangers of desire and need. He notes
wishes to regress in both patient and therapist. His definition
of regression, however, is quite specific, and focuses on object
relationships, rather than a decompensation of ego functions
or the appearance of more primitive material, oral or anal,
constituting an id regression from oedipal material.

Coen describes the role of a mutually constructed sadomasochistic engagement in order to avoid loving relatedness between
patient and therapist. “Angry, dissatisfied, antagonistic feelings
can be safer for both patient and therapist than the openness
and vulnerability of feeling close and loving” (p. 140).
He gives a very interesting clinical example of his wish
to relate to one of his patients as an admiring and desiring
father, primarily for his own needs. He was struck by her
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of what the current paradigms of our science did not notice,
with a stance and voice in many respects complementary to
Chodorow’s, Gilligan also occupies a central place of honor in
this volume, as she does in the history of women and psychoanalysis for her foundational 1982 book, In a Different Voice
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press). She brings her account
to the present by echoing the question raised by a conference
participant, why the patriarchal system of silenced inner voices
happened and why it continues to be perpetuated by the actions
of both women and men. She suggests that, for all of us, it is a
tremendous challenge to question the sacrifice. Women privilege tragedy: in Linklater’s and Gilligan’s workshops, she says,
“I observed that the hardest place for women to go was joy” (p.
145), because, she suggests, it takes us to a time prior to loss,
and sets the loss ahead of us. Yet it is crucial for therapists, parents and teachers to challenge the sacrifices.
In the production of the volume, some typographical
problems, while minor, were nevertheless distracting. For
example, lines including em- or en-dashes often overlapped
other characters or misplaced them. I was struck by the distinctive individuality of the voices in this collection. The co-presence of these strong, thoughtful essays constitutes a dialogue
of great value to our field. It is exciting to call to mind how
recently and how deeply the paradigms of our science have
been revolutionized, to the great benefit of all our genders.

only but must also be analyzed within “the additional
framework of a psychoanalytic theory of power” (p. 97).
A long, generous and penetrating paper by Nancy
Chodorow opens the section on personal narratives. Chodorow
reviews her achievements and acknowledges failures of insight
as she reports the trajectory of her own theoretical and personal development. She rightly credits herself with a stance
of “making problematic the heretofore unnoticed and takenfor-granted” (p. 115). Against the background of existing and
current social changes and with credit to Benjamin and other
current thinkers, she shows how she built her argument in The
Reproduction of Mothering, first published in 1978 (Berkeley:
University of California Press) from the revolutionary observation with which she begins it, “Women mother.” With this
statement she launched her case for the subjectivity of women,
insisting that women were full subjects of their own and their
children’s development, not merely, from the infant’s point of
view, as object and part-object, container, and holding environment, processor of the child’s anguish through reverie. She
wryly acknowledges times when she was intemperate or dismissive and how her omissions have come back to haunt her
through students or patients. She mentions that other women
chided her in those years for her “masculine” stance: I hear this
as commentary on the call for liberating “masculine” and “feminine” from the biologically and culturally male and female.
Carol Gilligan presents a moving account of her own
journey, “Recovering Psyche: Reflections on Life-History
andmono
History.”
A vigorous, articulate and passionate observer
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Dr. Temple is in independent practice in Summit, NJ. She is a
member-at-large of the board of Section III.
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Psychoanalysis in the Glory Days

I

Henry M. Seiden, PhD, ABPP

Came into my head. Great
Troops of animals floated through
And certain characters like Picasso and Einstein
Whatever came into my head or my heart
Through reading or thinking or talking
Came forward once again in you. I took voyages
Down deep unconscious rivers, fell through fields,
Cleft rocks, went on through hurricanes and volcanoes.
Ruined cities were as nothing to me
In my fantastic advancing. I recovered epochs,
Gold of former ages that melted in my hands
And became toothpaste or hazy vanished citadels. I dreamed
Exclusively for you. I was told not to make important decisions.
This was perfect. I never wanted to. On the hartru surface of my
emotions
Your ideas sank in so I could play again.
But something was happening. You gave me an ideal
Of conversation—entirely about me
But including almost everything else in the world.
But this wasn’t poetry it was something else.
After two years of spending time in you
Years in which I gave my best thoughts to you
And always felt you infiltrating and invigorating my feelings
Two years at five days a week, I had to give you up.
It wasn’t my idea. “I think you are nearly through,”
Dr. Loewenstein said. “You seem much better.” But, Light!
Comedy! Tragedy! Energy! Science! Balance! Breath!
I didn’t want to leave you. I cried. I sat up.
I stood up. I lay back down. I sat. I said
But I still get sore throats and have hay fever
“And some day you are going to die. We can’t cure everything.”
Psychoanalysis! I stood up like someone covered with light
As with paint, and said Thank you. Thank you.
It was only one moment in a life, my leaving you.
But once I walked out, I could never think of anything seriously
For fifteen years without also thinking of you. Now what have
we become?
You look the same, but now you are a past You.
That’s fifties clothing you’re wearing. You have some fifties ideas
Left—about sex, for example. What shall we do? Go walking?
We’re liable to have a slightly frumpy look,
But probably no one will notice--another something I didn’t
know then.

n the popular imagination poetry is a solitary pursuit—
Emily Dickinson alone at her writing table in an upstairs
room, Whitman walking down the highway singing to, and of,
himself. But such images are misleading. The poet may be a
solitary, the poem cannot be. Language is dialogical. Indeed,
it may be said, there is no speech, poetic or otherwise, without
an implicit hearer; no writer without an anticipated reader.
Particularly in the carefully considered language of a poem,
some “I” always addresses some “you.”
In terms of “getting” poetry, this is no theoretical
fine point. To appreciate a poem, one must appreciate the
dialogical context. Who is being addressed? (And, of course,
by whom?) Is it the beloved, the departed, the poet’s mother,
one’s countrymen, an audience of other poets (and/or critics,
editors, and teachers), the gentle reader, future generations,
unspecified witnesses, another better self, or God, or the gods?
The nature of the addressee establishes the situation of the
poem, influences the diction, the emotional texture, the voice.
And to make things just a little more complicated,
there can be, and will likely be especially in a public poem,
more than one addressee. Privately a poet may think to
address only his or her beloved. In a public poem, even a love
poem, a larger audience is called in as a witness—to this love,
or this pain, or this particular moment of remembering.
Well, one of the things about modern poetry, as in
modern art in general, is that everything is fair game, including the givens of the genre. One poet who has played effectively and deliciously with the matter of “address” is contemporary American, Kenneth Koch. (Koch died in 2003; he
pronounced his name “coke.”) In his volume New Addresses
(2000), Koch speaks directly to various unseen and unseeable
presences in his life—with poems like “To Piano Lessons,”
“To Jewishness,” “To World War II,” “To Orgasms,” “To Driving,” Apostrophe would be the rhetorical term for this device,
an address to an unseen presence; the way the offstage gods
were addressed in classical Greek drama.
Here’s Koch’s direct address in “To Psychoanalysis:1”

I

took the Lexington Avenue subway
To arrive at you in your glory days
Of the Nineteen Fifties when we believed
That you could solve any problem
And I had nothing but disdain
For “self-analysis” “group analysis” “Jungian analysis”
“Adlerian analysis” the Karen Horney kind
All—other than you, pure Freudian type—
Despicable and never to be mine!
I would lie down according to your
Dictates but not go to sleep.
I would free-associate. I would say whatever
From New Addresses Copyright (c) 2000 by Kenneth Koch, Knopf, New
York.
1
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Funny! “I took the Lexington Avenue subway/ to arrive at you
in your glory days.” But more: The voice is grateful, rueful,
sweet and sad—grateful because in it’s own terms this was
a successful analysis, and sad because analysis didn’t solve
everything.
Koch is addressing psychoanalysis generally—and
surely his own analyst in particular. But this is art, not private
Continued on page 31
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Googled! On Hiding in the Age of Public Disclosure

Anna Aragno PhD

trips and tribulations; loves and losses, successes and disappointments, were, I thought, all safely hidden from view.
Or so I believed.
But this was all to change dramatically when, a few
years ago, several of my patients, began exhibiting the following sequence of symptomatic behaviors: my patient would
walk in and uncharacteristically seem slightly distracted or
“absent.” In place of the usual “Hi!” and inquisitive first
expression, they would avert their gaze, avoid eye contact, and
look around, shiftily. The feeling in the room would become
decidedly stilted and in place of the usual stream of reporting
there would congeal between us an uncomfortable silence, the
air rapidly thickening with a ‘withholding’ uneasiness, like
the sky before a heavy storm. Hovering in this space of tense
expectation I would increase my analytic restraint retreating
into acute ‘listening mode’, in order not to rush in with questions and quickly fill the silence; puzzled, I would wait, and
wait, and sometimes wait some more.
The more spunky personalities would then bubble on
into small talk, as camouflage for their increasing discomfort.
Uneasy glances around the room or furtive glances at my
face, full on, seemingly looking for clues they may have
missed before, however, belied their growing need to say what
was really on their minds. Then, suddenly, given an already
well established alliance and habit of “saying all,” amidst
a flood of embarrassed tears or shrieks, or self rebuke, or
exclamations like “I’ve done something awful...” or, “I think
this is something I ought not have done…” or “Oh, I can’t
believe I’m telling you this!” Following would be more sobs,
or giggles, or self-admonitions with hands covering the face
in a flurry of embarrassed culpability, as in the disclosure of a
voyeuristic primal scene reenactment. Then confession would
be blurted out: “Well, you see, I Googled you!” Nothing in
my analytic composure could possibly hint at what actually
happened within me, viscerally, at that moment, or what wild
survival flashes of alarm were signaled by my autonomic
nervous system, as only the blood in my face would drain
and my knees liquefy, neither of which impacted much
on a context in which I remained seated, and in which the
penumbral light makes color barely detectable. Holding my
analytic breath my inner eye would suddenly flash-produce
images from my past and memories: my arrival in the US, my
origins, languages, debuts, marriage, births of two daughters,
divorce, degrees, publications, etc.
With as little expression as I could manage, I would
not heatedly say, “You did what?” but rather would wait and
see what ensued. And it was in this “waiting” that I discovered
the continued transferential valence of this new pool of information about me. For each patient, in the heated confessionals
that followed, unwittingly and with deep emotional accompaniments revealed their most pressing transferential issues—
guilt, wishes, envies, and fears—by the way they persisted

“The doctor should be opaque to his patients and,
like a mirror, should show them nothing but what is shown to
him.”
Freud. 1912, p.118.

I

came to psychology and then psychoanalysis in midlife,
from another field entirely. Because of this “previous” life,
and extensive career in it, I worked very hard, from the beginning, to preserve my “anonymity” in my new chosen profession. Throughout graduate school, various internships, and
during institute training, I carefully masked and hid my “true”
identity, and all that it implied, from view! Only in the privacy
of collegial friendships and in my training analysis was my
“real” identity ever disclosed, and these were the only people
to whom I revealed anything about my past or personal story.
Because I was always profoundly interested in metapsychology and knew that I wanted to write, as I became
acquainted with academic hierarchies in graduate school and
the prevailing schismatic attitudes toward “hard” versus “soft”
sciences, I initially feared that the art that had previously
defined me would irrevocably doom me to the “softy” category and thereby undermine my fervent intention to become
a “hard” thinker; as “hard,” I might add, as was necessary, to
make serious contributions to the “soft” field that I was so passionate about. Then, as I began clinical work, read, and took
Freud’s 1912 “recommendations” to practicing analysts very
seriously, I felt it imperative that I shield my patients from
any knowledge of my “previous” existence. Once I had made
my way through the halls of academia, analytic training, and
into the annals of “published” authors, I then worried that any
knowledge of my “past” professional life would come to haunt
me thereby dooming my current writings to retroactive discrediting as a serious contributor to metatheoretical revisions!
So, I breathed not a word, suggested not by passing gesture or
attitude, nor offered any hint of a hint as to what I had done
with my life up to this point.
Years went by: my clinic work evolved slowly into
private practice, I wrote, presented, published, and felt I had
succeeded fairly well in preserving a well shrouded, shadowed past, behind an ever-solidifying new identity worthy
of “hard” scientific thinking and writing. My anonymity was
greatly assisted by the fact that I continued to rent the small
office (known privately as cell # 32) in my institute, long after
graduation, over 16 years earlier! In fact this room, with its
impersonal, functional table, two lamps, two chairs, and a
couch, discretely situated in the labyrinth of its institutional
setting, gives away not an iota of a clue as to my personal
predilections in art or tastes in furnishings. Even the single
print (a veritable Rorscharch in many psychoanalysts offices),
an old map of Central Park, is innocuous. In fact, everything
about me and what I did or do now, remained appropriately
shrouded in analytic opaqueness. My past and private life;
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This woman . . . has metabolized the cavernous receptivity of the primary oedipal phase into a psychic
depth: this is the female. She is aware, however, of
the femininity that knows how to pretend in order to
protect itself from the female, by excelling in seduction and even in masculine competition. What we perceive as a harmonious female personality is one that
manages to create a coexistence between femaleness
and femininity, receptivity and seduction, accommodation and performance. . . This calm polyphony of
flexible connections confers a peaceful social and historical existence on the lacunar female of the origins”
(p. 67, italics hers).

in “the complementarity of gender,” and deconstructs
Freud’s interpretation of femininity as the turn towards a passive attitude, which she ascribes to the projection onto women
of the oedipal attitude of the boy. She contends that femininity and masculinity are co-constructed “in the same moment,
for the same purpose” (p. 45): that is, to solve the problem of
excess. Splitting serves as “a defensive route to self-regulation
of arousal and affect” in the intersubjective context of child and
parent (p. 53).
She closes with an appeal that is also an observation of
social shifts in the present: “the recognition of pain and vulnerability . . . offers a release: a letting go of the destructive illusion of the phallic contract (in which girls and women ‘agree’
to be nothing more than the passive containers of erotic charge,
and men nothing more than its defensively active ‘owner’),
which prescribes stoic loneliness and denial. In our generation, she says, we have only raised the question of “what and
if femininity will be when it is no longer constructed as a container for what cannot be borne” and offers the hope that this
is a question “we psychoanalysts might be fortunate enough to
someday begin to answer” (p. 55).
Several of the papers in this volume engage the centurylong dialogue over a construction of femininity founded on
lack, envy, and passivity (and a correspondingly constricted
view of masculinity). In a brilliant and densely argued paper,
“Some Observations on Female Sexuality,” Julia Kristeva
takes on this issue in the context of Lacan’s insistence on phallic supremacy as structure and law, and Freud’s description of
a “Minoan-Mycenaean” stage of infant development that is
prior to the oedipal phase and characterized by bonds between
infant and mother which he supposed inaccessible to analysis.
She argues that what she calls the “primary oedipal phase”
from birth to the third year defines the female, in both girls and
boys, as a “cavernous receptivity.” For both sexes, the mutual
seduction by and of the mother (and through her the father)
she describes as both aggressive (involving both penile and
clitoral arousal and action) and actively receptive. Because of
differences in the intensity of penile and clitoral arousal, she
argues, this phase is more pervasively homoerotic for the girl,
and involves the girl’s introjection of the mother, converting
receptivity to the mother/father into a representation of her. This
constitutes a step in psychization for which the boy has a parallel only in the “secondary oedipal phase.” She traces the risks to
the developing girl, and proposes that by successfully navigating them the woman achieves a maturity in which she “is able
to encounter her child not as a phallic or narcissistic substitute
. . . but as the real presence of the other, perhaps for the first
time, unless it is the only possible one, and with which civilization begins as a totality of connections based no longer on Eros
but in its sublimation of Agape” (p. 66). Kristeva remarks, with
other authors in the volume, on the Freudian assumption that
such a moral achievement is, in men, a sublimation of Eros in
the service of civilization and separate from the work of the
family, and she asks, “Had he perhaps not analyzed the experience of motherhood enough” (p. 67)? She concludes:

Christine C. Kieffer offers a self-psychological reappraisal of
the oedipal situation and the meanings of “oedipal victory” for
the young girl. Kieffer explores the significance of Benjamin’s
theories of mutuality and recognition for father–daughter relationships in which the daughter is the oedipal victor, the father
over-present in her life, and identified with a mother “denigrated
by the role she plays in the family dynamics” (p. 74). Kieffer’s
concern is that the favored daughter may “receive a high level
of what may resemble ‘recognition’ in Benjamin’s sense of the
word, but which, in reality, occurs in a part-object context” of
the father’s defensive maneuvers promoting differentiation from
mother and women in general (p. 77). In father–daughter relationships in which the daughter’s role is to mirror her father, her
own autonomous development is sacrificed. Kieffer contends
that while Benjamin’s current theory “unnecessarily eroticizes
selfobject needs and continues to pathologize dependency... self
psychology can be enriched by integrating [Benjamin’s] notions
of mutuality and recognition of the other into its theory of optimal self-development” (p. 79).
Ethel Spector Person takes a culturalist point of view
to highlight mutual influences in the fantasy narratives of
gays, lesbians, bisexuals and straights, and recounts how
these fantasies changed both psychoanalytic theory and the
lives of women. “While some shared cultural fantasies simply
reflect mainstream values,” she notes, “some . . . can be subtly
subversive of traditional values” (p. 82). She reminds us of the
pervasive and crippling denials and anxieties laid upon women
and gays in their private and public lives in the constricted
mores prior to the 1960’s in order to retrace the contributions
of the civil rights and liberation movements to heterosexual
women, feminists and non-feminists alike.
Having grown up in the 50s, I experienced this paper as
a romp through the history and cultural figures of my young
womanhood. Person is right: we idealized the figures she summons, and absorbed them as possibilities not only for strongly
charged sexuality but for living. In contrast to Freud’s linking
the roles of fantasy for women and men to biological difference, Person underlines the significance of the way in which
real-life fantasies delinked “power, powerlessness, agency
and passivity” (p. 97) from masculinity and femininity. She
reminds us that gender is not to be understood as biological
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themes of generativity and death and the transmission of family
meanings through generations, and subtly acknowledges the
shadow of the Holocaust in all our work. In this case study,
Joyce McDougall conveys her patient’s pain and terror and
shows the connections among self and body-self, birth and
death, isolation, hope that more resembles fear and despair, the
incarnation of death through generations. Her paper traces a
fierce, courageous relationship between two women, this analyst and this patient who construes her cancer as her fate. They
engage each other through the meaning of the patient’s mutilating treatments to her subjective sense of identity, her isolation
and loss, bodily self-loathing; the revelation of ties to parents
and (potential) children, and ultimately the possibility of failure
to find any meaning to her life. The themes introduced in this
jarring, painful and beautiful paper continue to be heard as context and subtext for the remaining papers.
Lynne Layton’s paper, “Relational No More: Defensive Autonomy in Middle-Class Women,” uses clinical and
experiential data to challenge the construction of women’s
experience as essentially relational as against the aspirational
and defensive autonomy ascribed to men. She lays claim to
Frankfurt School models, which “center on the damage done
by capitalism to capacities for relatedness and autonomy,” and
recaps Benjamin’s and her own previous work on narcissistic
relating and the concept of a normative unconscious, which,
she argues, gives rise to theories and practices that “maintain
such splits as black/white, straight/gay, masculine/feminine. . . .
it becomes very difficult to be, for example both dependent and
independent, assertive and loving, feminine and competent” (p.
32). In the “theories enacted in the gendered hierarchies of our
culture,” she charges, psychoanalysis has often colluded.
Layton urges a psychoanalytic stance that fully takes
into account these enactments on personal and cultural levels.
She offers the clinical case history of an upper-middle class
professional woman, who—as Layton’s students had observed
in their own lives—identifies with her father’s defensive autonomy, finds relational intimacy a profound challenge, and minimizes or denigrates what she grew up regarding as feminine.
Layton states her position that clinical work complements collective social action by helping the individual reintegrate what
has been repudiated, and argues that “it is one of the only cultural discourses that does not denigrate or deny dependency.”
She goes on, “Indeed, I would argue that the cultural contempt
for dependency is perhaps the central symptom of both male
and female narcissistic personality disorder” (p. 40).
Jessica Benjamin’s paper leads off the second section
of the volume, theoretical explorations of the psychology of
women. Benjamin takes up the thread of splitting that results

n this absorbing volume for the Chicago Institute for Psychoanalysis and the Chicago Psychoanalytic Society, the
editors have brought together papers that suggest the scope and
depth of the history of women in psychoanalysis—as founders,
patients, analysts, theoreticians—from its beginnings to today,
in Europe and the US, and across orientations. The editors’ fine
introduction summarizes the contributions of these papers to
the larger themes of this history, and concludes with thoughts
of their own on the essays they have brought together. Among
the authors, to name a few of the more widely known, are
Jessica Benjamin, Julia Kristeva, Lynne Layton, Ulrike May,
Malkah Notman, and Elizabeth Young-Bruehl. In powerful
essays that physically and metaphorically center the volume,
Nancy Chodorow and Carol Gilligan recount their own development beginning in the 60s and 70s, years of immense change
for women in the US, as their clear-eyed observation and
thought revolutionized thinking about gender.
The editors divide the volume into four sections, each
presenting a perspective on their subject. The first section,
“Psychology of Women: Clinical,” offers two case studies,
one by Joyce McDougall and the other by Lynne Layton. The
second, “Psychology of Women: Theoretical,” comprises four
essays, by Jessica Benjamin, Julia Kristeva, Christine C. Kieffer, and Ethel Specter Person. The third, “Psychoanalysis and
Women: Personal Narratives” contains Nancy Chodorow’s and
Carol Gilligan’s papers, together with reflections by Brenda
Solomon and Malkah Notman. In this way, the historical time
implicit in the clinical on the one hand, and theoretical on the
other, are made explicit in the autobiographical accounts of two
formative thinkers, Chodorow and Gilligan, and two, Solomon
and Notman, whose role was more instrumental.
Finally, the section “Women who Shaped Psychoanalysis” offers historical papers. Marian Tolpin writes on “Dora”
and the analysts Helene Deutsch and Anna Freud; Elizabeth
Young-Bruehl reflects on the friendship and collaboration of
Anna Freud and Dorothy Burlingham in founding parent-infant
observation studies. Erika Schmidt describes the quiet role of
Therese Benedek in Chicago, shaping psychoanalysis from
within. Michael Schröter, Elke Mühlleitner and Ulrike May
describe the coming of age of Edith Jacobson in Germany. The
volume closes with Linda B. Hopkins’s personal and analytic
reflections on her interview of Marion Milner at 96, in the closing years of the troubled and astonishing century just past.
This volume is rich with history, insight and thought. In
this brief review I touch on only some of the papers and themes,
hoping that what has caught my attention will pique the curiosity of other readers, who will discover much else to relish. The
volume’s opening clinical paper introduces the intertwined
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to talk about whichever aspect of their new-found personal
information about me served their current predominant issue.
So, one patient continued in a torrent of self-denigration to
refer almost exclusively to my degrees and several languages,
lamenting that she would never be able to match this, in her
view, linguistic facility, and oh, how boring she presumed
she must appear to me! Another, in continued guilty selfmortification, as though he were Oedipus himself, persisted
in exclaiming “How could I have done such a thing, and in
the night…have I ruined the analysis? Will you ever trust me
again?” Why, he lamented, was he such a deceitful peeping
Tom, etc? Another, with considerable embarrassed self- admonition, focused instead on my the first husband, who, being
like her in music and the theater, she knew of, and of my own
previous artistic career, exclaiming over and over again, how I
could I have had children at the same time!
Nor were these disclosures limited to myself. My children’s names were apparently public knowledge also. Once
known, they too became targets of transferential torture One
of them, a performer on Broadway, became the grand focus of
attention and envy! Naturally, with me as her mother she must
have received the perfect artistic education and so much support and encouragement it was no wonder she was as talented
and successful as she was! Or, well, were he to have been raised
in an artistic household in NYC, he would be the star he was
supposed to be, by now. One patient went as far as to sign up
for dance classes where professional Broadway dancers train,
and come back, in tears, with copious “dance” dreams for
several weeks, reporting that she wanted to take dance classes
when she was little but wasn’t allowed to, whereas my daughter
(whom she had observed in class) was known around town as
“triple threat.” Then, my daughter had her share of Broadway
blues and, thanks to a Broadway Internet “chat room” being
so public a phenomenon, this too became more grist for the
analytic mill. One of my “Googlers,” a talented but too-scarredto-face-rejection kind of performer, wistfully talked about the
“conversation” he had ‘listened in this chat room, commenting
that she (my daughter) had weathered the debacle so well and
was so cool and mature in her responses because, of course, she
had me, an analyst, as her mother!
But the kicker of all my googled experiences occurred
when a colleague grabbed my arm as we crossed paths in the
corridor of our institute and loudly proclaimed “Hi! Anna, I
didn’t know you were Jewish! I read all about your Jewish
grandmother, Finzi, and her fighting in the resistance in Italy!
Wow, quite a woman!” Speechless, I hardly had the time to
ask her how she knew about this when, rushing by, she volunteered, “ I read it on a web-page of your family history!”
That was it. Me, my heritage, origins, past profession, personal
life and even my children’s lives were up for grabs and public
scrutiny! I knew then that never again could I feign any sort of
anonymity, nor could I maintain the cleavage between who I
used to be and who I had become, what I used to do and what
I do now. The two would have to be allowed to merge: the per-

former and the analyst, the artist and the author, where I came
from and where I am now, my dual roles as mother and professional etc., would all finally have to come together. Perhaps
this would be an excellent opportunity for me to “integrate”
multiple roles, identities, and accomplishments in different
domains of life-experience, without shame or embarrassment
or fear that one would cancel out the validity of the others.
Thus totally denuded, without my cloak and mask of
anonymity, I walk to work, sit with patients, do my presentations and write my papers. Professionally this has taught me
that in this day and age, multiple “lives” are not frowned upon
as they used to be, and that even fields as disparate as philosophy, cognitive psychology, painting and neuro-linguistics find
common ground; the arts and sciences have come together in
many ways and through diverse methods and means. Personally this has tapped on what I believe to be a classic “female”
dilemma, namely the ability to feel legitimate along multiple
dimensions of “female” life. But perhaps, most importantly,
clinically, this has taught me to be less up tight, less rigid in
my mask, as I maintain a strict opaqueness in my stance, never
hiding but also never openly reacting to what transpires in the
consultation room.
Reference
Freud, S (1912). Recommendations to physicians practicing
psycho-pnalysis. In: Standard Edition. London: Hogarth Press,
1958, Vol. XII, pp. 111-120.
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discuss why the patient was not referred. Keeping a patient
through the phone is an action of “not referring.” Furthermore, once we “act” (in this case, offer the phone) the effect
on patients may vary from the analyst’s intention or expectation. To complicate things further, the immediate effect of
any action can shift overtime to leave a quite different, if not
contradictory, long-term effect. Thus, a short-term benefit of
offering the phone could possibly morph into a burden over
time. The offering also makes an indirect statement about
your feelings about 1) your analytic colleagues, namely, they
cannot do as good a job and 2) the image of your patient, they
have very special needs requiring you to perform “extraordinarily” i.e., out of the ordinary. The intensity of both the debate
between psychoanalysts and the conflict within ourselves about
this issue (those of us without conflict may skip this article)
underscores that we are in a grey zone of boundary and attachment issues. One’s position about telephone analysis with
these patients may be seen as a Rorschach of sorts, reflecting
what we think to be essential to psychoanalytic technique. This
problem appears to have no simple solution but rather highlights the complexity of our work, which can all too often be
compressed into testimonials and/or uncomplicated rules.

he determinants of the situations in which analysts use
the telephone for their work have varying effects on the
transference and bring about issues worthy of review within
the context of the patient’s developmental needs (which are
subject to debate as well) and the goals of treatment. Thus, if
an analyst in Chicago offers telephone analysis to her patient
moving to Los Angeles (where there are many analysts) the
transference effects will be quite different than if the patient
had moved to the Bay of Fundy (where there are none). The
same act (the offer of a phone analysis) can only be considered
in the context of the milieu of the patient’s lived experience.
We should thus not talk simply of telephone analysis, but it
should be reviewed in a conditional sense, i.e. phone analysis
in lieu of referral, phone analysis for geographically remote
patients, phone analysis for unique symptoms, etc. Furthermore, though advocates provide ample vignettes (Monder,
2005) in support of telephone analysis, little is mentioned
about the more critical issue- the decision process involved
both in the analyst’s mind as well as in the interpersonal discussion between patient and analyst. More specifically, the
actual “act of offering” the phone sessions needs to be appreciated as a highly charged event which impacts on not only the
analytic interactions but on the patient’s living in the world.
Historically, analytic patients have primarily telephoned
us for specific situations: during a crisis or schedule change.
Each call was special and out of the ordinary course of treatment. The patient’s distress could not wait or they just needed
to hear the therapist’s voice for reassurance. (It is important
to note that some of our colleagues use the phone more often
with their patients, regardless of the diagnosis, than other
therapists. Have we inquired why this is so?) Modern living
has created situations in patients’ lives which appear quite
compatible with telephone analysis.. For example, an increasingly large percentage of the population spends months away
from their primary residents. Many patients like to continue
treatment via phone and appear to work out a collaborative
way to do so. The phone has also expanded the availability of
analytic work for patients as well as candidates in training who
permanently reside in geographically remote areas. Often in
combination with periodic visits for on-site consultations, this
distance-learning/treatment model provides a unique opportunity for many and represents the best arrangement for what is
available. There are no real alternative relationships available
for these individuals in these specific situations. The transference/countertransference matrix of these patients is strikingly
different from those patients who permanently relocate to cities
in which there are available analysts.
For these patients I would suggest that rather than frame
the discussion from the vantage point of extolling the benefits of phone analysis, the burden should be on the analyst to

The Missing Body
To stir up the pot I would like to offer two reports of patients
who, in lieu of transferring to readily available analysts in
their new host city, are continuing their treatment by phone.
Since both of these patients describe that they are in very
productive treatments, raising challenges to the use of phone
may be considered a bit churlish. But, this is what psychoanalysts do best, question the assumptions. My concern is that we
can all too easily overlook the problems with new treatment
approaches as they become increasingly popular and all too
ordinary.
‘It’s sort of bizarre,” begins the description of the
telephone sessions with her analysts she had previously seen
in person four times a week:
At times I don’t like it... don’t feel as safe…lose a
sense of privacy. Sometimes I am in my office, my
home, sometimes my therapist is in his office or home.
Other times in my office I found myself lowering
my voice when I am on the phone with him, worried
people could hear me… the acoustics aren’t so good in
the building. I miss the personal contact... it’s bizarre
not to see him and still be in contact with him. I get
also get distracted when I talk with him when I am in
different parts of my house… just not the same.
Every phone session appears to stimulate the frustrating
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accurately perceive the situation. In other words, we
need to contain it. Charles uses this section to integrate the
concepts of symbolic equation, transitional space, and the paranoid–schizoid and depressive positions. She further argues
that one must not treat projective identification as a hot potato,
tossing it back at the patient as soon as it becomes uncomfortable. Instead, she argues that we must understand the function
projective identification serves for the patient. Finally, Charles
discusses distortions used by patients by examining truth and
lies; or as she frames it, the difference between lies and false
statements. She illustrates this difference, and its importance,
brilliantly with the case example of David.
The last section of the book integrates the metaphors
and concepts that Charles has discussed into more traditional
aspects of psychodynamic therapy such as recognizing patterns and working with transference and countertransference.
Charles differentiates between the symmetrical logic of the
unconscious and the asymmetrical but the more logic based
processes of the conscious. She does this as a way for the
training clinician to recognize and understand patterns that
might otherwise be overlooked. Charles illustrates the importance of transference, and effective methods of conceptualizing and working with transference through a number of case
examples. Particularly interesting is her application of transference and the paranoid–schizoid position to patient’s view
of the therapist as all good, and the need to de-idealize and
integrate the good and bad aspects. In applying metaphors to
countertransference, Charles invites us to imagine our bodies
as receptors, and to trust that they are attuned to aspects of the
interaction that may be distorted by words. She argues that
our intuition can be considered a composite indicator of all
our previous experiences, and that these countertransference
reactions should be considered and not dismissed as illogical
reactions. The section ends with a reminder to not only the
new clinician, but also to the more experienced one, that we
must not saturate therapy with our own ‘understanding’ of the
patient and must leave room for observing and playing with
new concepts and possibilities.
Although applicable for clinicians with varying levels
of experience, Charles book is particularly useful for the new
clinician learning psychodynamic therapy. She integrates the
works of various theorists, such as Bion, Klein, and Winnicott
and provides her own clinical examples to help illustrate her
ideas. In fact, the use of clinical examples is one of the most
valuable components of the book. It is in these examples that
we see Charles as a therapist and come to more fully understand her use of metaphors. Charles’s willingness to let us
into her world and into her understanding of herself invites
the reader to honestly look into him- or herself as a clinician
and as human being. Examining her own reactions to those
that remind her of her sister, and describing the containment
of her embarrassment of being caught bored and sleepy in a
session adds realism to the concepts Charles conveys. The use
of metaphors is indeed a way of indexing and conceptualizing

complex relationships in a simpler and more readily accessible
manner.
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ever-present, that we do not allow ourselves to view what is
going on in the moment. Charles follows up the containment
metaphor with a focus on the role of symptoms in treatment.
Charles suggests that symptoms are indicative of underlying
pain. If we only address symptoms then the underlying pain
and distress will simply be exhibited elsewhere. She illustrates
this with a clinical example involving substance use. Attending to affect and not to the overt symptoms, she argues, is the
key to resolving the distress.
The second metaphor Charles introduces in this section of the book is that of the paranoid–schizoid and depressive positions. As with the containment metaphor, Charles
illustrates this with clinical examples. This concept is reified
for the novice psychodynamic clinician with her discussion
of “knowing the unknowable.” She applies the positions to
the phenomenon of having something we thought was known
between clinician and patient suddenly disappear from awareness of the patient. Understanding this phenomenon, and the
omnipresent splitting of the patient in the paranoid–schizoid
position, is a welcome and useful metaphor to help conceptualization of this issue. Charles also returns to the concept
of containment and applies it to the paranoid–schizoid position. This joining of the two metaphors solidifies the reader’s
understanding and aids in clinical utilization of the metaphors.
Particularly enlightening is the comparison of being
in the room with a patient in the paranoid–schizoid position to
being caught in a Chinese Finger Trap. Struggling only leads
to further entrapment, and only when you can contain your
struggle and accept your position can you free yourself from
your predicament. Charles helps the reader understanding of
the paranoid–schizoid position, and how to best address it in
session, with the concept of symbolic equation. She guides
the reader through the importance of being able to be attacked
without retaliating (by containing that reaction) and of allowing the patient to discover truths without preemptive interpretation. Finally, Charles leaves the reader with an understanding of how the use of metaphor in the session allows for the
creation of space which in turn allows the patient to play with
and explore concepts with a more tolerable level of anxiety.
The final Metaphor Charles focuses on in the second
section of Learning from Experience is that of projective identification. Charles illustrates this metaphor through the clinical
example of a patient depositing her distress in her therapist
during one session and then returning to the following session
seemingly calm. Charles writes that as clinicians we need to
be able to recognize distress that has been projected onto us
and the function it serves. Furthermore, we need to be able to
separate projected distress from our own actual affect to

arilyn Charles’s book, Learning from Experience: A
Guidebook for Clinicians, is a wonderful introduction to psychodynamic psychotherapy for those in the early
stages of their clinical career. Charles’s goal is to guide readers through an understanding of themselves as not only clinicians, but, more importantly, as human beings. She expertly
achieves this by inviting the reader into her therapy sessions,
and at times into her life. Charles’s empathy with her patients
is conveyed throughout the book and captures her approach
to therapy. By discussing how she connects with her patients,
Charles helps the reader discover him- or herself and ultimately learn to become more connected in the therapeutic
situation. Learning from Experience can be broken down into
three sections: An introductory section where basic concepts
are introduced, a section on various metaphors that aid in the
understanding of ourselves and our patients, and a section
integrating metaphors into psychodynamic concepts such as
transference and countertransference.
The first section of Learning from Experience begins
with a concept every novice therapist can identify with:
Discomfort at being the authority in the therapy room. This
upfront discussion of what often feels like the deepest darkest
secret of the training therapist effectively hooks the reader and
sets the tone for the rest of the book. The reader is left feeling
as though Charles is speaking directly to him or her. Immediately after Charles’s discussion of being uncomfortable with
the idea that the therapist is the authority in the room she provides the reader with theory to act as scaffolding to support
and catch the therapist when he or she stumbles. This scaffolding helps support the therapist and control the feelings of
being overwhelmed and paralyzed by intense affect. It is here
that Charles introduces us to the topic of metaphors, which
she elaborates more fully in the next section. Metaphors, she
argues, are a way of indexing and conceptualizing complex
relationships in a simpler, more readily accessible manner.
The second section of the book expands on the metaphors Charles has introduced. The first metaphor Charles
delves into is that of containment. This metaphor is applied
not only to containment of the patient’s anxieties and fears,
but also our own. Tying this metaphor back to her previous
discussion of the anxiety inexperienced clinicians face at
being “the authority,” Charles argues that if we can contain
our anxiety over being the authority, we can then attend to the
needs of our patient. This containment can be achieved, she
argues, by coming to learn that not knowing the answers is
not due to experience, but is in fact part of the process. It is at
this point that Charles introduces the metaphor of saturation.
Saturation is where our own understanding of the patient is so
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ical cord? As one form of self-supervision, I find it important
to look at how I work with an individual patient in the context
of my entire caseload, especially if there is a patient that has
become “too special.” When we offer phone sessions is there
an inherent, perhaps unavoidable, conflict in us since we are
treating a particular patient quite differently? I have found
that over the years complications are more likely to develop
if you treat a patient significantly different than other patients.
Is there a patient that you charge more? A celebrity that peaks
your interest too much? A patient with whom you tolerate
destructive behaviors more that others, etc.? I wonder if this
triggers the tension I hear whenever I talk with colleagues who
work with patients on the phone? I would also like to raise
another issue that has yet to be discussed in the literature: the
sociological effects of such a technique. Have we considered
how the patient’s family and friends react to such an arrangement? Does their reaction make the patient anxious, embarrassed, etc? I wonder if one of the reasons the first patient
above was lowering her voice was out of a fear of being discovered in some clandestine activity. Are there more burdens
on the patient than we have considered?

experiences of not interacting in his physical presence. (This
example also underscored for me that there are important,
objective properties of the milieu that contribute to the dyadic
experience which allows subjective experience to emerge.)
The patient’s choice of the word “bizarre” perhaps captures
the inchoate nature, the “not quite there; but still there” aspect
of the new, though significantly diminished, interaction with
her therapist. The patient’s struggle is clearly stated in the
phrase, “…just not the same.” This frustration suggests a type
of complicated mourning, characterized by both anger and
yearning over the loss of a certain level of relatedness. Does
the patient need to feel grateful instead of resentful for the
remnants of her analyst?
Another patient who relocated and continued analysis
by phone, describes his phone sessions:
I find that you have to communicate more to make up
for the voice-only contact. It is like the difference of
reading a screenplay and seeing the movie. The worst
part of the experience is that sometimes it is isolating.
You lose intimacy in the difficult moments.

Touching Base during a Hiatus
What to do when a patient goes on an extended trip- offer the
phone or wait to see what the patient desires? Two theorists
inform my current thinking about this complicated issue. Mitchell (1998) identified a developmental tilt in analytic theory and
technique that privileges infantile needs over more adaptive
ones. Thus, offering the phone with the best intention of dem

These patients have to work harder to maintain the analysis
and the analyst. They appear to have to “carry” the treatment,
to do more to stay attached. We are also forced to appreciate what is rarely acknowledged- the importance of analyst’s
actual physical presence in the treatment room as it effects the
range of subjective and interpersonal/communicative experience. I recall a patient who described that as a young boy he
never felt safe when his father worked late at the office. But
he relaxed as soon as he heard the slight squeal of the fan belt
of his father’s car as it came down the block toward the house.
Having father “in the house” made a tremendous difference.
This physical presence also appears to be more critical, as this
last patient described, during moments of real difficulty and
crises in the patient’s life. Would it be too much of a stretch to
propose that psychoanalysis is not only a psychical, but a crucially physical relationship as well? The bodies are important.
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onstrating an active commitment may undercut the patient’s
experience of a healthy, perhaps complicated, separation from
the analyst. I was also intrigued by Mahler’s (1975) concept
of rapprochement in which the toddler would leave the side of
the mother to go play out of eye contact. Periodically the toddler would look up to see if she was still there or run back to
her for a quick contact and then push away to go play again.
The toddler did not need a constantly holding (physically holding) parent. This is somewhat parallel to an adult patient on an
extended sabbatical who was comforted by knowing that the
analyst is available by phone even though she decides not call.
Also, keep in mind that considerable analysis goes on
when the patient is not in contact with the analyst. These periods of absence can give a fresh perspective for both analyst
and patient. The problem becomes complicated, however, the
longer the absence. If a patient must be absent for an extended
sabbatical should there be an option of phone sessions or
should we declare a temporary suspension of sessions? For
shorter periods I may leave the decision up to the patient to
initiate a request for phone contacts. My position may be
considered a middle position compared to colleagues who
would not make the offer to be available and to those who
would initiate the offer to the patient of regularly scheduled
phone sessions. If the patient asks about calling me during the
hiatus I may not offer a special time but agree they may call
if something comes up. My perspective is one of offering a
phone consultation about a specific issue, especially for symptom management or a critical life matter. The call is not for a
whole session but rather to “touch base.”
Not offering phone sessions would also provide the
opportunity to inquiry about the interruption i.e., what analytic
work continued in the patient’s mind during the absence? One
patient who had been away for two months returned to report

how excited she had been by struggling to sort things out with
me in her mind, thinking what I might say, etc. I quipped with
her, “How did I do?” She reviewed how she imagined what
I would say about a dream, about a conflict she was working
over, etc. It is illuminating for the transference to see what she
imagined I would say vs. what I imagined what I might have
said. This analysis of the fantasies of the absent sessions gave
me a perspective into the transference and the evolving form
of the internalizations of the analytic interactions. Another
patient who spent considerable time away for business obligations described how he didn’t think of me at all for a whole
month. This absence of imagery lead to a discussion of his
manner of putting people “out of mind” as way to minimize/
deny the emotions and dismiss his need for contact. Both these
patients provided very exciting analytic material that may not
have emerged if the phone lines were kept open.
Milieu
As we heard from the patients above, the analyst’s office is
quite special and unique place. If both the patient and the analyst are moving around from various rooms I wonder if there
is a loss of constancy which contributes to the patient’s experience of treatment becoming unusual, even “bizarre.” Attending to the milieu is consistent with one of Sullivan’s (1953)
key concepts of Interpersonal Psychoanalysis: the patient must
be understood from the additional perspective of his interaction with the milieu (social and physical) and not by fantasy
alone. Consider the impact of the “real” things in our office.
Patients have experiences of the “stuff” in our office- the carpets, the pictures, the hints at our personal preferences, etc. All
our decorations say many things about us. Many analysts like
to make sure the wall facing the patient is relatively neutral.
Compare this to the office or home phone sessions especially
if familiar objects of the patients are in the surround.
Will these “day residues” affect the material in their
sessions? If you are having a phone session, is there
way to continue an open inquiry into the effects of the
rooms in which treatment takes place? We need to think
about and ask, “Where is the patient spatially?”: in the
bedroom, office, in the bed dressed in pajamas? Is the
patient multitasking, walking around making a tuna
sandwich, perhaps? What if your patient has not available time slots for phone therapy during the days at the
office and is forced to call you when he is at home with
the family. These sessions would be rather complicated
in that the spouse or children would feel that peculiarbizarre- experience themselves of having their loved
one in the house several hours per week secluded on the
phone with their analyst. How strange. Also, keep in the
mind there is a major loss of data with phone sessions
about the transition time: the time spent traveling to and
from the sessions during which important experiences
often occur. Characterological issues often emerge in
the struggle for some patients to come to the session on
time. I am reminded of one patient who commuted in
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He felt that one of his major differences with the other panelists is over the issue of transference: “I find that transference,
as I understand it, is seldom recognized or thought about by
analysts in the United States, irrespective of the school to
which they belong. This arises from the differences in our
training” (p. 124). He tried to describe how projective identification informs on the pathology of this patient, but his point
did not seem to be absorbed by the other panelists.
Peter B. Neubauer’s contribution started with a short
lecture on the history of developmental psychoanalytic theory,
from Freud’s Three Essays through Mahler, Winnicott and
Anna Freud’s developmental lines. He then reverted to the
traditional principles of ego psychology: “…the psychoanalyst
relies on the synthetic function and the integrative function of
the ego to achieve new psychic structures,” (p. 61). In spite of
the absence of a developmental history in this case, he speculated that Mr. A. represents “…an unchanging developmental
fixation and regression with wishes for early unity with primary object” (p. 63). He understood this patient in preoedipal
terms, as did all the other panelists.
During the question and answer period, only Harold
Blum, from the audience, questioned whether oedipal issues
were being neglected in this case, a point that I am in agreement with.
During the periods when the panelists responded to each
other, the main issue was Ilahi’s insistence that his point of
view on this case was the only correct one, and was basically
different from the others because it was based on his different training in Britain. He felt that the other panelists saw the
patient as “…psychologically a whole person, a unit, while
I hear him mostly as deeply split” (p.116). Despite this, the
other panelists kept trying to deny that their differences were
significant. Typical of this trend was Orgel’s statement about
Ilani: “ While he claims differences with Dr. Lament, he nevertheless expresses views not too distant from those of the
other discussants” (p.99). Similar attempts to paper over the
differences were made by Neubauer.
The last part of this book consists of an Appendix of
written comments made six months after the conference by
the five participants addressed to each other about the issues
that had emerged at the conference. No one seemed to have
changed his point of view.
One of the problems with this kind of presentation is that
the data on which judgments may be made is usually very limited. The analyst did not describe in enough detail the themes
of the first two years of treatment, nor the kinds of interpretations she had been making during that time. Also, rather than
rehashing in writing the disputes between the participants six
months after the conference, a follow up report on the progression of the case would have been preferred. This would have
allowed the reader to decide if the third hour did represent
a “breakthrough” as some predicted, or not, and might have
shown us whether Mr. A’s regressive behavior was a temporary phenomenon or was a reflection of more serious pathol-

ogy, as others thought. The four American analysts did try to
justify their views by reference to the clinical data. I did not
think that Ilahi did that. Nor, did he tell us what kind of interpretations he might have used to reach this patient.
How does this book answer the question of how analysts think and why they think the way they do? The book
supports Mr. Ilahi’s thesis that analysts think the way they do
because of their unique training at their particular institutes.
All the discussion about the case did not lead to an agreement
between Ilahi and the four American analysts about the pathology of this patient, or of a technique for treating him. I had the
impression that the Americans didn’t really follow what Ilani
was saying. The dispute at the conference reminded me of
the Freud-Klein Controversies of 1941-44 (1991) except that
at that time the two opposing camps each knew the other’s
arguments, were deeply committed to their positions and were
arguing over which version of “truth” would prevail.
In a way, it is refreshing that Mr. Ilahi is so certain
and passionate about his approach to analysis and that he is
convinced that he knows the best treatment for this patient.
But it is discouraging that he seemed unable to document his
clinical judgments in specific data from the case report. In our
contemporary world where there are more schools of psychoanalysis than we can count, adherents of each theory, presumably, believe that their approach is the most scientific or most
adequate, and certainly the most effective in helping patients.
Contrary to that stance is another popular conception of psychoanalysis where diversity or pluralism are dominant and all
psychoanalytic theories and techniques derived from them are
regarded as equally valid (Wallerstein, 1992). Both positions
reflect profound contradictions in contemporary psychoanalysis and are found in this work.
On the positive side, I can recommend this book as a
fresh and open picture of how the minds of some American
psychoanalysts, trained in the mainstream traditions of ego
psychology, Mahler, Winnecott, and Sandler and one British
Kleinian, responded to very complicated clinical material of a
disturbed but challenging patient. That in itself should provide
enough intellectual stimulation to cause the reader to examine
how his own mind works as an analyst and ask himself why it
works in that particular way.
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Kathleen Lyon, the first discussant, reviewed the contents of the three hours, pointing out the neglect of the sexual
and masturbatory material, but she did not follow up on these
issues, but instead supported the analyst’s decision to shift
from defense interpretations to a more empathic stance. She
saw the patient primarily in terms of separation-individuation
issues: “for him any closeness is experienced as overwhelming, and any distance as destructive to both parties (p. 32).
The second discussant, Shelley Orgel introduced the
issue of annihilation anxiety. He speculated that the analyst
was a transitional object to the patient, or a Kohutian type
“self object.” He saw fantasies of merger as central. He
regarded the ending of the third hour as “a moment of breakthrough, a smashing of walls.” and speculated “…their shared
language may create a bridge of love from and toward him as
a separate, unique being” (p. 42).
The third panelist, Nasir Ilahi, emphasized repeatedly
that he represented a very different analytic point of view
because he was trained in the British object relations school
of Klein, Winnicott and Bion. He noted that Sandler felt that
since the 1970s “…there has been a growing process of dialogue and mutual interaction between the proponents of different theoretical points of view” (p. 45). However, his experience of “…such dialogues, especially between viewpoints
that at a deeper level diverge widely from each other—has
also alerted me to how incompatible understandings of clinical material, and technique and interpretations that arise from
them, can sometimes be” (p. 45).
Ilahi critiqued the views of each of the other panelists in
detail and implied that there could be no rapprochement with
their American ego psychology orientation, (a designation that
was disputed by some). He presented his own version of Mr.
A.:

his volume is the partial record of a meeting to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of the NYU Psychoanalytic Institute at New York Medical Center as a functioning affiliate
of the American Psychoanalytic Association. The very title
of this small paperback perhaps promises more than can be
expected from one all-day conference on such a broad topic.
To demonstrate how the mind of the analyst works Dr.
Claudia Lament, a recent graduate of the Institute, presented
a brief case summary and process notes on three consecutive
analytic hours with a young male patient. Her presentation
was followed by extensive commentaries by panelists Kathleen Lyon, Shelley Orgel, Nasir Ilahi and Peter B. Neubauer,
all faculty and members of the NYU Institute. Later there
were extemporaneous remarks by members of the audience
and follow up questions and answers. Several months after the
event the participants were queried about the issues that had
been central to the discussions, and this record was added to
the volume. Numerous introductions and commentaries by the
two editors were featured throughout.
The case presented was that of Mr. A., a 30-year-old
writer and businessman, who suffered from a writer’s block
and a failed love life. The hours presented in detail occurred
during the third year of a four time per week analysis, at a
time when he was particularly depressed and resistant. In these
three reported sessions the patient attacked the analyst with
invective, defiance and periods of sullen silence. The analyst
showed great courage in reporting her feelings of frustration
and confusion, and her doubts about whether to intervene or
not at certain times, and if so, in what way: “Perhaps I should
have left myself out of my interpretations and simply stayed
with his feelings about Rebecca or with his dreams” (p. 15).
At one time she felt that she had interpreted too much.
At another point she describes her decision not to interpret
because she felt that “…he was just waiting for an opportunity
to lash out” (p. 14). She reported countertransference reactions
and how her patient’s turmoil induced her to associate to her
own traumatic childhood experiences. By the end of the third
reported hour the patient seemed to have re-established trust
in the analyst and he was able to respond to her expression of
concern for his loneliness: “Then in the recognition of these
feelings, he appeared able to share with me, in a genuine way,
his despair and hopelessness. It felt to me that in so doing, the
walls had come down, if only a little.” She responded to him,
“It feels beyond words” (p. 21), a Kohut-like ending of the
third hour.

Mr. A now feels very excluded by the analyst, presumably over his inability to have emotional access
to her. He deals with this internal state of affairs by
denial and splitting off of his very needy child part.
He projects it onto the analyst in such a way that the
analyst experiences a mixture of being shut out, tantalized and frustrated which Mr. A identifies with the
rejecting parent. All this takes place unconsciously
and is vividly lived out in the transference. However,
it is at a level that is beyond words and beyond his
individual associations [Italics in original]. (p. 47).
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be informed by an attorney) for it forces us to reflect not on
justifying phone analysis for a specific patient, but to examine
and defend the use of the phone for all patients. Answering
this question will give all of us insights into the fabric of treatment. For those of us who choose not to terminate and continue treatment on the phone I would encourage an ongoing
inquiry of the experience to elaborate how it is different in the
many obvious and subtle ways.
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the early morning and reported having her best dreams on the
train on her way to the office.
Fallacy of the Patient’s Choice
How we handle the patient’s leave is not just a test of our
subjective experience but of the analyst’s adaptive skills, the
actions we actually take in the world.
When the patient is moving to an area where there are
available analysts. I would worry that the analyst’s offer of a
choice to continue by phone has a high risk of being a false
question. The “offering” of the phone would be highly arousing, emotionally profound event. Can the patient say no, to
go against the wish to stay attached and/or fulfill a fantasized
need of the analyst who does not want to say good-bye? Is the
“asking” an unconscious communication that we want to continue? As Ferenczi (1926) proposed, patients know and apprehend a great deal about the analyst. Do they sense that we do
not want them to leave and thus stay to protect us from loss?
Do we burden our patients by tempting them with the chance
to stay in this special, highly unusual relationship? Instead,
referring the patient provides an opportunity to the patient to
experience how you regulate your emotions about the anticipated loss. These interactions will become the stuff of new
internalizations and identifications.
Currently I am treating a patient who has been working for four years and has decided to attend a very specialized graduate program only available at a distant large city.
He described a few issues that he would like to work through
before going off to school. When I added, “You did not mention leaving your analyst,” he replied, “Don’t want to think
about that!!… Can’t imagine not seeing you!!” I am convinced (OK, I shouldn’t be so sure) that if I offered him phone
sessions he would grab the chance. I do not want to terminate
with him- he is incredible bright, creative and has worked
very hard in analysis. But I keep in mind that his father does
not want to let go either and he has often lived his life to keep
him propped up- to make him feel good about being a needed
father. If I offered the phone sessions I could easily repeat the
interaction in his family. Do I need this patient to maintain
my sense of self as analyst? Offering the phone would also
allow him not to think about termination, which will be shaping her work over the next year.
Our struggle to let go of our patients reminds me of
the developmental tasks parents face when we send a child to
college, high school, nursery school, etc. Do we ever feel that
they are ready? Reluctance and hesitation is normal -you feel
you could do more to prepare them. Is the analyst wish to continue on the phone a magical effort to undo fateful acts in the
patient’s life? Do we deny our own helplessness with external
events that disrupt our treatments by staying on the phone? At
a workshop on ethics at the White Institute Clinic the invited
speaker, attorney Seth Stein, posed the following question: “If
telephone therapy is just as good quality, why not do all your
therapy over the phone?” This is a great question, (dare we
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Continued from page 25
clinical experience. The rest of the world is being
addressed as well. Koch is talking to all the other analysands,
I should say all of us analysands, us recovering and unrecoverd neurotics, us self-preoccupied intellectuals, confirmed
in an “ideal of conversation—entirely about me but including
almost everything else in the world.”
I love the rueful last lines—at least as an analyst I find
them rueful: “We’re liable to have a slightly frumpy look,/ But
probably no one will notice—another something I didn’t know
then.” The world has moved on, he’s saying. Classical psychoanalysis, which at one time seemed to define the intellectual
universe, is now just one more thing in it. Not passé exactly,
but “slightly frumpy.” Well, he’s got a point. Arguably the
culture in general has incorporated, while forgetting the source
of, the best ideas in psychoanalysis (repression, unconscious
motivation, symbolic expression, the repetition compulsion,
the importance of early development, to name a few). And the
worst ideas (like “fifties ideas... about sex”) are well on their
way to becoming footnotes to intellectual history.
But, as Koch himself might say, there’s another thing he
didn’t know then. Psychoanalysis by now is much more than
the “Freudian type” and has changed a lot since the frumpy
fifties (whether or not the world would notice). And what
Koch didn’t, maybe couldn’t, see was that from the beginning,
from Freud, and despite the struggles with it, we’ve treasured
change—in our discipline as well as in our patients.
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believe that respectful and collegial dialogue helps
psychoanalysis as a theory, a technique and our training
of psychoanalysts. I believe that diversity in thinking in our
field is vital and some of the most significant advances in
psychoanalysis have come out of dialogue on diverse issues
in psychoanalysis. Thus, I am pleased that Bill MacGillivray
asked me to submit this essay as a companion piece to Dr.
Moses’s paper on treating patients on the telephone, in which
he urges caution regarding the use of the telephone.
The use of the telephone in psychoanalysis is a topic of
debate and it has been discussed in two issues of the Section I
newsletter, The Round Robin, in the International Psychoanalytic Association’s news magazine, Insight, and at Division
meetings (Richards, 2001; Manosevitz, 2004; in press). Zalusky
(2002) reminds us that continuing an analysis on the telephone
is a compromise and thus inherently conflictual, but it can be
done under some circumstances. Other authors, (see the IPA’s
June 2003 “Dialogue on Telephone Analysis”), have argued that
analysis cannot be conducted on the telephone—that it is not
psychoanalysis if it is on the telephone. However, I believe that
psychoanalysis, once started in the office, can continue either on
an intermittent basis, or on a regular basis on the telephone.
My comments here apply only to telephone psychoanalytic treatment. I am aware that treatment with an analysand
might be maintained by “higher tech” methods such as interactive audio-visual computer mediated technology. Also, the Internet can be used to maintain contact and be part of the treatment
process. I have (Manosevitz, 2005) outlined some suggestions
that psychotherapists might want to consider when embarking
on telephone psychotherapy. In this essay, I will only discuss a
few of the typical issues that occur when considering shifting an
analysis to the telephone: the issue of analysand relocation, analyst relocation and countertransference. I will end with a brief
comment on training

Many times relocating in the midst of an analysis is
viewed as resistance, and often, it is. However there are
instances when it probably is less a resistance and more an
important developmental achievement. In such instances, if
we challenge the relocation, we run the risk of shaming the
analysand at a time of significant professional recognition
and advancement. If we refuse to consider continuing on the
telephone and transfer the analysand to a colleague in the new
community (if one is available) or terminate the analysis, we
may be rejecting the analysand’s legitimate request to maintain the analysis or at least try to maintain it. The referral to a
colleague may or may not be a good fit and work out.
We all know that a “good fit” between analysand and
analyst (Leffert 2003) is hard to find. In fact, in my experience,
many of my analytic patients have come to me after several
failed treatments (most of which were non-analytic treatments).
Then they begin a treatment process with me and find that the
process is helpful and different from any other treatment experience they have had. If we want psychoanalysis to be held in
high esteem as one of the helping professions, we must be flexible and find ways to help our analysands. When an analysand
must relocate and does not want to “start all over again,” we can
view this as resistance to separation or as attachment anxiety
about a new analyst, but we can also respond to the idea that the
analysand might prefer to maintain the good working relationship with the psychoanalyst, even if it is over the telephone.
It is not unusual for a patient in need of ongoing care
from a cardiologist, neurologist or other medical specialist to
maintain that helping relationship, periodically sending laboratory reports, radiological reports, etc., to the physician in the
former location or having telephone consultation or occasional
in-person consultations with that health care professional. So,
why would analysts not try to continue the analysis over the
telephone if both the analysand and the analyst are willing to
do so? In fact, one might offer and explore the possibility of
the telephone as a method to continue the analysis.
We now have data (Leffert, 2003; Manosevitz, 2000;
2004; Moldawsky, 2004; Zalusky, 1998) that show that in
some circumstances, continuing an analysis over the telephone
can be productive and helpful. In Aronson’s edited book
(2000), there are several case examples where telephone psychotherapy in a variety of circumstances has been helpful. Of
course, there are instances when transition to telephone psychoanalysis does not work. In a few instances, I have found
that this transition could not be made and I suspect that a crucial factor, among many others, is the analysand’s history of
object relations and loss prior to entering psychoanalysis.
The modification of the analytic setting, that is, the use
of the telephone, and its influence on the process must become
a part of the analysis. Thus, the analyst must be especially
attuned to material that points in the direction of what he/she
is missing by not being in the same room as the analysand.

“I have to leave.”
What are we analysts supposed to do when an analysand
announces to us in the midst of a productive psychoanalysis
that he or she is choosing to relocate? Presumably the possibility that relocation might occur has been brought into the psychoanalytic process before a final decision has been made. We
can and indeed must analyze such a decision and immerse ourselves in what that experience is like for the analysand. We can
analyze such a decision as a possible resistance to continuing
the analysis. However, after doing so, it may be clear that it is
not primarily a resistance, but more, an important developmental step in the life journey of the analysand. What if an analysand has frequently referred, in their analysis, to an important
personal life goal? Goals such as receiving an advanced degree
in science, medicine or law, etc.; and that in fact this goal has
been reached, and an important professional opportunity presents itself in the midst of the analysis? What might we do?
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In the third and final section of the book, the authors
focus on topics that are of special concern regarding psychodynamic treatment of depression including impasses and negative reactions to treatment, suicidal behavior, and combining
psychodynamic treatment with other treatment approaches.
In the chapter on impasses and negative reactions, the authors
discuss specific conditions that disrupt therapy including
impairments in basic trust, severe trauma, and acting out.
The chapter on suicide explores the dynamics of suicide by
discussing suicide as revenge, pathological mourning, selfpunishment, impaired reality testing and ego integration, etc.
While some of these dynamics may be known to clinicians of
various orientations, others may not. The authors focus on the
psychodynamic understanding of the dynamic and nicely illustrate the contribution that psychodynamic and psychoanalytic
theory makes to our understanding of suicidal ideation. This
chapter highlights the importance of understanding the meaning behind suicidal ideation rather than simply looking at the
symptoms of suicidal behavior.
The final chapter in this section, and the book, is devoted
to a discussion of psychodynamic therapy in conjunction with
other approaches. One of the most frequently used approaches
to the treatment of depression is psychopharmacological.
The authors discuss how a psychodynamic approach can be
used with a pharmacological approach and highlight some
of the dynamic issues that may come up in patients taking
medication, such as shame. This chapter is well written and
presents a balanced view of the benefits of different treatment
approaches.
The authors state that Psychodynamic Treatment of
Depression is aimed to provide an overview of the psychodynamic treatment of depression, and that is to be used by
clinicians who are trained in psychotherapy and diagnosis of
depression. Although the authors indicate that experience in
dynamics is needed to fully understand the concepts introduced, this book provides a valuable resource for educating
both new and experienced clinicians. This volume is an exceptional resource for clinicians and provides an excellent introduction for students learning psychodynamic psychotherapy

Using four excellent examples they discuss how to recognize areas of narcissistic vulnerability. The authors, through
the use of clinical vignettes, discuss distortions in self- and
other-images and counterproductive reactions to narcissistic
vulnerability. In this chapter the authors clearly use clinical
vignettes to help illustrate the concept of narcissistic vulnerability.
After discussing narcissistic vulnerability the next
chapter explores how to address angry reactions to narcissistic injury. The authors provide an excellent table (p. 92) that
summarizes areas of exploration when working with angry
reactions to narcissistic injury (e.g., identifying specific fantasies, etc.) and anticipated responses to this exploration (e.g.,
diminished self-directed anger, etc.). Again through the use
of clinical vignettes, the authors explore specific angry fantasies, guilty reactions to anger, expectations of punishment,
competitiveness and aggression, becoming comfortable with
assertiveness, and recognizing anger directed towards the self
within the context of narcissistic injury.
The next two chapters, “The Severe Superego and Guilt
and Idealization and Devaluation,” explore the role of guilt
and an excessively perfectionistic ego ideal respectively in
depression. In “The Severe Superego and Guilt,” the authors
discuss the functions of the superego (e.g., judging, limiting)
and then identify how in depressed patients the superego can
become harsh and function to contribute to, and maintain,
depressive symptoms. Through the use of six case examples
the authors explore techniques to help patients recognize guilt
and punishment, how to use guilt fantasies in treatment, and
how anger, guilt, and self-punishment can become embedded in character (e.g., as in the case of masochism). This is
followed by the chapter “Idealization and Devaluation” that
explores these two defenses in relation to the self, to others,
and in the transference. Following their discussion of idealization and devaluation the authors devote a chapter to discussing
other defense mechanisms typically encountered in depressed
patients. This chapter is particularly strong in terms of integrating theory, research, and clinical examples. Defenses such
as denial, projection, and passive aggression are discussed
and research from authors such as Bloch (1993) and Jacobson
(1971) is presented.
The authors conclude the second section of the book
with a chapter on the termination phase of treatment. This is
a nice conclusion to this section. The authors start with the
initial and middles phases of treatment, turn to specific issues
that are addressed in the middle phase of treatment, and then
conclude by discussing the termination phase. In a sense, the
reader almost gets to see how the therapeutic process unfolds
and appreciates the struggles encountered in treatment. In
“The Termination Phase,” the process of termination, how to
handle premature terminations, and countertransference reactions to termination are all explored. Once again, the authors
make ample use of clinical vignettes to highlight specific
issues such as resistance.
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sychodynamic Treatment of Depression is a clearly written book that is useful to all clinicians treating patients
with depression. For the seasoned clinician, theory is interwoven into each chapter to help connect the authors’ ideas
to those of other writers. For the novice clinician, clinical
vignettes are used to elucidate difficult theoretical and conceptual ideas. Psychodynamic Treatment of Depression also offers
an excellent way to introduce different dynamics to students
learning psychodynamic therapy. The authors, Fredric Busch,
Marie Rudden, and Theodore Shapiro, provide a focused
psychodynamic approach to treatment that is both clear and
practical, and that covers all stages of treatment. The book
is divided into three sections: Introduction and Overview,
Techniques in Psychodynamic Treatment of Depression, and
Special Topics. This book is a must for any clinician treating
depression.
In the three chapters included in “Introduction and Overview” the authors introduce the structure and purpose of the
book, briefly review psychodynamic models of depression,
and present an overview of psychodynamic psychotherapy for
depression. In the first chapter the authors discuss the background training needed by clinicians intending to use their
book, highlight indications for psychodynamic psychotherapy
(e.g., good reality testing, ability to understand metaphors,
etc.), discuss the length of treatment, and briefly explore
the use of medication as an adjunct to psychotherapy. The
authors then provide a discussion of a psychodynamic model
of depression in the second chapter. This chapter is rich in
theory and reviews various models of depression. The authors
discuss Karl Abraham and the role of anger projected onto
others, Freud and perceived loss, Charles Brenner and castration and disempowerment, and John Bowlby and disruptions
in attachment. They summarize the different models of depression in an excellent table. This use of summary tables is found
throughout the book and is a definite strength. It allows for an
easy to find and concise presentation of material. In this same
chapter the authors provide a summary of the central dynamics found in depression (again along with a summary table),
and then present a core dynamic formulation for depression
(e.g., pp. 26-27). The central dynamics presented in this
chapter (e.g., guilt and shame, defenses, etc.) are discussed
in greater detail in the second section of the book. The last
chapter in this section briefly reviews the initial, middle, and
terminations phases of treatment which are also explored in
greater detail in section two. Once again, this chapter contains
summary tables that help condense the material. For example,
the authors highlight the “areas of focus” and “expected

responses” for each of the three phases of treatment.
The authors state that their book is written for clinicians
who are already experienced in psychotherapy, depression,
and psychodynamics. This first section of the book, however,
is written in a way that is accessible to both novice clinicians
and to students learning psychodynamic psychotherapy. The
authors provide an excellent overview of the psychodynamic
conceptualization and treatment of depression.
In second section of the book, “Techniques in Psychodynamic Treatment of Depression,” the authors provide a more
detailed discussion of the stages of treatment and the specific
techniques utilized in the psychodynamic treatment of depression. The first chapter in this section discusses the beginning
stage of treatment and emphasizes the barriers to engagement.
Topics in this chapter include, establishing the therapeutic
frame and an alliance, barriers to engagement, how to clarify
the central psychodynamics for patients, and the role of psychoeducation the early stage of treatment. This is an excellent
chapter. The authors discuss the dynamic conceptualization of
engagement and resistance and provide technical suggestions
to ameliorate or overcome resistance. They once again use
summary tables to help condense the information. As well, the
authors make ample use of clinical vignettes, which enhance
the reader’s ability to understand the material. Some of the
interpretations provided in the vignettes are sophisticated and
complicated. It is with these complicated interpretations that
the authors’ recommendation that readers have some background in psychodynamic theory becomes relevant. Even for
a novice clinician or a student, however, the interpretations
are useful to demonstrate how psychodynamic techniques can
be used in treatment as they provide real life examples of the
challenges that clinicians face on an ongoing basis.
The second chapter in this section provides an overview
of the middle phase of treatment and is then followed by five
chapters that deal with specific issues encountered in, or of
seminal importance to, the middle phase of treatment. In their
overview the authors explore topics such as how to work with
central themes, techniques of psychodynamic therapy (e.g.,
clarification, confrontation, interpretation, etc.), how to monitor and work with countertransference, and the use of dreams.
The five specific issues subsequently discussed in individual
chapters are: narcissistic vulnerability, angry reactions to
narcissistic injury, the superego and guilt, idealization and
devaluation, and defenses mechanisms.
In the chapter on narcissistic vulnerability the authors
discuss how early experiences of helplessness, loss, and rejection are related to envy, blame, and feelings of vulnerability.
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alternatives have been carefully considered.

References to such material must be responded to and
not ignored. To do otherwise would be ignoring important
material that could become a useful part of the analysis.
A clinical vignette illuminates this point. An analysand
recounted a disagreement he and his girlfriend had about
where to hang a newly acquired photograph. The disagreement and how this analysand handled it is an important part
of the work we were doing. However, as I listened carefully, I
noticed how much energy this man had in telling me about the
photograph. In fact, he appeared to have more energy devoted
telling me about it than in telling me about the argument with
his girlfriend.
Certainly if I had hung a new photograph on the wall of
my office and he had commented on it, I would have listened
and we would see how we used his comments in the analytic
work. But here it is different. He had changed some thing in
his life space, something I could not see. As soon as I had
caught on that there was a lot of energy regarding the scene in
the photograph, I encouraged him to give me a full description of the photograph. For him the important feature was
that there were five boys in the photograph. To my analysand,
they all appeared to be, each in his own style, attempting to
gain the attention of the photographer. He told me that the
photographer was a woman. I commented that five was the
same number of children in his family and we then talked in a
very moving and emotionally meaningful way about how hard
it had been for him to get attention from his mother and how
much competition there was in his family.
The one boy he most identified with was the one who
had a mischievous look on his face. In fact, mischief is one
of the ways this analysand got attention as a child and adolescent. So this experience is an example of how some very
rich material was brought into the treatment situation—where
I was disadvantaged by not being able to see the photograph,
but nevertheless alert to its potential importance and used it
productively, certainly with help from the analysand to further
his analysis of his family dynamics.
So when an analysand must physically relocate, we
must have some flexibility to respond in a relational manner
that will increase our availability to our analysands. Of course
the analyst and analysand must carefully think through the
dilemma and make a mutual and a creative decision that is
responsive to the wishes of both parties. To do anything less
would be rigid and depriving to the analysand, but more so,
position psychoanalysis and psychoanalysts in an odd place,
considering not only the mobility in our society, but the relatively inexpensive costs and technological ubiquity of telephone services.
I want to be clearly understood that to consider continuing on the telephone includes a careful analysis of the psychoanalytic situation and other options, and this may lead the analytic couple to transfer the treatment or terminate. Not every
situation is suited to working on the telephone. Telephone
treatment is a compromise and should be used only when

“I am relocating.”
Another situation where an ongoing analysis might be shifted
to telephone psychoanalysis is when the analyst is relocating
his/her practice. Analyst relocation raises many powerful feelings in both analyst and analysand. As those feelings are analyzed, the issue of termination, transfer or continuing on the
telephone must be addressed. Some of these issues have been
discussed by Manosevitz (2001) and Manosevitz and Hays
(2003).
I treated Mat in psychoanalysis for more than 11 years
and a major problem that we worked on was his difficulty in
relationships. Maintaining relationships over time was especially challenging for him. Five and one half years into the
analysis I relocated my practice to Aspen, Colorado. Mat and
I decided to continue our work by having sessions on the telephone with occasional in-person sessions when I returned to
Austin, Texas.
During the termination phase, we revisited the issue of
using the telephone to continue and finish his analysis. Mat
reported that when we shifted to working on the telephone, he
had to make a greater effort and commitment to the work in
that he had to arrange for a quiet, private place for his sessions
and to make sure that he had a good telephone connection
with me (and also a good emotional connection with me). In
our discussion of how working on the telephone was for him,
he noted that the work not only required a greater effort on his
part but he felt that it also reflected a greater effort on my part
i.e., a willingness to experiment with this treatment modality.
He said it was like both of us had lost our sight and needed to
rely on other senses (Manosevitz, 2000), and that we both had
to make a greater effort to be tuned in to each other.
He was deeply affected by his sense that I cared enough
about him to offer to have our work continue. His impulse,
when he feels he is being abandoned, for example, by my
moving away, was usually acted out by abruptly ending relationships and avoiding dealing with his feelings. In our termination process, he was able to say that he usually ended relationships angrily with some tumult and trauma. He noted that
our ending was the first relationship in his life that was ended
by mutual agreement and with some attention to the feelings
of loss and sadness that he experienced at the end.
These are affects that he generally avoided. In his
analysis, these affects could be experienced and processed in
a useful way and thereby avoid all the residual guilt he experienced when he precipitously ended relationships. Although
such affects are not uncommon in the termination phase, they
were especially poignant for Mat because of how he had managed his relationships and their endings. Mat was very grateful
that we were able to maintain the analysis over the telephone
and bring it to a successful termination with full attention to
the feelings he had about ending.
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Countertransference.
When an analysis is shifted from in office to telephone sessions, there are a number of countertransference issues that
may arise and that need to be attended to by the analyst. For
example, the analyst must consider the dependency, attachment, separation and individuation conflicts and narcissism
that leads the analyst to feel his/her skills are special or
especially suited to this analysand, thereby perceiving the
analysand as special or especially needy. One area of countertransference enactment that has not been discussed very
much by analysts who work on the telephone, yet is extremely
important, is the analyst’s drifting away from focusing on and
attending to the analysand and the material. This variation of
countertransference enactment may be quite common.
In a thoughtful and provocative paper, Slochower
(2003) comments on these “secret delinquencies.” I think that
when conducting an analysis over the telephone, there is an
increased risk of drifting away from the analysand and committing the type of misdemeanors or delinquencies that Slochower discusses. The analysand is not in the room and thus
is less likely to be aware of the analyst’s multitasking, such
as thumbing through journals or magazines or reading email.
Yet with this change in the analytic situation, (the analysand
not being in the room), it becomes especially important that
we stay alert to our drifting away from the patient. Our countertransference issues that may be especially evident when
the analysand is not in the room must be vigilantly attended
to and analyzed to help us function as better analysts on the
telephone.
Training
Richards (2002) stated: “The telephone, like the couch, is a
tool that beginning analysts would be well advised to learn
to use in their analytic treatment.” (p. 7). I agree with her
and this leads us to consider how telephone analysis can be
brought into training programs.
At the 2005 Spring Meeting of the Division of Psychoanalysis in New York City, I chaired a round table discussion
on supervision on the telephone. Clearly, this mode of supervision is used fairly frequently. As with telephone psychoanalysis, using the telephone for supervision must be carefully
considered. It was the sense of this discussion that it was a
good idea that some in-person supervision sessions be held
with some frequency. However, some participants provided or
received supervision where there was minimal or no in-person
supervisory sessions.
There was a high degree of consensus by the panelists
and the audience that the use of the telephone in supervision
needs to be studied and discussed by training committees. In
addition, it is my view that telephone consultation and treatment of control cases via telephone and perhaps even part of a
training analysis via telephone are legitimate areas of discussion, study and experimentation. I hope that it will become
rather commonplace in psychoanalytic training programs (in
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fact all psychotherapy training programs) to include lectures
on the use of the telephone in treatment, supervision and consultation. The telephone is being used in all of these situations
and only by open discussion will we be able to most productively use the telephone in treatment and training and know
when not to use it.
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J

ohn Fiscalini’s Coparticipant Analysis is more than a little
enigmatic. Its full title claims that it is a book of theory,
which it is. Yet its main aim is to fully describe and define
what is essentially a technical approach. One expects a high
degree of scholarship in a theoretical text, fully acknowledging other contributors to the literature. But Coparticipant
Analysis disappoints on this level. Although the author demonstrates a thorough knowledge and understanding of the major
approaches in psychoanalysis, he is spare in his specific recognition of others’ contributions.
Other than Kohut, Kernberg, Sullivan, and Wolstein,
many major theorists are given short shrift, relegated frequently to only their names and dates of publication. Ferenczi
is credited as the pioneer who set the stage for a more mutual
“coparticipant” process, but other notables in the arena of
mutuality and disclosure of the countertransference like Aron,
Ehrenberg, Hoffman, Levenson, Renik, and Searles receive
only passing mention. Given that I have been writing and lecturing about self-disclosure and analysis of the transference/
countertransference since 1991, I was a bit taken aback to see
that I was not referenced at all. I will say, however, that this
author is not alone in bestowing his generosity mostly to those
who are no longer with us.
That being said, I support Fiscalini’s efforts to define an
approach to treatment that essentially incorporates the best of
theoretical camps, the contemporary Freudian and the interpersonal/relational schools. His hybrid, yet original, approach
advocates for a greater emphasis on personal responsibility,
confronting the inevitable issue of power and control, and
the need for simultaneous recognition and discussion of the
transference and countertransference. He does not hesitate
to note that current theory, building on Kohut’s emphasis on
empathic acceptance, can lead to infantalization of the patient.
Fiscalini stretches the limits on jargon a bit when he uses the
term adutlilization, (try to say that three times) to describe the
opposing event of expecting more from the patient than he can
deal with. The author’s approach is pedantic and his sentences
can be painfully long, but then he takes the reader by surprise,
occasionally throwing in a short, muscular description that
is picture perfect. He says, “The narcissistic person is both
thick-headed and thin-skinned” (p. 115) in one of four chapters devoted to narcissism, a subject he has written about previously and discusses with great clinical finesse. I think this
book would have benefited from more of this kind of commonsense insight, as well as some clinical examples. I was
disappointed to discover not a single case example or clinical
illustration of “coparticipant analysis.”

Fiscalini is entitled to the preferred position of eschewing any prescriptive measures, but how can an analyst say
something as radical as “...in coparticipant analysis, the
patient is encouraged to be a coanalyst—to participate as
fully as possible in the analysis of both transference and
countertransference,”(p. 185) without illustrating this concept in some way? This volume quite successfully integrates
Freudian, self-psychology and relational concepts into a new
and original theory of treatment, reading like a textbook. I
can only assume that the author would want it to be used as
such. But it is severely limited because of the omission of case
material. Perhaps Fiscalini believes that we instinctively know
how to translate his theory into clinical action. But I didn’t,
and I doubt that others would, either. He mentions his reluctance to discuss technique, saying that there can be no such
canon. He specifically states that,
Thus, what defines coparticipant inquiry is not a specific clinical action or set of interventions, but rather
a clinical attitude, openness to the unique or singular,
a profound sense of one’s own and others’ personal
selfness (p. 28).
While this statement certainly precludes any technical guidelines, it does not preclude some type of illustration. From my
experience, there can be significant disparity between how
many of us who advocate self-disclosure and analysis of the
countertransference actually translate these principles into
clinical practice. So I kept waiting for an example of how
Fiscalini implements his own theory, which seems both sound
and workable to me. But it never came.
Given how quickly one can be ridiculed for recommending active participation, including sometimes challenging the
patient’s view of reality, as this author does, perhaps he is
protecting himself. If he is, I can empathize with his desire
to escape criticism. But his otherwise thought-provoking and
instructive book suffers greatly as a result.

Correction

In the Summer 2005 issue of the newsletter, Louis Rothschild reviewed Way Beyond Freud: Postmodern Psychoanalysis Observed, edited by Joseph Reppen, Jane Tucker
and Martin Schulman. I listed the publisher of this book
incorrectly. The publisher is Open Gate Press in London,
not International Universities Press. I apologize for the
misinformation. The editor.
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Key Conversations in Brief
Dynamic Psychotherapy:
Clinical Practice Beyond
the Manual, by Jeffrey
Binder. New York: Guilford
Press, 2004, 290 pp., $35.00.

qualities of another’s intentionality. These new findings carry
extraordinary implications for our theories of emotional conditioning in early empathic attunement and of projective identification as a proto-communication in psychotherapy and life.
Discussing the unconscious affective dimensions of
intuition in gambling and personal relationships, as well as
the effects of subliminal cues and stereotypes in prejudice, our
best-seller Gladwell concludes that, in general, people do not
know themselves very well:
[W]e can learn a lot more about what people think by
observing their body language or facial expressions
or looking at their bookshelves and the pictures on
their walls than by asking them directly . . . [W]hile
people are very willing and very good at volunteering
information explaining their actions, those explanations, particularly when it comes to the kinds of
spontaneous opinions and decisions that arise out of
the unconscious, aren’t necessarily correct. In fact,
it sometimes seems as if they are just plucked out of
thin air. (p. 155)

T

Mardi J. Horowitz, MD

his is an excellent book for therapists in training, written by a gifted teacher, clinician, and psychotherapy
researcher. His focus on helping inexperienced clinicians
quickly learn the mental processes and intervention strategies
of experienced therapists captures exactly what beginners
need to know. While there is an emphasis on brief treatment,
his scope is unlimited; he presents ideas that will help therapists read into depths of unconscious mental processes, and to
constantly revise and improve formulations made during the
opening hours of treatment.
Binder was a young investigator and clinician when
the brief therapy movement of the 1970s strongly influenced
the field. He has taught more than an entire generation since
then. His aims for this book provide for five major competencies:

Reading Modell’s book illustrates in great detail the habitual
and predictable patterns that fill that thin air. People often
don’t know why they spontaneously respond as they do, but
it is the job of the psychoanalyst to be an expert on figuring
that out—in relationship with the person who wants to know.
Arnold Modell’s new book has made that job easier to do.
References
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While he is psychodynamic at his core, Binder incorporates
many other points of view. He presents convergences in a section on pan-theoretical principles. The writing is illuminated
with many verbatim clinical vignettes that clearly anchor his
already practical theory to what one may observe and how it is
actually done. The result is a book far better than a treatment
manual, and it is not as foreboding for trainees as a detailed
and complex clinical textbook would be. I highly recommend
Dr. Binder’s book for training institutions.

Continued from page 54
Technical discussion and scholarly references abound in
this book, but Gedo includes an elementary description of the
analytic situation, too. It is a bit difficult to be sure for what
readership the book is meant. The book is possibly most of
interest to people who know and admire this sincere man.
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Neither Sacred Or Reasonable: Reply to Manosevitz

Ira Moses, PhD, ABPP

W

hen the analyst chooses not to make a referral when a
patient relocates, the debate about offering telephone
analysis should not be reduced to one of mutual name calling
in which we trade reproaches of “you are not doing analysis” vs. “you are too rigid” but rather we should focus on the
effects that this decision has on the transference and the treatment. (I would like to highlight the action of “Not Making
a Referral” by referring to it with the abbreviation “NMR”.
Giving this activity its own “tag” underscores the powerful
dynamics involved in this act.) NMR, I am concerned, makes
sacred the dyad of patient/analyst and inadvertently undermines psychoanalytic technique in the eyes of the patient as
well as the public.
Manosevitz’s thoughtful commentary raises the concern
that we should make phone analysis available out of a fear
“…that a good fit between analysand and analyst (Leffert,
2003) is hard to find.” This reasoning is perplexing in that it
communicates an a priori perspective that the analytic world is
fairly inadequate to meet the patient’s needs and that the transition from the current analyst will end poorly. What is missing is the alternative communication that changing analysts
may be scary but also an exciting opportunity to get a different
perspective and perhaps find issues that may have been overlooked. The analyst’s interactions with the patient over their
fantasies about the success/failure of referral have a profound,
perhaps highly predictive, effect on the patient. If the analyst
is tentative or suspect about the referral process there is no
doubt that this attitude may be transmitted to the patient.
Manosevitz’s second argument suggests that offering
phone can be part of a reasonable discussion along with other
options. He writes,
In such an examination, all possible treatment options
are carefully explored. For example, one would discuss referral options, termination, interruption for a period of time and
any other options that are available. In this way, I would open
up the discussion to as many potential possibilities that can
be identified. By so doing, both participants could be fully
informed and the feelings associated with each option can be
explored.
My concern with the above is that these are not emotionally equivalent choices. (To be somewhat provocative I
would argue that if the patient is this “reasonable” in the face
of the trauma of separation then she is ready to terminate.)
Manosevitz’s position underestimates the power of transference and attachment conflicts that would be an impediment to
any “reasoned” discourse. This would be especially true when
the relocation has to occur in a sudden, unplanned time frame.
Secondly, I do not think that analysts are as reasonable as we
would like to see ourselves- particularly under conditions in
which our self-interest unavoidably can compromise our judg-

ment. We are left with the impossible task of trying to differentiate reasonableness from rationalization.
Much of the debate about NMR is determined by the
analyst’s model of development. Those who advocate phone
analysis (Monder, 2005) appear to lean more toward viewing the patient from the perspective of abandonment/trauma
themes in which the analyst provides an irreplaceable new
object relation - to be a “good” object to fix a development
lapse/arrest. Even with patients with the most horrific developmental traumas, however, I believe they would benefit from
helping them find a new analyst when they need to relocate.
Let us not lose track that our patients, regardless of their
developmental deficiencies, have lived with neurotic enmeshments characterized by conflicted and contradictory experiences with parental figures. This paradigm allows us to be
equally attuned to helping the patient identify and individuate
from entanglements that undermine personality growth. For
those who practice NMR, I would place the burden of proof
on them to demonstrate that they are not participating in an
enmeshment before they offer themselves for phone analysis.
I would like to thank Bill MacGillvray for providing a
forum for analytic debate on this highly controversial and passionate topic and Marty Manosevitz for his respectful response
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Comments on Ira Moses’s Treatment by Telephone
Martin Manosevitz PhD, ABPP

I

Moses states that an analysand’s relocation to Los Angeles is different from relocation to the Bay of Fundy. When an
ample supply of analysts is available, the work around the
issue of referral or continuation on the telephone does have
a different background and that too needs to be a part of the
decision making process. Issues in such a situation will be
a part of the analysis and decision making process and may
be very different than the analysand relocating to the Bay of
Fundy.
The shift to the telephone is a compromise and is also
conflicted. So too, however, is referral to a new analyst. Not
all referrals work out and not all shifts to the telephone are
successful. Analysands may not be able to manage the added
responsibilities they have to provide among other things a private and quiet place to have their sessions. Also, it is possible
that the analysts will find telephone work unsatisfying for him
or her. The analyst may find, with some or all cases, that the
experience of not being in the same room with the analysand
is too depriving.
Continuing an analysis over the telephone is different
and in some instances probably not “just as good quality” as
office sessions. This difference and its implications for the
treatment must become part of the analysis. The absence of
the physical presence of the analysand and the analyst, the
absence of the structure of going to the sessions, being in the
analyst’s office for sessions are all factors that need to be analyzed as they come up in the treatment process.
In summary the telephone can be productively used in
some situations. It is up to us in the profession to continue discussion concerning when and how telephone analysis can and
cannot be beneficial to our analysands. Moses’s essay contributes to this important discussion.

agree with much of what Moses discusses in his essay on
continuing psychoanalyses using the telephone. He reminds
us to be cautious when we consider offering telephone analysis and tells us to attend to important analysand, analyst and
contextual factors. When a situation arises during an analysis
that invites exploration of the issue of continuing treatment
on the telephone, termination, referral or interruption of the
treatment, we must carefully review our psychoanalytic case
formulation and phase of treatment to see what may be most
useful to the patient. Certainly in some situations, telephone
analysis would be contraindicated. However, there are situations when it is the best possible compromise: when the analytic couple cannot continue meeting in the analyst’s office.
As with any innovation in technique we must guard
against over enthusiasm. I am reminded of the shift from a
one-person formulation of psychoanalytic processes to the
two-person formulation and introduction of self-disclosure
into the treatment process. Those innovations were accepted
without question by some and overused and inappropriately
used by others. The use of the telephone could be similarly
overly embraced. Moses’s essay reminds us to be thoughtful
and careful when considering shifting analysis to the telephone.
In my own work when the psychoanalytic situation
changes, and in office sessions cannot continue on a regular
basis, I engage in a careful review of the psychoanalytic situation; of circumstances of the relocation; my case formulation
of the analysand; my own countertransference feelings and the
circumstances (including the financial implications of not continuing with this analysand). Only then do I begin an analysis
of the situation with the analysand.
In such an examination, all possible treatment options
are carefully explored. For example, one would discuss referral options, termination, interruption for a period of time and
any other options that are available. In this way, I would open
up the discussion to as many potential possibilities that can
be identified. By so doing, both participants could be fully
informed and the feelings associated with each option can be
explored. Then the decision becomes more interactive than
just the analyst “offering phone analysis.” There certainly are
times when the analysand is going to suggest continuing on
the telephone. The analyst then must follow the same decision
making process as outlined above.
As Moses notes offering to work on the telephone is a
“highly charged act.” So, however, is the issue of referral or
termination. Thus when the psychoanalytic situation no longer
permits in-office sessions, careful attunement to the material
and its analysis is important and must be the posture taken by
the analyst. Rushing to offer telephone analysis is not the preferred option, nor is dismissing it as out of hand.

projective identification and the recent neurobiological discoveries about “mirror neurons.” Because I want you to read
Modell’s book, I’m not going to summarize all the crucial new
material he covers in regard to the importance of imagination
for our connections and disconnections with each other.
Instead, I hope to entice you with a few apt quotes
from the book. In the following quote about empathy, you can
easily see the direction in which Modell is moving in linking
metaphor with empathy:

In this instance, unconscious intentionality both
selects and deselects perceptual items . . .The metaphoric matching between her emotionally charged
memories of the past and her current experience was
then felt to be an exact fit. She experienced only a
sense of similarity and not a sense of difference.
This can be described as an illustration of involuntary imagination in which the memory of an entire
ensemble of feelings from the past is substituted for
the present experience. (p. 102)

We usually think of empathy as a form of voluntary
imagination in which there is a sense of self as agent.
. .[However] empathy requires this play of similarity and difference: one recognizes a sense of identity
with the other while at the same time retaining one’s
sense of self. If this play of similarity and difference is
absent, one may experience a total identification with
the other . . . The absence of metaphoric play of similarity and difference can . . . be linked to trauma. In
individuals and families that have been severely traumatized, metaphor becomes degraded; instead of feeling an empathic connection to a parent, a traumatized
individual may feel as if he is his parent. (p. 118)

This is the crux of the way in which Modell analyzes the
development and use of metaphor to enhance our clinical
work and theoretical investigations.
Because I am deeply familiar with Carl Jung’s theory
of an affectively-driven complex, that he eventually dubbed a
“psychological complex,” I am aware of how Modell explicitly expands and refines Jung’s prescient theory of complexes.
Jung’s final theory of the complex was of an emotionally
driven dynamic, arising from unconscious affective meanings,
that has both a subject and an object pole—thus, a potential for
an interactive drama (like the above one between a wife and
her husband) waiting to be triggered. Of course, Jung did not
have available to him contemporary affective neurobiology, but
his ideas about psychological complexes arose originally from
his scientific work on the association experiment. Modell’s
extension of these ideas into a neurobiological and linguistic
theory of unconscious intentionality adds convincing support
for a scientifically grounded theory of unconscious complexes.
Modell presents a fertile set of arguments, from his
various scientific and clinical sources, to support his conclusion that we need to hold a strong distinction between the
uniquely synthetic human capacity for imagination and the
widespread “imaging” capacities that we share with other species. He argues,

Refining our understanding of projective identification, and
illustrating how traumatized people lack the capacity for “as
if” in their imagination, Modell expands on the venerable
insights of Jung, Piaget and Harold Searles to show that an
impaired capacity for metaphor can lead affectively to the
experience of the other “as hazardous, as one may fear the
possibility of becoming swallowed up in the other and losing
one’s sense of self” (p. 175).
Finally, Modell takes up the important recent neurobiological findings about mirror neurons. A group of Italian
investigators reported on their discovery of a certain kind of
neuron in the premotor cortex of monkeys:

Imagination is unquestionably an aspect of intentionality. Perception, memory, and imagination are
all interwoven into the fabric of intentionality and
will determine the nature of our actions in the world.
Acknowledging the role of imagination in intentionality makes it impossible to view imagination and perception as separate faculties. It is therefore misleading
to contrast imagination with reality. (p. 107)

[T]hey observed that the same neuron fired both when
the monkey grasped an object, such as a raisin, and
when a human or another monkey performed the
same specific action. This is the first evidence that
there is an area in the motor cortex that can respond
specifically and only to goal-directed, relational
actions. (p. 183)
This representation of another’s action, dramatically demonstrated now in many experiments, is direct and immediate
and does not require any mental code or symbolic meaning.
The data on mirror neurons support the theory that there is an
instantaneous mapping from self to other and from other to
self, verifying biologically that innately the self-and-other is
a unit, a oneness that doesn’t have to get together to feel connected, but is together from the start. We are always and everywhere responding directly and unconsciously to the perceived

Amen. And why can’t this news make it onto a best-seller list?
Modell’s argument for a biology of meaning—especially for
the unconscious intentionality of our affective imagination—is
at also at the core of the best-selling book written by Gladwell
on the scientific basis for intuition. Modell’s book, though,
tells us much more about the science and the clinical applications of this enormously important idea.
The final important topic that Modell takes up is
empathy and empathic imagination and their relationship to
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Beginning with this definition, taken from cognitive linguistics,
Modell develops his major thesis that emotional memories
form categories based on metaphoric similarity and that “Metaphor is thus the interpreter of unconscious memory. Inasmuch
as consciousness is simultaneously directed toward the external
world and the interior of the body, bodily sensations are the
counterpart of perception.” Our spatial metaphors are rooted in
the sensations of the interior of our bodies as much as they are
in our perceptions of the external world. (p. 69-70).
Drawing on research on infants’ cross-modal matching, Modell argues further that metaphor originally brings creative pleasure in even its first appearance:
The earliest experience of what might be called a
proto-metaphor may be found in the infant’s perception of cross-modal matching between the major
sensory portals of sight, hearing, kinesthesia, and
touch. We know that infants and young children are
delighted when the narrative of a nursery rhyme or
song is accompanied by mimetic gestures: infants
experience the transfer of meaning between different
sensory domains as inherently pleasurable. (p. 71)
By one month, infants can match the oral feel and sight of
textured pacifiers and by three months they can integrate and
coordinate information from many sensory modalities. Experiments have demonstrated that infants as young as four months
prefer to watch complex visual events that match complex
auditory events. Cross-modal matching also colors the infant’s
sensory and sensuous experience of its mother, probably the
root of infant-mother emotional attunement.
Modell first grounds his theory of metaphor in the work
of a famous Italian philosopher who was born in 1668: Giambattista Vico. I was also influenced by Vico in my early writ-
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Metaphor is a fundamental and uniquely human
cognitive ability, a primary form of cognition and
thought that becomes secondarily incorporated into
language… [I] define metaphor . . . as a mapping or
transfer of meaning between dissimilar domains (from
a source domain to a target domain). Metaphor not
only transfers meaning between different domains,
but by means of novel recombinations metaphor can
transform meaning and generate new perceptions.
Imagination could not exist without this recombinatory process. (p. 26-27, italics in original)
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Contrary to the typical reductionism of many contemporary
neurobiologists, Modell begins his account of a “biology of
meaning” with the idea that metaphor is the central building
block from which to understand the meaningful brain. He
writes,

V 2
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ings on metaphor, the transcendent function and play space,
and came to feel that his ideas gave birth to constructivism
and post-modernism. Although Vico was very famous in his
day, his influence was vastly overshadowed by Descartes, in
part perhaps, because Vico was not as systematic a writer as
Descartes, and in part because the world was not ready yet for
Vico. What Descartes would deny and what Vico was the first
to describe is how (quoting Modell, italics in the original):
“meaning is embodied in our total affective interest in the
world.” Modell quotes Vico to state “Meaning is constructed
through imaginatively entering into the minds of others” (italics also in original, p. 15). Vico wrote that humans at first communicated by means of signs and gestures, but with the acquisition of expressive metaphor, the world could gratefully be
interpreted animistically: “thunder was a god, and reality was
structured in accordance with myth” (p. 15). Vico also wrote,
quoting Modell’s quotation of Vico: It is noteworthy that in all
languages the greater part of the expressions relating to inanimate things are formed by metaphor from the human body and
its parts and from the human senses and passions. (p. 75)
There is not much of a leap from these seventeenth
century statements to a contemporary psycholinguistic theory
of metaphor that originates with George Lakoff and Mark
Johnson (e.g., 1999), from whom Modell draws many of his
fundamental arguments. These two linguists have argued that
we unconsciously create metaphors from sensory inputs arising within the body and, as a result, form fundamental cognitive tools for transferring meaning between different sensory
domains. Take, for example, our pervasive and foundational
experience of balance. It is mapped onto so many of our
artistic, legal, mental health, and architectural domains that it
seems to be a part of the natural order rather than a metaphor
from our own learned uprightness.
Modell proceeds from cognitive linguistics to review
affective neurobiology, synthesizing themes that are widely
familiar to psychoanalytic audiences: emotional memory
being nonrepresentational, the activation of which is more like
assembling some potential meaning (triggered by affect and
metonymy) from cues than it is like remembering a narrative.
He considers a clinical vignette in which a woman,
who as a child lost her adored father to a brain tumor and
gradual deterioration ending in death, is compulsively driven
to uncover defects in men that she loves, most prominently her
husband. Modell focuses on her fear that her husband’s driving,
which she considers to be overly cautious, means that her husband is incompetent as a driver, potentially developing brain
damage and becoming senile. The key metaphor in her case,
“the interpreter of the unconscious memory,” (as Modell states
it, italics in original) can be described as “the terror that ensues
when she seeks care and protection from someone whom she
perceives as incompetent. To be dependent on someone who
is incompetent threatens her sense of safety in the world.” (p.
101) Illustrating his ideas about the workings of unconscious
intentionality, Modell further analyzes this case:

O

as the same discipline that I once embraced. (p. 4-5)
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PSYCHOANALYTIC PROFILES: Donald P. Spence
My Evolving Relationship with Psychoanalysis Donald P. Spence, PhD

M

y encounters and connections with psychoanalysis can
be roughly divided into three stages. The first stage
began when I had the good fortune to spend a year at the Menninger Foundation, following my internship at the Wichita
Guidance Center, and work on my dissertation under the guidance of Gardner Murphy. It was during that year that I first
met Bob Holt, George Klein, Phil Holzman, Herb Schlesinger,
and many of the others who so influenced my future work.
The next year, back in New York while I was finishing my
dissertation, I also worked part-time at the newly founded
Research Center for Mental Health at NYU. Bob and George
were just beginning their experimental attempts to validate
Freud’s theory of the primary process as described in the
famous 7th chapter of The Interpretation of Dreams. I found
his model to be a useful way to think about the unconscious
and the subliminal technique a useful way to explore it. I
worked with Bob and George on one of their first attempts
and later, after becoming a full-time member of the Research
Center, began to design a series of subliminal experiments
based on word associations. I was impressed by the parallel
between a subliminal stimulus, by definition out of awareness,
and the workings of the day residue in dreams. Not necessarily
out of awareness, it was usually incidental and Charles Fisher
had already begun to explore the possible parallels.
In what became our basic method, a stimulus word,
presented too briefly to be consciously recognized, would be
followed by an audible list of associates and control words
in scrambled order. To a significant degree, the subliminal
stimulus would prime (improve the recall of) weak and strong
associates more strongly than matched control words. If the
stimulus was a food word (e.g., cheese), the priming was also
found to be a function of time since last meal. Meanings were
apparently consciously registered and preserved intact, even
when out of awareness. Also worth noting was the fact that the
network of associations followed logical principles; in most
of my experiments, stimulus and associates were drawn from
the Minnesota Word Association Norms. In virtually every
case, I found little if any evidence for the influence of Freud’s
well-known primary process; the results tended to support the
hypothesis of a more logical Unconscious (continuous with
our waking mind) and this possibility came to preoccupy me
even further at a later point in my work (Stage 3, below).
During this first stage, I also began my analytic training.
George Klein, Irving Paul and I were among the first psychologists to be accepted by the New York Psychoanalytic Institute.
Our fees for courses, training analysis and supervision were
covered by a special program set up by the NIMH and it seems
likely that this government support helped to offset the longstanding prejudice against “lay analysts.” Nevertheless, there
were still many mixed feelings and I well remember my initial

interview with my training analyst who told me, in effect, that
giving people like us (i.e., non-MD’s) full training was like
giving the keys of a Jaguar to an adolescent and cautioning
him to go only 15 miles an hour! I should have realized at the
time just what this warning implied for the transference, not
to mention the analysis in general, but in the moment I merely
listened respectfully, said nothing, and went ahead with the
program. I was simply too eager to start my analysis with one
of the more famous members of the Institute faculty. I had
known something of his work from his many publications
and I felt lucky to be working with him, believing (foolishly)
that we could carry on learned discussions about many of the
issues in English literature (and Coleridge in particular) raised
by his papers. Of course this never happened; the analysis was
strictly formal and informed by the tradition of the silent (blank
screen) analyst who spoke little and who felt comfortable with
long silences and short interpretations. (Two-person psychology was still far over the horizon). In keeping with this tradition, I was also discouraged from taking the one course offered
by my analyst. All other courses were open and many were
outstanding; my supervision was sensitive and supportive, and
nowhere did I get the feeling that we (the non-MD’s) were
being treated differently from the other candidates.
But there was trouble ahead. Where the analytic program was strictly Freudian and placed emphasis on an irrational Unconscious under the control of the primary process,
my subliminal research was continually reminding me that
many operations out of awareness were highly rational and
logic-bound. The bizarre world of dreams did not seem to be
a useful guide to the Unconscious and Freud may have been
mistaken in conflating the two.
On the other hand, I found Freud’s thinking about the
effect of day residues on dreams to be a useful model for
understanding how the effects of unnoticed stimuli could be
traced to subsequent verbal and physiological responses. For
example, in one of our later studies, we primed a group of
analysts to listen for markers of termination of treatment and
found signs of increased attention (sudden drops in heart rate)
occurring in the close neighborhood of references to independence and breaking away (both could be seen as derivatives of
termination). In another study of patients with diagnosed cervical cancer, we found that the cancer patients in open-ended
interviews used words like fail, fear, grief and worthless more
often than cancer-free, control patients, even when the patient
was not aware of her diagnosis! Of particular interest were
the findings for the word death; it was used significantly more
often by the cancer patients but almost always as a metaphor
(e.g., “I almost froze to death.”); it appeared that a disguising
context enabled expression of a potentially disturbing thought.
It seemed as if primary process transformations were not
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and psychoanalysis. All of these studies differ in their
observational methods, and every specialist, like the
proverbial blind men and the elephant, will approach
the problem from their own perspective. I will claim
that the third-person perspective of neuroscience, in
its attempt to find the neural correlates of psychological processes, needs also to be augmented by the
phenomenology of introspection and intersubjective
knowledge of a two-person relationship. (p. 1-2)

Metaphor, Meaning, and the Science of Making Sense of
Ourselves
The popular New Yorker writer Malcolm Gladwell, in his
best-selling book Blink (2005), writes appreciatively of psychoanalysis:
Our unconscious reactions come out of a locked
room, and we can’t look inside that room. But with
experience we become expert at using our behavior
and our training to interpret—and decode—what lies
behind our snap judgments and first impressions. It’s
a lot like what people do when they are in psychoanalysis: they spend years analyzing their unconscious with the help of a trained therapist until they
begin to get a sense of how their mind works. (p. 183)

I couldn’t agree more. Gladwell, I noted to myself, is writing
about language, linguistics, cognitive science, neurobiology
and introspection in Blink, his acclaimed work on intuition.
Why is his point of view so welcome (a continuing best-seller
on The New York Times list, as I write) when Modell’s appeal
to augment neuroscience with introspection and intersubjective knowledge already sounds like a lone voice echoing
through the academic halls of psychology and psychiatry?
My short answer is that psychology and psychiatry in America have sold out to the marketplace—known as
“psychopharmacology.” Back in graduate school in the late
1970’s, when I was scoring thousands of Sentence Completion
Tests for Ego Development using a method that Loevinger
and her team of researchers had painstakingly developed in a
scientifically valid way, I assumed that psychology was on the
cusp of a new understanding of subjective life. I was certain
that by the beginning of the next century (the one that is now
five years old) psychologists would have solved the puzzle of
metaphor, emotion, and psychological conflict that is universally expressed in symptoms. Boy, was I wrong! Instead we’re
in the grips of a biological reductionism, which can keep us
from imagining just how introspection and intersubjective
knowledge could ever be “scientific.” Some psychoanalysts
have even called a halt to thinking in such terms because they
feel certain that science and psychoanalysis do not go hand-inhand, much less hand in glove.
I disagree. Modell’s book is a welcome invitation to
move forward to a human science of psychoanalysis. Reflecting on his profession of psychiatry at the beginning of the
book, he says,

In his new book, Arnold Modell provides a complex and precise theory for how and why psychoanalysts and their patients
develop this kind of expertise. For the past two decades, I
have been a fan of Modell’s writing and ideas, following his
work from Psychoanalysis in a New Context (1984) through
his other two books to this one. I believe that Modell consistently writes in a vein that is rich with theoretical insight
and clinical practicality. In many ways, this current work is
his magnus opus because it weaves together his major lines
of thinking from his earlier books. Modell argues here for a
“biology of meaning” or a neural-symbolic theory of the mind.
He synthesizes relevant work from neuroscience, the study
of metaphor, affect theory and science, and his own clinical
experience to present a tapestry of ideas that is extremely difficult for this reviewer to convey comprehensively and accurately. Even with my knowledge of Modell’s previous books,
his influence on my own writings and clinical approach, I still
find it daunting to review this current book. Consequently, I
have held onto it for more than a year and read it twice. But
the time has arrived to try to do justice to a very important
paradigm-shifting work.
Years ago, when I was a doctoral student in psychology under the inimitable direction of Jane Loevinger at Washington University, I learned to study many theories and to hold
each one lightly. Loevinger insisted that we use different theories as lenses through which to see and examine our object of
investigation: “ego development” in her language, the subjective experience of being human in mine. And so, I found a
familiar resonance when I read:

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, psychiatry
in the United States remains in the grip of a pharmacological scientism, a world of neuromodulators. Psychiatry has lost interest in the patient’s inner life—the
inner meaning of mental disorders is considered to
be irrelevant to their treatment and etiology. Consequently, psychiatry has become nearly mindless. Today
I feel alienated from psychiatry and hardly recognize it

The investigation of meaning requires an interdisciplinary effort that includes the philosophy of language, linguistics, cognitive science, neurobiology,
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Psychoanalysis as Biological Science: A Comprehensive
Theory, by John E. Gedo. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Johanna Krout Tabin, PhD, ABPP
Press; 189 pages, $45.00.

J

ohn Gedo is retired from his full professorship in clinical
psychiatry at the University of Illinois Medical School and
his position as training and supervising analyst at the Chicago
Institute for Psychoanalysis. In his acknowledgments, Gedo
charmingly tells that the Johns Hopkins University Press’s
medical director and Richard Perlman, editor of Perspectives
in Biology, combined to convince him to write this book even
though he had just published an essay “In Praise of Leisure.”
The Press did its part in creating the book, from its attractive
cover to the fine paper and print, and excellent editing. Gedo
did his part by presenting a beautifully organized manuscript.
The purpose of every chapter is clear and neatly laid out. Every
chapter concludes with a concise summary that aptly states the
essentials of the chapter. The exposition is delightfully readable.
A forthright man, Gedo announces in his preface that he
is not a romantic about psychoanalysis. Falling back on artistic
operations on the ground that psychoanalysis is a humanistic
enterprise is to him a rationalization for not having plausible
hypotheses. He believes that a psychobiological viewpoint is
the only sensible basis for the work. He thinks of Freud as a
Biologist of the Mind, not appreciating that Freud’s last words
on the subject were that the science of psychoanalysis lay in
“translating unconscious processes into conscious ones and
thus filling in the gaps in conscious perception” (Freud, 1964,
p.286). Gedo, however, gives Freud credit for only two things:
the psychoanalytic method of observation and the significance
of the unconscious.
First it seemed in reading this book that the author
intended it as a cautionary and educational exposition for
romantic psychoanalysts. Characterizing it is not so simple.
For example, and curiously, he offers an instance of what he
called the raising of the emotional temperature of the analysis
in a transference reaction by a patient. Gedo says he disagrees
with Freud’s statement in Chapter 7 of The Interpretation of
Dreams. He quotes Freud as saying that what gets transferred
is untamed psychic energy. One might think that is a biological view and whatever it means, that Gedo would agree with
it. Instead, Gedo’s idea is that the “emotional intensity of
full-fledged transferences is actually an echo of affectively
charged transactions in childhood” (p. 43). He does not take
into account, either, that Freud’s view in 1900 was expressed
before Freud conceived of transference in human relationships. Nor that Gedo’s idea would probably find agreement
among advocates of all schools of psychoanalytic thought.
His manner of fighting Freud is one of the themes of the
book. Another is the importance of the hierarchical functioning of the nervous system. True to the title of the book, Gedo
presents a developmental scheme in neurological terms. None-

theless, he runs into the difficulty that besets current neuroscientists. When dealing with consciousness and the unconscious
in human beings, one necessarily switches over to psychological concepts. Nobel Prize winner Eric Kandel (2005) is cofounder of the new journal, Neuro-Psychoanalysis. He and his
colleagues are no further than Freud (1960) was when trying
to write his Psychology for Neurologists (which Strachey
renamed Project for a Scientific Psychology). While he wrote
it, Freud turned into being primarily a psychologist.
Gedo’s developmental scheme, which he coordinates
with characteristic behavioral capacities and with vulnerabilities to pathology stemming from each level, is simplistic.
He substitutes skeletal knowledge for the complexities that
exist in the remarkable workings of the brain. In applying
his scheme to the analytic process, however, he generalizes
that fundamentally the task is to help people to establish
new neural connections for more mature adaptation. Gedo’s
examples of how he conducts analyses may have an autocratic
tinge, in that he states his interpretations firmly. Otherwise, he
does not seem to be applying himself to the task differently
from many romantic psychoanalysts. Here is an excerpt he
gives of a transference reaction of a patient:
Following a weekend interruption, the patient
reported a dream in which she felt that the present
weekend would be her last. “In other words, I was
going to commit suicide. Then I thought, why not go
to Italy?”
She talked about having been terribly upset since
our last session. “I felt alone. I just felt empty. I had
no father; I cried. The pain is as bad as if I were
having the most terrible physical illness.... I was so
frantic; I almost took [suicidal] action.... I dreamt
of another Italian trip. [During the last one,] when I
saw the Pope at the Vatican, I cried.”
I interjected, “It’s like having contact with your
father in heaven.”
“Yes! I want to go back... I wouldn’t want to miss
a minute here. It’s curious: in the dream, although
I was going to Italy, I was still going to have my
appointments here.”
“So Italy is the analysis, and I am a substitute for
your father, like the Pope.” (This woman assumed
that I am Italian.)
“That’s true. On Saturday it seemed so far from the
last hour to the next one—I felt so far from a father.”
And so on. (p. 43)
Continued on page 58
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the only way of evading the censorship; alterations in
context might accomplish a similar purpose. In more general
terms, the way the story was told—its narrative truth—could
both convey and conceal any number of meanings and we
began to learn how the Unconscious could speak in many different tongues. Speech faults and other parapraxes wee not the
only ways to express forbidden thoughts and this line of thinking led directly to the next stage of my career.
In the meantime, the Research Center increased its staff,
moved to larger quarters at NYU, and began to make a name
for itself in both experimental and psychoanalytic circles.
Hartvig Dahl, a Menninger trained analyst, had joined us
from the West Coast and would soon begin a landmark undertaking—a complete, recorded analysis meeting the patient
(known ever after as Mrs. C.) five days a week and being
supervised once a week by a well-known New York analyst.
Transcripts of these recordings have become the subject of
any number of content analyses, many fueled by specially
designed computer search engines. Recordings are clearly
audible and should provide us with an irreplaceable archive
in the years to come. (One of my studies of a sample of these
hours is summarized below).

sense). Narrative Truth was published in 1982 and the reviews
were wonderfully positive. I had sent Janet Malcolm an early
copy; she sent back a warm letter and when I heard later that
she might review it for the New Yorker, my hopes were high.
The review, when it appeared, was much more measured than
her letter but it probably helped some to boost sales and persuade Norton to bring out a paperback edition and put an ad in
Contemporary Psychology.
I’m happy to say that the book is still in print more than
20 years later, and still paying royalties. It has also been translated into Italian. I’m especially proud of the fact that it was
selected for inclusion in the digital archive put together by
Psychoanalytic Electronic Publishing (PEP) where it is listed
as one of 23 “classic psychoanalytic books.” The PEP–CD
can be accessed through almost all major libraries or can be
privately purchased; either way, it makes the full text available
on line and for each “visit,” I’m paid a small royalty, prorated
by the amount of space I take up on the disk!
I never found a way to measure the narrative truth of a
sentence or paragraph—what might be called the strength of
the story—but something similar is now being investigated by
Marjorie Main, Peter Fonagy and their colleagues. Influenced
by the early work of the British philosopher H.P. Grice and
his work on conversational implicatures, these scholars have
looked at the way family histories are told—to the interviewer
or the therapist. From specific features of the telling—its
coherence, for example, or its lack of focus—predictions can
be made to how the subject sees the world and, in some cases,
how well she will function in the future. If a pregnant mother,
for example, is asked to think ahead to the time when her child
is born and she is caring for it, the coherence of her imagined
experience seems to predict her later competence as a mother.
Thus the narratives we imagine seem to influence our later
behavior and from this point of view, narrative truth is much
more than make-believe but an important reflection of our
sense of self, a key aspect of our sense of agency, and a significant predictor of our future. In the case of the two recent,
back-to-back hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico, it was the experience of the first that created the narrative truth of the second
and which caused the massive (and unnecessary) evacuation of
Houston. When we say we are always fighting the last war, we
are paying homage to the importance of narrative truth.
How could all this be measured? Some years after the
publication of Narrative Truth, I gained access to a one-million-word corpus by some 500 authors, which had been put
together by a group of Norwegian scholars. With a corpus of
this size, we were in a position to look at the likelihood that
word choice was influenced by association strength. We found
that it was, in fact, strongly affected. If, for example, the word
OCEAN was used in a passage, its primary associate, WATER,
would appear soon after in the upcoming text. Overall, related
pairs of words co-occur significantly more often than matched,
unrelated words (OCEAN-HAND); the frequency of co-occurrence is significantly correlated with association strength (as

Stage 2
Twenty-five years had now passed since I joined the Research
Center. We had just been awarded a new long-term research
grant when we were jolted by the sudden death of George
Klein, a shock which resulted in a re-evaluation of the research
program and scaled back support. Soon after, I moved from
NYU to Rutgers Medical School, became more involved in
clinical teaching and supervision, and began to pay more attention to the stories being told by patients (and supervisees). In
teaching residents how to improve their listening, I began to
realize that many aspects of the therapeutic dialogue could
not be captured by numbers and that much of psychoanalytic
research was of little use to the practicing clinician. I had just
come back from a sabbatical which had also started me thinking along different lines, reading more philosophy and literary
criticism. Out of these and other influences gradually grew the
idea for Narrative Truth and Historical Truth. I began writing
in earnest on my next sabbatical. Whenever I go back to the
book, I have an instant image of sitting in a second-floor bedroom in San Francisco, looking out over the Castro district, and
slowly putting together the next new sentence. I would religiously store the manuscript in the refrigerator every night (in
case of fire) and as soon as each chapter was finished, I would
mail it back to my secretary to make sure we had a copy on file
(these were before the days of computers).
Back at Rutgers (which was now called the University of
Medicine and Dentistry) I started looking for a publisher and
was lucky to find Norton after only two or three false starts
(and no agent). (My editor later went on to oversee the longrunning series by Patrick O’Brien about the English Navy
during the Napoleonic wars—a sea change in more than one
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can reach for the outer limits of awareness. What has been
called “anticipatory comprehension” plays a role in how far
the patient dares to go; unless the patient feels understood and
understandable, his or her associations, no matter how free, are
never free enough. Careful analysis of the analyst’s speech may
reveal a set of clues—some form of pronoun pairing, perhaps,
or certain ways of echoing the patient’s last statement—that tell
the patient when he or she can risk saying the unthinkable or
the ungrammatical and take the chance of being heard. Without this assurance, he or she risks being ignored or, worse yet,
being found invisible and/or unnecessary. (Further work in this
area, called the “local level,” has recently been published by
the Boston Change Process Group).

measured by the Minnesota Word Association Norms);
and the distance (in letters and spaces) between two members
of a pair is inversely related to association strength.
On the assumption that this kind of lawfulness might
also appear in clinical exchanges, we looked carefully at some
of the hours of the recorded analysis of Mrs. C. Perhaps we
could adapt this measure to study the fluency of free association. When we tried to apply it, however, we found that an
hour’s worth of associations did not generate enough words
to find repeated pairings of the specific nouns we used for
our measure. Pronouns, on the other hand, were much more
frequent and so we adapted our co-occurrence program to
measure paired pronouns such as you/me, I/you, and the like.
We next found that the number of these pairings would predict the number of analyst interventions; perhaps he heard
the you/me pairing as a sign of increased closeness and an
invitation to join the conversation. We also found that this
correlation increased over the course of the analysis. Perhaps
the analyst was becoming increasingly sensitive to this invitation; the you/me pairing could be seen as a kind of verbal eye
contact. It would seem that during high co-occurrence hours,
the patient has a sense that she is being understood at a deeper
level and we could imagine a parallel between this kind of
empathic response and what has been called “contingent
responsiveness” in developmental research. When the pairing
was present, the analyst felt encouraged to intervene; when
absent, he tended to fall silent.
To test this possibility more directly, we looked at the
time delay before the analyst’s first intervention. During high
co-occurrence hours, this delay averaged six minutes whereas
during low co-occurrence hours, it averaged 12 minutes. Here
was more evidence for the idea that the analyst was influenced
by pronoun pairing and responded more readily if he felt
included in the conversation. It seemed unlikely that he was
aware of this connection.
Other measures based on this same set of 70 hours gave
us a chance to extend our findings. Enrico Jones had just finished a Q-sort of the same set of hours and his work gave us
a way of measuring the use of one particular intervention: the
moment when the analyst pointed out a recurrent pattern of
behavior. On close examination of ten hours taken from the 6th
year of treatment, we found that this intervention was always
made when the rate of pronoun co-occurrence was higher than
average. We were tempted to believe that the analyst first formulated the intervention and then waited for the moment when
the patient seemed ready to hear it, that is, the moment marked
by a high rate of shared pronouns like you/me.
These and similar findings suggested that underpinning
the stream of free associations heard during an analytic hour,
there is a network of secret handshakes which invite the analyst to take a larger role in the interchange. Conversely, a close
analysis of the analyst’s speech and his use of pronouns might
reveal clues which inform the patient when his or her words
are welcome, when they are being heard, and when he or she

Stage 3
As I became more acquainted with the lawfulness of the
analytic conversation in my various studies of the recorded
case of Mrs. C, I also became aware that knowing the words
spoken was only part of the story. Unmarked in the transcript
was, of course, the patient’s context of consciousness: the
worldview that she brought with her to each hour and the particular sense she intended for each word. Also unmarked were
the unusual surroundings: this particular analysis was carried
out in a completely sound-proofed dream lab which must
have magnified the patient’s sense of the analyst’s presence
and emphasized the impact of any extended silence. Perhaps
this enforced isolation accounts for the tendency of the patient
to keep talking even when she has not much to say; in other
words, giving her a way to avoid what might have seemed like
a heavy silence. Careful analysis of the recorded hours might
uncover derivatives of these and other surrounding conditions.
It would seem that the fact that the average recorded hour is
largely devoid of context might explain why it usually seems
banal at worst and boring at best.
As our studies of Mrs. C. continued, we were once again
surprised by how much lawfulness and rationality we uncovered, much of which was probably out of the conscious awareness of either patient or analyst. As I began to think more
about the logical nature of our findings, I was reminded of the
findings of our early subliminal studies, also highly rational,
and began to become interested in the case for a more rational
Unconscious. Books by Wilson (Strangers to Ourselves: Discovering the Adaptive Unconscious), Gladwell (Blink), and
Hassin, Uleman and Bargh (The New Unconscious) prompted
me to take a more careful look at Freud’s more irrational
unconscious and the extent to which his formulation might
have been directly influenced by circumstances of time, and
place, and background. His landmark paper, “The Unconscious,” was written in 1915, in the midst of the first World
War, and at a time when it had become clear that both sides
were settling into an unending stalemate. Austria-Hungary was
already undergoing severe food shortages; three of Freud’s
sons were in the army; and by the beginning of 1915, Austria
had lost nearly one million men killed or wounded. Freud’s
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of psychoanalysis, which may allow the candidate to
benefit from the many models proposed in the past, while
understanding their social and psychodynamic contexts, thus
avoiding the perils of dogmatism and ancestor worship. The
dangers of a teaching that includes diverse and conflicting
models—ambiguity, conceptual confusion, eclecticism—may
be avoided if candidates and teachers develop a comparative–
evaluative metatheoretical dialogue that places each model in
its social and biographical context.
One final requirement is the need to consider the impact
of social reality on the training process, and on the analytic
process itself. This does not only mean including the institutional aspects of analytic training, but also the implications of
the broader social economic, political, ideological, and cultural reality:

for. Since his first training was in group and family therapy,
this omission cannot be attributed to a lack of knowledge. Of
course, Enrique Pichon-Rivière’s (1971) ideas on group analysis had been unavailable in English, until quite recently, on
account of the language barrier (Tubert-Oklander and Hernández de Tubert, 2003; Hernández de Tubert and Tubert-Oklander, 2005), but Wilfred R. Bion’s (1961) and S. H. Foulkes’s
(1948, 1964, 1975) writings have been readily available for
many years. Perchance leaving behind other theoretical frames
of reference is a necessary stage in the process of becoming
and growing as a psychoanalyst; hopefully a temporary stage.
Nevertheless, it seems that there is a heavy toll to be paid
in order to play an active part in the international psychoanalytic institution, as a part of the necessary effort to share the
language of the community, in order to be understood and feel
a part of it. Such accommodations are not usually conscious
decisions, but an aspect of the unconscious dynamics of the
relation between the individual and the larger group. In this
instance, just as in every other case, the attempt to reach an
analytic understanding of the unconscious underpinnings of the
writer’s craft does not, in any way, disqualify his statements,
but it certainly adds depth to our comprehension of the text.
In any case, this book is a much-needed contribution to
the contemporary debate about psychoanalytic training, and an
extremely valuable reflection on the unavoidable impact that
the relational perspective has on the latter.

Paraphrasing Ferenczi, I would suggest that keeping “political” issues out of the consulting room, in a
society which experiences them with great intensity
(especially at times of crisis, war, and massive controversy), may also be experienced by some patients as
professional hypocrisy and become destructive for the
analytic process (p. 250).
This last statement, which practically closes the book, was especially welcome for this reviewer. While I was reading the book,
I felt an admixture of a full agreement with and admiration for
the author’s exposition, and an unsettling feeling that something
was missing. For instance, in the extensive analysis of the crisis
in the Israel Psychoanalytic Society, even though there was a
careful consideration of the institutional and social processes
affecting the professional communities of psychoanalysts and
psychotherapists, no mention was made of the particularities of
Israeli culture, or of the unavoidable impact of teaching, learning, and practicing in a country that has been at war ever since
its creation. However, Berman’s comments, in this last chapter,
about the one-sidedness of the membership of the IPS—no
Arabs, few of a Middle Eastern background, few Orthodox,
barely any gays or lesbians, most of them Azhkenazim from
middle- and upper-class; in other words, “an exclusive membership club”—show that he is keenly aware of these problems.
He is also firm in his conviction that social and political issues
should be a part of the psychoanalytic dialogue, in order to
deepen our psychoanalytic understanding of human experience.
So, why the overt omission of this wider social dimension in the first six chapters? While reading the book, I had
a feeling that it is not an organic whole, but that it represents
an evolution in the author’s thinking and writing, depicted
by the transit towards Chapter 7. Besides, perhaps keeping a
low key about social issues is part of the negotiation process
that allows a psychoanalytic community to reach compromise
solutions within a traditional psychoanalytic institution.
I have also observed that the author does not quote
group-analytic literature, which would help him to theorize the
kind of hyper-complex phenomena that he is trying account
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between analysts. If the fact that the analyzand is in an institutional training course is seen as “merely external and conscious,” then the analyst should ignore it and focus on “making
conscious the unconscious.” On the other hand, if he considers that personal relations and group, institutional, and social
processes are an essential part of unconscious mental life, he
should also strive to interpret and discuss with his patient this
part of their shared reality. The truth is that training analyses
are carried out in a highly incestuous milieu, since analyst and
analyzand are both part of a same community, and a rather
small one. The author advocates, from his relational conception of psychoanalysis, actively inquiring about the information
received by the patient about the analyst, both personal and
institutional, as well as his or her own perceptions and opinions
about him, which may not be offered spontaneously otherwise,
in order to advance a fuller analysis of the transference. The
impact of the institute’s dynamics on the analytic process may
be reduced by eliminating concrete forms of interference, such
as reporting about the analysis, but the continuous presence of
this third party should anyway be thoroughly analyzed.
Chapter 6 focuses on another essential aspect of psychoanalytic training: “Psychoanalytic Supervision: The Intersubjective Turn.” If psychoanalysis is not only a “one-person
psychology” that studies intrapsychic processes, but also a
“two-person psychology” that studies interactions, as posed
by intersubjective and relational thinking, then supervision
should not be seen as merely teaching “the right technique.”
Since transference and countertransference are constantly mutually activating and shaping each other, countertransference analysis cannot be excluded from the psychoanalytic supervision, even in its more personal sources. In this,
the strict separation imposed by the Eitington model between
training analysis and supervision may militate against a deeper
understanding of the articulation of the unconscious dynamics
of the two dyads—the supervisand with his patient and with
his supervisor. Therefore, the work of supervision should also
include an inquiry into the dynamics of and the difficulties
found in the supervision. The author’s proposal is not “turning
the supervision into a mini-analysis,” but rather to use it as an
opportunity for an inquiry in depth of the articulation of the
unconscious dynamics of these two dyads.
The seventh and last chapter, called “Training for the
Future,” is perhaps the most fascinating part of this book. Here
Berman develops his own view of psychoanalytic treatment
as a synonym for a “talking cure,” rather than of a particular
theoretical or technical model. Consequently, the core of psychoanalytic training is not the transmission of any such model,
but rather “the development of a unique state of mind and of
particular sensitivities that facilitate better empathic and introspective perceptiveness” (p. 228) vis-à-vis the patients and
other human situations. This requires a thorough recognition
and understanding of “the unavoidable defensive processes that
inhibit and sidetrack such perceptiveness of the analyst” (íbid.).
This development requires a flexible and reflective
approach, including a critical understanding of the history

submissive response. In trying to account for this phenomenon, Berman focuses on the relationship between rescue
fantasies and utopian visions in the development and transmission of psychoanalysis.
Rescue fantasies certainly play a part in the psychoanalytic vocation. Utopian views, which are the social and institutional equivalent of individual rescue fantasies, may promote
valid social reform, but they may also breed an omnipotent
and narcissistic form of ruthless dogmatism and authoritarianism. In psychoanalytic institutions, this takes the form of
an idealization of psychoanalysis and of the “fully analyzed
person”—usually identified with training analysts—as a New
Person. Some of the consequences of such view are an exacting screening of applicants and a thorough evaluation of candidates, which are partly responsible for the paranoid climate
of the whole teaching–learning process, and may foster the
development of an “analytic false self.” The corresponding
idealization of senior analysts may stagnate any fruitful interchange of ideas, and certainly strengthens a rigid hierarchical
structure, quite unlike that of universities. In many utopian
movements—national, religious, social, or psychoanalytic—“a
gap tends to develop between ideals and the structures created
to implement them” (p. 122); this requires some sort of correction, if it be possible.
Chapter 4, called “Detoxifying the Toxic Effects of Psychoanalytic Training: A Case Study,” is Berman’s attempt to
answer the inevitable question about whether it is at all possible to correct such distortions of psychoanalytic education
within a traditional psychoanalytic institute. His answer is that
it is, and describes the evolution and outcome of the controversial discussions that took place in the Israel Psychoanalytic
Society, from 1992 to 1996, in which he played an important
part. This heated debate between “traditionalists” and “reformists” focused specifically on the structure and atmosphere of
training, but the fiercest battles were fought about the proposal
of allowing non-training analysts to conduct the personal
treatment of candidates. Finally a compromise solution was
found, which made no one happy but all could live with: candidates were still expected to have their analyses with a training analyst, but were allowed two years to finish their present
treatment, and could still request a special waiver to continue
it afterwards. There was also a slackening of the requirements
for admission to the Institute, for graduating, and for becoming a training analyst.
The author’s point is that reform is possible in a traditional psychoanalytic institute, as long as the opposing parties
are willing to compromise, and there is “a process of patiently
searching for pragmatic compromises acceptable to most
members” (p. 136). If these changes are made at a moderate
pace and introduced without provocations, the process need
not have a catastrophic impact on the institution’s structure
and functioning, nor on its commitments to the international
psychoanalytic community.
The subject of Chapter 5 is “The Trainee’s Personal
Analysis and its Dilemmas.” In this there are again differences
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partly because of its ready acceptance, it may have stood in
the way of better explanations and more sharply defined concepts. (And of course the same point can be made, with even
more emphasis, about the idea of unconscious fantasies).
In addition to these difficulties, it occurred to me that
the idea of an irrational Ucs. makes little if any evolutionary sense. What adaptive purpose is served by the idea of the
Divided Mind in which Ego is continually struggling against
Id? The metaphor of struggle and continuous combat seems
more applicable to wartime conditions than to Mind in general. If it makes no adaptive sense, why would it have stayed
with us so long? It is particularly on these grounds that the
idea of a rational, logic-driven Ucs. would seem to make more
sense and I think we are beginning to see the tide turning as
more and more studies identify the way in which an adaptive
unconscious augments processing efficiency by increasing the
range and speed of information processing. The experimental
data are steadily converging on the hypothesis that the Ucs.
can best be viewed as another sense organ which supplements
the standard five. It would seem to be rooted in the here-andnow, serving the needs of the moment (as opposed to being
timeless, as Freud had suggested in his original paper). The
data also suggest that it is available to be called upon when
needed; there seems little if any evidence to show that it initiates ideas or actions.
Two cultures had begun to develop. One was inspired
by the compelling (and highly rhetorical) voice of Freud’s
early papers which was strongly reinforced by the gradually
accumulating literature of largely unverified case studies (i.e.,
memory-dependent and unrecorded). The Ucs. continued to be
thought of as a kind of unruly monster, speaking in a disguised
voice, and prone to a wide range of irrational behaviors. The
other view of the Ucs. began to take shape after World War II.
Inspired by experimental, often subliminal, studies which could
systematically trace the links between the priming stimulus, out
of awareness, and the subsequent conscious response, this view
began to flesh out a much more rational and adaptive view of
the Ucs. which seemed continuous with consciousness, capable
of some quite remarkable achievements, and which, as a result,
made better adaptive and evolutionary sense.
Which path should we follow? Little of the experimental
literature is cited in psychoanalytic journals (and vice versa);
as a result, the two cultures almost never meet. But as the field
comes under increasing pressure to provide evidence for their
procedures, clinical reports will necessarily rely less on hearsay and depend more on public data. Interactions at the local
level will be more carefully studied and as some regularities
begin to appear, more will be sought. Postmodern psychoanalysis seems, at long last, to be finding its own voice.

clinical practice had been immediately affected. A significant shortage of fuel had made his office uncomfortably cold
and many patients had dropped out of treatment.
It was at this point in time that Freud wrote the paper
which presents the special characteristics of the Unconscious
(the Ucs.). The paper contains almost no clinical examples and
there is an eerie sense that each of these characteristics (e.g.,
timelessness or the replacement of external by psychic reality)
are more intelligible as projections of Freud’s concerns in the
moment than a reliable guide to Everyman’s Ucs. There was
also the worrying possibility that Freud’s anthropomorphic view
of the Ucs. as something dark, brooding and unknown, possessing underworld-like features, was significantly influenced
by the medieval view of the universe which had emerged in
the late Middle Ages, famously expressed by Dante and Virgil
and which undoubtedly occupied a central place in Freud’s
exceptional classical education. The contents of the Ucs., Freud
tells us, “proliferate in the dark, as it were, and take on extreme
forms of expression, which when they are translated and presented to the neurotic are not only bound to seem alien to him,
but frighten him by giving a picture of an extraordinary and
dangerous strength of instinct.” This image might apply just as
well to the returning spirits of the underworld.
Freud’s earlier study of dreams made clear their bizarre
nature and the persisting influence of the primary process, but
did it follow that these laws applied to the Ucs. in general? I
began to wonder. The Ucs., by definition, is out of awareness;
how then did Freud find a way of gaining access to what he
called its “special characteristics?” It seemed to make more
sense to assume that these may have been influenced, at least
in part, by the grim conditions of the Great War.
I was also troubled by the use of the Ucs. as an all-purpose explanation which could never be disproved. Always just
out of sight, we can never detect its true nature and it may be for
this reason than thousands of clinical hours have had no cumulative impact on received theory. The persistent reliance upon
an undefined Ucs. to explain any number of clinical happenings
is uncomfortably reminiscent of the persistent reliance of medieval astronomers on the central concepts of Ptolemaic astronomy, the deferent and the epicycle. They were crucial to any
explanation concerning the planets but as Kuhn and others have
made clear, they could be shrunk or expanded at will. Could
it be that the undefined and out-of-sight Ucs. might perform a
similar function? The history of the Ucs. shows little change in
usage or definition from the time of Freud’s original paper and
we are led to wonder if it may have lost its usefulness.
Also disturbing are some uncomfortable reminders
of Intelligent Design. Creationism has been attacked for its
ad hoc nature and the tendency of its advocates to refer any
uncertainty to the mind of God. This kind of explanation can
never be falsified. But the same kind of empty reasoning also
applies to the promiscuous use of the Ucs. as the ultimate
cause of any unexpected piece of behavior, and for essentially
the same reasons. It explains both too much and too little and
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well as from their disagreements about Ferenczi’s brief analysis with Freud, which the latter mentioned in “Analysis Terminable and Interminable” (Freud, 1937).
Even though Ferenczi strove until the end to preserve
his relationship with Freud, their rupture became inevitable, as
the former continued his passionate research into the analysis
of severely traumatized patients, which led him to a revamped
version of Freud’s original traumatic theory of neuroses. This
development was unacceptable to the master, who was also
increasingly uncomfortable with the younger man’s nonhierarchical approach to psychoanalytic technique, which
finally lead to his explorations in mutual analysis (Ferenczi,
1985). But it was Ferenczi’s last paper “Confusion of Tongues
Between the Adults and the Child” (Ferenczi, 1933) which
finally made Freud forsake all contact with his former pupil,
who died soon after that.
For many decades, the psychoanalytic community
repressed the memory of this conflict, and even seemed to
deny the very existence of Ferenczi and his transcendence
for the history of psychoanalysis. As Berman points out, “for
a long time we have become accustomed to viewing psychoanalysis, and with it psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapy, as a single–parent family” (p. 62). Reacknowledging
Ferenczi as the other half of the original generative dyad—not
necessarily a mother, unless we are willing to uphold the traditional gender roles—opens a path for the revival of the broken
dialectic between two ways of conceiving our discipline.
Chapter 2 is about “The Klein–Winnicott Relationship
and the Debate on Inner and Outer Reality.” The Klein–Winnicott dyad, just as the previous Freud–Ferenczi relationship,
started auspiciously, but was later marred by conflict, when
the younger partner became too independent and the senior
one rejected his original contributions as a manifestation of
disloyalty. Their main disagreement was about the importance
of external reality and the real object on both infantile development and the analytic treatment. Winnicott felt that trying to
speak to Klein about these issues was like “talking about color
to the color-blind,” and indeed she seemed to show an utter
denial of the effect of both the mother’s and the analyst’s personalities on children and patients alike, which may be understood in terms of her own personal biography.
Chapter 3 deals with “Psychoanalytic Training and the
Utopian Fantasy of the New Person,” in which the author tries
to understand the common observation that psychoanalytic
training institutes tend to operate in a persecutory climate that
induces in candidates an extremely cautious and frequently

manuel Berman is a highly gifted relational psychoanalyst
and psychotherapist. In this fascinating book, he
approaches the question of psychoanalytic training from the
relational perspective, this being a subject in which the author
has an ample experience.
The Introduction, called “On Training and History”
presents Berman’s approach to the understanding of these
problems. His perspective is essentially historical, since he
strongly believes that, just as the life and thought of individuals are determined by their infancy and childhood, groups and
institutions are similarly ordained by their early origins, even
though their individual members are usually unaware of this
influence. And this unconscious sway of history is to be found,
more often than not, in the biographies of the institution’s
founding fathers—or mothers.
A thorough analytic inquiry of the life and writings of
psychoanalytic authors shows them to be highly complex
individuals, whose work is “characterized by inherent tensions and even inner contradictions rather than by the simple
expression of a single-minded view” (p. 8). But one of the
most interesting contributions of Berman’s approach to this
question is his contention that the development of psychoanalytic ideas stems, more often than not, from a relationship, a
dialogue, even an opposition between persons involved in the
psychoanalytic experience: “theoretical innovations do not
spring from the mind of an isolated person (‘immaculate conception’) but usually evolve in the transitional space created
within an intense, lively, interactive dyad (an ‘impregnating
intercourse’)” (p. 12).
Chapter 1 is called “Freud and Ferenczi: Their Generative Dyad as a Springboard for a Relational View of Treatment and Training,” and it focuses on the highly complex
emotional and intellectual relationship between these two
forefathers of psychoanalysis. They were alternatively father
and son, teacher and student, analyst and patient, friends, colleagues, and rivals, joined by their passion for psychoanalysis.
However, there were differences between them from the very
beginning. Freud strongly believed in the need for a firm hierarchical structure for the regulations of the relations between
the sexes, between generations, and between therapists and
their patients, while Ferenczi had an equally intense penchant
for equality, openness, and mutuality, and a firm conviction
that all knowledge should be shared. Other differences derived
from their respective attitudes towards therapy, since Freud
was manifestly uninterested in curing, while Ferenczi had a
passion for aiding the sick and alleviating their suffering, as
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Psychoanalytic Profiles: Jonathan Slavin

Greg Lowder

extremely high quality internship—one that was influenced by
the psychoanalytic orientation he brought with him. The Tufts
Counseling Center internship provided psychology and social
work interns a rare opportunity to be immersed in the theory
and practice of psychoanalytic psychotherapy, and it also
served to get early career psychologists engaged in psychoanalytic theory and practice in a manner that would increase the
likelihood that they would pursue postdoctoral psychoanalytic
training.
This contribution is remarkable in itself, yet Dr. Slavin
was to go much further. After arriving in Boston in 1969, Dr.
Slavin looked into psychoanalytic training opportunities, but
he was not interested in what was available. The only full
analytic training program was to be found at The Boston Psychoanalytic Institute, which was still allowing psychologists
to train only if they were researchers—and Dr. Slavin knew
he was not a researcher. Too busy and satisfied with his work
to be disappointed, he (largely in collaboration with Dr. Malcolm Slavin—no relation) set about making Tufts a hotbed
for psychoanalytic activities. After about a decade, and as
psychologists in the Boston area and the United States became
more immersed in psychoanalytic thinking and practice, Dr.
Slavin (and a group of like-minded colleagues) began to consider developing a new psychoanalytic institute, open to all
mental health professionals, in the Boston area. This initiative
included the inspiration and encouragement of many, including psychologist Dr. Helen Block Lewis, Dr. Paul Meyerson
(a senior medical analyst beholden to no one), and a young
Dr. Charles Spezzano (who, with Karen Rosica had just created an independent institute in Denver). This would have
been a formidable task for any psychologist, yet what makes
Dr. Slavin’s efforts especially striking was that he was not
even yet a psychoanalyst. The creation of MIP (Massachusetts
Institute for Psychoanalysis) had a significant impact on the
climate of psychoanalysis in Boston, along with being in line
with a national shift, wherein new psychoanalytic training
institutes were being created specifically for both non-medical
and medical professionals. At the same time, Dr. Slavin served
on the Board of the group that brought “the lawsuit” against
the American Psychoanalytic Association aimed at opening
access to training in those institutes.
Dr. Slavin has also had a deep commitment to training
and teaching outside of the Boston area, throughout the United
States and around the world. Some of his accomplishments
include his current post of Vice-President of the International
Association for Relational Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy;
serving twice as President of the American Psychological
Association’s Division of Psychoanalysis (39); and teaching in
several psychoanalytic institutes throughout the US as well as
in Russia, China, Armenia and Israel.
All the while that Dr. Slavin has been taking steps to
increase the impact of psychologist–psychoanalysts in the

In addition to the autobiographical structure of other Psychoanalytic Profiles, this project also consists of profiles written by
graduate students interested in the work and thinking of influential Division 39 members. A unique feature of this section is
the personal interview in which the featured member is asked
to reflect on his or her psychoanalytic “journey” and to speak
about relevant issues such as the role of research and the future
of psychoanalytic practice. The purpose of this series is twofold: for readers to become acquainted with the contributions
of notable Division 39 members from a variety of psychoanalytic perspectives, and for graduate students to directly engage
psychoanalytic scholars who have been important to their own
professional and personal development. Graduate students
who are interested in contributing can contact the editor.

H

istorically, psychologist–psychoanalysts did not have an
easy go of it in the United States. The medicalization of
psychoanalysis that occurred during the first half of the 20th
century in this country resulted in a dearth of psychoanalytic
training opportunities for psychologists. Some strong programs did exist, such as the William Alanson White Institute
in New York, yet institutes were almost exclusively filled with
psychiatrists, and most journals and publications were mainly
the works of psychiatrists. As a result, psychologists then had
a limited voice in shaping the theory and practice of psychoanalysis in the United States.
But then came the sixties, and everything started slowly
destabilizing, including the psychoanalytic status quo in
the US. Contributing to this was the introduction of HMO’s
and the proliferation of non-dynamic practice models that
embraced short-term treatment focuses. As this shift occurred,
seemingly waiting in the wings was a wave of psychologists
who were ready to bring the field of psychology into the fore
of American psychoanalysis.
Jonathan Slavin was, and is, one of those psychologists,
and for over three decades he has made contributions that
have helped change the face of psychoanalysis in the United
States. He initially studied history at George Washington University, yet his love for Freud’s writings, which predated his
college days, led him ultimately to double major in history and
psychology. From there he went on to study clinical psychology at the University of Michigan, where he was particularly
impacted by the guiding influence of Dr. Irene Fast, whom he
still considers to be one of his greatest clinical teachers.
In 1971, having just finished his dissertation and after a
year of teaching at the University of Massachusetts–Boston,
Dr. Slavin decided he wanted to return to working in a university counseling center, where he had trained at Michigan.
He took a part-time counselor position at Tufts University,
and within 6 months, at the age of 28, he was offered the
position of center director, where he has been for 35 years.
Holding such a position allowed him to oversee and insure an
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United States and around the world, he has also delved
into theoretical issues, which were at the cutting edge of psychoanalytic thinking. Among his areas of interest and expertise
are the treatment of survivors of sexual abuse, psychoanalytic
training and supervision, and relational psychoanalytic ideas,
especially as they relate to issues of the development of a sense
of agency. His 1998 article “Reality and Danger in Psychoanalytic Treatment” (with Rahmani and Pollock) in Psychoanalytic Quarterly pushed the limits of the psychoanalytic model
(from a relational perspective). This article was controversial,
partly due to the verbatim clinical material, but also because
the scholarship convincingly ties the current relational perspective, with the writings of “classical” theorists, including Freud.
Dr. Slavin followed up in 2002 with “The Innocence of
Sexuality,” which was also published in Psychoanalytic Quarterly. In this article, Dr. Slavin addresses the centrality of sexuality in thinking about both development and psychoanalytic
treatment, even when one approaches things from a relational
perspective. Stressing the importance of sexuality was an
interesting issue for Dr. Slavin, as it would seem more in line
with the criticism the “classical” and Kleinian theorists were
leveling at the relational and intersubjective models. But this
is what makes Dr. Slavin unique; he calls it like he sees it. His
goal is not to champion ideas that will merely pit one theory
against another, but rather he is committed to the pursuit of
broadly based psychoanalytic practice and education, with the
goal of enabling all involved to be the best clinicians possible.

When I asked Dr. Slavin what he is most passionate about today, he said that it was his work as the Chair of
the Graduate Student Committee of Division 39. He notes:
“seeing after the growth and welfare of graduate students is
something that I love to do.” After 30 years he is still at it, and
this is a good thing for all of us.
Interview with Jonathan Slavin
GL: How do you understand your double identity as a psychologist and psychoanalyst. Is there a tension or conflict you
have to reconcile?
JS: Absolutely not. I don’t have a double identity. I’m a psychologist—period. I think that psychoanalysis has suffered
from people having the identity of psychoanalyst. I think psychoanalysis is an intellectual and theoretical body of knowledge that is a part of psychology. That’s what Freud thought,
and that’s what I think. I think psychoanalysis has been badly
damaged in terms of knowledge issues and identity issues
by being divorced from psychology as a scientific discipline.
And I think psychology, especially American psychology, in
its know-nothingness about the internal world, has suffered
badly from being divorced from psychoanalysis. I think that
psychoanalysis is part of my body of thinking, understanding,
inquiry, knowledge, and way of working as a psychologist.
GL: How do you understand and value the role of psychological research as part of your work and identity?
JS: I get several of the professional journals published by
APA, and I think that there is a real role and an important
role for more traditional empirical research to contribute to
our body of knowledge in psychoanalysis, and in psychology.
As part of being the director of a counseling center at Tufts I
get the Journal of Counseling Psychology. I don’t know how
many members of our division have looked at the Journal of
Counseling Psychology, but that journal is devoted quarterly
to looking in a systematic, structured way at the treatment
process—the relationship process. A lot of these articles are
infused with psychodynamic sensitivity. There are important
things to learn that really affect our understanding in psychoanalysis. One example that comes to mind is there was one
issue from the early 90s about whether you should ever touch
a patient, and there was an interesting article in the Journal of
Counseling Psychology which had surveyed a large number of
clients who had seen therapists at university counseling centers, and they differentiated them according to how satisfied
the patients were in therapy, and the question of whether there
had been any touch at all, at the end of the therapy, or the end
of the sessions—you know, did they put a hand on their shoulder, or whatever. Of course I’m talking about reasonable practice. What they found was that the clients whose therapist had
touched them in some kind of meaningful way (for example,
a hug at the end of a session that was very emotional—mind
you I have rarely if ever touched a patient), were much more
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Sensory Sensitivities and Expectable Environments
One hallmark of healthy child development is the youngster’s
learning to cope adequately with an “average expectable
environment” (Hartmann, l939; Winnicott, l965). Autistic
individuals do not respond propitiously to average expectable
environments, and they ordinarily do not help create them. An
environment that is average and expectable to most people is
not experienced that way by autistic children and often not
by their parents either, whether or not the parent is autistic.
The sensory sensitivities of these individuals obviates an
expected reaction to the most ordinary of settings because of
the backlog of experiences they have had with feeling out of
control in what are perceived as uncontrollable situations. The
therapist’s task, then, is to structure therapy meetings so that
they are experienced as safe, manageable, and germane to the
concerns of child and parent alike. Autistic people can discuss
their sensitivities and anxieties in a quiet office, away from
the world’s distractions. The fact that they regularly meet with
a trusted person who acts as a kind of “home base”—that is,
an empathic “constant object” (A. Freud, l965; Piaget, l937)
constructs a protective, trusting continuity that sets the stage
for thinking about chronic problems in a new way and for
expressing feelings that in other contexts have led to dangers,
real or imagined. The therapeutic dialogue in the detoxified
environment of my office between Ryan’s mother and me and
between Ryan and me was centered primarily on enhancing
their typical ways of relating to include a perspective shift in
mother and son. During joint appointments, they could practice relating to each other in different, more productive ways,
apparently reassured by an implicit promise that I would protect them, as they ventured toward new modes of interacting.
They began to imagine behaving differently at home, or on
the way to Ryan’s school. I tried to act as a buffer, as a sort of
auxiliary ego to excessive stimulation impinging on mother
and son, whether it was noisy, angry interchanges between
them, or the mere threat of an overly emotional outburst, or
such sudden unexpected events as the next family or patient
arriving too early.

father couldn’t possibly find him because he was “lost.” Ryan
truly came to life during these games, as he would instruct me,
sotto voce, to pretend that he wasn’t in the office, and as his
father assiduously investigated every nook and cranny looking
for his son. Then Ryan would reverse the process: at the inception of his appointment, he asked his father to pretend that he
didn’t know where Ryan was, as I searched the office and the
garden outside. The hide-and-seek scenes created an imaginary family ambience of father, mother, and child, to which
Ryan responded with resounding hilarity.

Emergence of a Therapeutic Triad
Ryan’s father, often the only parent in the home because of the
mother’s work schedule, seemed starved for the kind of adult
companionship from someone who knew Ryan well and who
was interested in conversing about his progress in school and
at home. Speaking with Ryan’s father, as he brought his son
to his meetings with me, I often felt like a “surrogate” parent:
the father sought from me the normal give-and-take that parents of young children engage in as their offspring grow and
develop.
As Ryan began to join family activities more comfortably, and to learn in school, including how to get along with
his classmates, he seemed to feel his mother’s absence in the
family more acutely. Soon he began to initiate hide-and-seek
games with his father by enlisting me in the fantasy that his
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Conclusion of Psychotherapy
Sometimes psychodynamic psychotherapy concludes in ways
not only beneficial to the family but also gratifying aesthetically to the therapist. Ryan’s greater readiness for kindergarten
learning reassured and exhilarated his mother, who concluded,
finally, that she was not a “bad mother,” but a parent who
makes mistakes, who “goofs” sometimes, an insight that
brought to mind Winnicott’s (l965) portrayal of the “good
enough” mother. During a final meeting, she disclosed, “I see
that my problem with Ryan has been that I didn’t want him
to go through what I went through growing up. My parents
didn’t know what to do with me, so I didn’t know what to do
with him. Now that I see he’s doing well, I’m not so afraid
that he will experience what I experienced.” Ryan’s mother
and I had come full circle; she spontaneously traced the
impact of two generations on her upbringing of Ryan, to settle
on an informed and more promising view of her relationship
to her son.
Heretofore, Ryan experienced his interpersonal world
divided in two: one aspect was his life with his father; the
other was with his mother, when she returned from business
trips. His hide-and-seek game showed how much he wished
to combine these worlds so as to experience both parents
together, both enjoying him. The fact that his parents spent
many hours physically separated acts as a cautionary note to
Ryan’s story. Yet, his ability to satisfy his urgent need metaphorically augurs well for his future
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into noisy, frustrated, anxious screaming because he
thought she was denying not just his needs, but his very
being?
Fortunately the father, who worked at home, behaved
quite differently toward Ryan, helping him with the transition from preschool to kindergarten, coaching him how to
interact with his classmates, and reasoning logically with him
about his insecurities in unfamiliar situations. Probably as the
result of the father’s influence on the boy, he often refused to
participate agreeably in his mother’s constricted world and
instead enacted with a vengeance what his mother considered
to be the worst of all traits autistic. He turned his back to her
or walked away, ignoring her when she requested that he do
something, so much so that she ended up shrieking in frustration, whereupon Ryan either withdrew further, covering
his eyes and ears with his hands, or he yelled even louder in
protest, drowning out his mother’s offensive words. Repeated
scenes of this nature finally brought the family into treatment.

from and frustration with his family and the world at large.
Many of the same therapeutic tactics that were effective
in my direct work with an autistic child proved to be beneficial
as I sat with parents and imagined how they must feel as they
lived with autism and struggled to cope with it. The exigencies
of the condition made it imperative for me to consider working within the parent-child relationship to a greater extent than
psychotherapeutic work normally requires for child patients
whose social adjustment is less compromised. The fact that
Ryan’s mother suffered from Asperger’s Syndrome further
complicated the therapeutic process although, as it turned out,
aspects of the condition actually aided her in understanding
and carrying out my recommendations.
Therapeutic Intervention
As Ryan’s parents and I began to focus on the meaning of
specific autistic behaviors and collaborated on ways of coping
with them, Ryan’s father enumerated the many ways in which
he structured his child’s day, which made hours spent at home
and transitions from home to school predictable, thus calming
Ryan’s anxieties considerably. Work with the father consisted
primarily of therapeutic support for the many ingenious ways
he helped Ryan with daily living, especially the all-important
journey to and from school.
Ryan’s mother, anxious and angry because she seemed
unable to connect to her son, thought she was a “bad mother.”
She compared herself invidiously to Ryan’s father, who
believed that his relationship to his son was solid and trusting.
Once, when Ryan’s mother and I were discussing her mothering insecurities, she breathed a sigh of relief and confided, “I
thought you would blame me for being a ‘bad mother,’ just like
I blame myself.” She had begun to take notes on our conversations, particularly my suggestions regarding detoxifying the
situations likely to arouse Ryan’s rages and subsequent withdrawal.
On one occasion, Ryan’s teacher asked him to supply
snacks for the class. Ryan’s mother told how her son refused
to share the snacks, whereupon she began to lecture him as he
dissolved into angry tears. I wondered aloud whether it would
have been feasible for her to designate his special snack as she
enlisted his help to distribute the rest to his classmates. Ryan’s
mother responded enthusiastically, “That’s a great idea. I will
remember that for the future.” I was perpetually amazed at
how accurately she heard my suggestions—she applied them
literally—and how earnestly she acted on them. Being a conscientious individual, some might say “rule-bound,” actually
helped her cope with Ryan. She found that she could assist
him over the arduous, fearful hurdles the initiation to kindergarten required.
Mother and son gradually reconnected emotionally
and the mother expressed the new intimacy in psychological
terms. “I’m bonding with Ryan” she said. “I feel a connection
to him now when we’re lovey-dovey. I don’t object as much
when he wants to stroke my hair. I can cuddle him now with-

Fear of Child Loss
A deeper layer to the mother–son impasse emerged as Ryan’s
psychotherapy unfolded and the mother availed herself of
parent counseling. Smith (2003) writes poignantly of a mother’s
deep and morbid fear of losing her child. She details the many
ways in which mothers cope with these feelings, one being their
disengagement from the child to avoid the terrifying, destabilizing effects of continuous anxiety. Smith asserts as well that
children are sensitively attuned to the loss of their mother’s
emotional investment in them. Autistic children are infamous,
according to a popular view of the condition, for being emotionally disattuned to others. But clinical accounts and close observation call into question the presupposition (Settlage and Spielman, l975; Williams, l996; Sigman and Capps, l997; Ozonoff,
Dawson, and McPartland, 2002; Prince-Hughes, 2004; Zelan,
2003, 2005). The aversion to overstimulating situations motivates young autists to avoid such stimuli as loud, unexpected
noises, bold, bright colors, physical closeness and another’s
touch, acrid or musty odors, and above all, the stimulation arising from intense emotion, whether from within the child or
from his parents. The self-induced loss of the parent that the
child suffers only adds to the pain of parent and child alike. In
effect, the infant-to-parent response of stimulus-avoidance, and
the parent-to-infant response of anxiety-avoidance results in an
ongoing rejection of one by the other, unless therapeutic intervention or other hygienic measures reverse the trend.
In early infancy, the erstwhile “good” infant—good
because of a primal diffidence toward others in which even
basic needs sometimes go unexpressed—develops into the
oppositional child who, by his self-imposed isolation, rejects
his parents, and later the outer world as he enters school. The
mother, already panicked by having lost her child psychologically, is sorely tempted, in turn, to reject him and all affect
associated with him, which often causes intense maternal
guilt, and can only exacerbate the sensitive child’s isolation
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GL: What are you working on now?
JS: I have a few papers focusing on the development, or the
distortion of the experience of personal agency in development, and how that gets reconstructed in the treatment process, in the analytic process, especially in the relation to the
interaction between analyst and patient, and in the context of
the meaning of sexuality—agency in the context of the meaning of sexuality. The other thing is the question of love in the
analytic relationship and how different thinkers in the last
century have thought about the dangers, and the potential, of
some kind of loving connection between analyst and patient.

satisfied with the therapy. And this was doubly true in a significant way statistically among patients who had histories of
abuse. Totally counterintuitive, or counter to what we would
think, but patients who had been touched badly seemed to
really appreciate a kind of trusting neutral touch. Nowhere
is that kind of knowledge going to get into our thinking in a
one-patient-one-analyst clinical model. If you look at Drew
Weston’s work there is a stunning example of someone who is
using serious research methodology to really put together what
we understand in psychoanalysis, and the way psychology can
expand, substantiate, and direct our views. One real problem
I see is that you can have a whole edition of the American
Psychologist, which is the flagship journal of APA, devoted to
current views in cognitive psychology about awareness outside of consciousness and three-quarters of the articles in there
never mention Freud. Crazy! But we are totally inured to that.
Not many psychoanalysts have read that stuff.

GL: Where do you think psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic
psychotherapy is heading?
JS: I don’t know where it is heading because I’m not a greater
seer or knower about the future than anybody else. We’ve seen
dynamic movement in psychoanalysis, despite all the forces
that have tried to keep it frozen in time. We’ve had to turn
from the classical to object relations and self psychological
to the relational, and then you have the turn back coming in
the form of the neo-Kleinians, back to the intrapsychic, and
back to a different sort of what I think is an effort to know of
the difficulties of knowing in psychoanalysis. There is a tension, potentially destructive, but a potentially very creative
and wonderful tension in psychoanalysis between whether we
focus on the intrapsychic or the role of the external world in
creating the psyche; whether we look at the relational aspects

GL: What experience, discipline or interest, outside of psychology has influenced the way you think about and work with
patients?
JS: It’s hard to say whether it’s inside or outside of psychology, but when I was an undergraduate, I had this very quirky
psychology professor for several courses, and he was supposed to be teaching us personality, but he would go on and on
about Confucian thought. I became fascinated with Confucian
thought, and I was very interested in China, and had always
been. What was interesting about Confucian thought is that it is
a body of thought about social relations, and about how families
should be organized, how societies should be organized, how
governments should function, the responsibilities that emperors
had for their people, how people should behave in a hierarchy,
what the responsibility of leaders is, what the responsibility of
people who are being led is. One of the big emphases in Confucian thought, which was picked up and integrated in Mao’s
thought, is the whole issue of self-examination, and taking
responsibility for one’s own participation in things. I got fascinated with that as an undergraduate, and especially with that
perspective. It has always interested me how the Chinese, for
a couple of millennia, were trying to organize their society in a
way that was infused with the idea that you look into yourself,
you examine yourself, you take responsibility as a part of the
structure of social relations. I think that sort of just fit when I,
later on, went into the use of the countertransference in psychoanalysis and how the analyst should take some responsibility
for his or her participation in the transference–countertransference process. One example that I think is applicable to Western psychotherapy, and the analyst’s responsibility, is that the
Confucian system made a differentiation between a “person at
his or her best” and a “small person” (a troubled person), and
they said the difference between a person at his best and a small
person is like in archery: when a small person misses the target
he blames the target, when a person at his best misses the target
he turns around and looks for the reason in himself.
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GL: Other than managed care problems, what do you believe
is the biggest obstacle to successful treatment?
JS: I think it is the amount of freedom in our discipline, our
ways of training, our supervision, and how we give ourselves
to be authentically, fully with the people we are trying to help.

or the internal conflict aspects; whether we focus on sexuality
or we focus on other motivational sources; whether we focus
on what is going on for the patient in their own, very real, very
unique, internal and transferential world, or whether we focus
on how everything is co-created in the analytic relationship. I
think that those tensions could possibly be very creative and
good for psychoanalysis.

GL: How do you think graduate schools and analytic institutes
are doing in helping to develop that sense of authenticity?
JS: I don’t want to tar everything with a broad brush of black
across them, but most graduate schools don’t even consider
analytic thinking. Regarding graduate school in psychology,
the field has regressed terribly. With the pressure of managed
care, we are training people according to cookbook models
of how to do psychotherapy. Rather than being authentically
present as human beings, where there is another human being
who is in pain and suffering, we are developing modes and
modalities and techniques, and seeking an extremely concretist way about a complex process, where it should be that the
human relationship is the mode and the modality, and it’s the
human relationship that develops that actually impacts the
brain. The brain researchers know this, but most of American
psychology doesn’t seem to know.
The problem with analytic institutes is a whole separate
category. The problem is that analytic institutes don’t foster
enough of a really truly open sense of learning and criticism.
It’s not just the institutes; it’s the candidates. Candidates come
in, not in quest of knowledge only, or with a real quest for
learning and controversy, and having their minds disrupted,
and having their ideas challenged. They come in quest of
an identity. They want to be psychoanalysts. They want to
be given the truth. They don’t want to be given mixed messages about not knowing what is exactly true and what’s not,
as if they were on a journey. A lot of that was fostered in this
country by the fact that many psychoanalytic institutes were
filled with physicians. And when you are a physician, you are
taught what you are supposed to know, and you better be able
to do it. You don’t question the truthfulness of what you know
when someone is bleeding to death. Well, that sensibility was
brought to analytic training, in spades.

GL: What thinker or theoretician has been the greatest influence on you and why?
JS: In terms of the big ones, I’ll go with Freud, and Confucius. Freud because he told good jokes, and because he is a
really fast and good read (laughs). In terms of the most immediate influences, my mentor Irene Fast, and my long time colleague Malcolm Slavin. Irene Fast because of the clarity and
systematic quality of her thinking, her scholarly understanding
of Freud and her ability to bring radically new ideas to that
very classical sensibility. Malcolm Slavin because of his unbelievably unique—and I think true to the human story—synthesis of psychoanalysis and evolutionary theory in a way that
can definitely be clinically useful in terms of understanding
people’s real goals, real motives and real urgencies. One other
person is Ruth Jean Eisenbud. She was an analytic supervisor
of mine. There was something about the freedom and authorization she gave to her own unconscious, which allowed me to
begin to actually think I could use my self in the same way.
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Dilemmas of Parenting Autistic Children

E

arly intimacy in the parent-child relationship is essential
for the healthy development of infants and children. From
an intimate relationship emerges an early sense of self, leading to increasingly complex elaborations as the child matures
(Sroufe, l989; Emde, l989; Stern, l985, l995, l998). The parent
of a normally developing infant anticipates a happy, smiling baby, one who stretches out his arms to be picked up, as
his mother prepares to feed him. Mother and child develop
reciprocal and finely tuned interpersonal styles as they engage
in daily routines, meeting basic needs comfortably and often
playfully. These ministrations are the basis of an ever-expanding relatedness, nuanced many times over within a firm
parent-child bond.
Parents of autistic children find themselves in entirely
different circumstances. Autistic infants shun social contact,
sometimes in the first weeks. They do not reach out to be
picked up; indeed, as their parents seek to cuddle them, they
often rear back stiffly or push their parents away. Their smiles
seem directed to internal stimuli, and they may stare, glassyeyed, at the most loving mother. As soon as they can sit up,
autistic infants may stroke the same objects repeatedly, or
fondle blankets, twirl toys, perhaps a lock of their own hair.
When they begin to toddle, they often walk away from their
families, or wander into the yard, dreamy-eyed, or into the
neighborhood where they sometimes get lost. Infants a year or
older may drop the minimal language they have developed. In
short, they evade the most basic social aspect of human care:
they are intimidated by intimacy.

Karen Zelan, PhD

and child might unfold, raising deep questions about parentinfant interactions, even when the child is mentally healthy
and the mother dedicated. A disturbing event occurs when a
mother lovingly observes her son explore the effects of morning sunlight on the floor. The child gazes at it, feels its warmth
and, being the exploratory little boy that he is, decides to see
what the sunlight tastes like. The horrified mother intervenes,
picks up her child, worrying about germs and the dirt that the
child might ingest. She tells him, “It’s just sunshine... you
can’t eat the sunshine” (p. 121). The little boy, as imagined
by Stern, thinks to himself, “…but it was my pool, a special
pool!” (p. 122). Mother-child rapport is temporarily suspended. Stern calls this and similar events “breaks in the intersubjectivity between parent and child” (p. l26), but concludes
that empathic parents can mend the fissure between the “language code” a young child is only beginning to learn—that
very code that told the little boy his beautiful sunlit pool was
“dirty”—and the nonverbal, intuitive mode that precedes, then
accompanies language. Imagine how problematic such precarious interactions can be when an autistic child gives few,
if any clues, linguistic or otherwise, to his perceptions and
needs, and even fewer emotional signals.
The mother who asked her son to show her a little love
became anxious, understandably, when her child showed no
emotional reaction to her request, indeed none to her very
presence, silently rejecting her interpersonal overtures. Like
many an individual with AS, she resorted to ritual in communicating with her child, endlessly repeating the “show me
love” phrase,” prompting him to behave more normally. She
was prone to slip into a kind of “folie-à-deux” as she tried to
relate to her little boy. Anthony (l971) describes this situation
well: “…when these two unusual systems, belonging to the
deluded mother and to her preschool child, come into contact,
they tend to create a common pool of paralogical ideas fed
by unrealistic and irrational sources, and leading in time to
the efflorescence of bizarre ideas and associations” (p. 268).
Though neither mother nor son was schizophrenic, they did
share problems with intimacy leading to a “common pool” of
private ideas unrelated to other family interactions or social
realities. Perhaps the mother hoped that, by sharing an Asperger’s world with her autistic child, she could finally reach him,
and establish a stable state of relating that would mitigate the
emotional chasm separating her from her son.
Ryan often seemed like a “lost boy” when his mother’s
name was mentioned, as he gazed dreamily out my office
window, or as she came to pick him up from his appointment.
During these moments he also seemed disconnected from me.
Did he feel not quite alive, I wondered, when he was remote
and isolated from human company? Was he mirroring his
mother’s feelings toward him when she protected herself from
his touch? Did he sometimes clamor for her attention to reassure himself that she was actually there for him? Did he burst

Parent-Child Alienation
Parents of autistic children are often as estranged from their
child as the child is from them (Maurice, l993; McDonnell,
l993; Kephart, l998; Zelan, 2003). Particularly mothers lament
that they “just can’t get through” to their children. One mother
sadly reported of her son, “I never really got back anything
from him.” (Settlage and Spielman, l975, p. 2l). A mother who
had Asperger’s Syndrome (AS) brought her autistic four-yearold to me for treatment. She was sometimes inured to, other
times frantic about, her son’s social isolation and the shaky
nature of the bond they had developed. Her son, “Ryan,”
was unresponsive to her attempts to hug him, and he tuned
out when she told him she loved him. So desperate was she
to relate to him that she once asked him to “show me a little
love” while the boy was exploring a toy in my office. Ryan
didn’t acknowledge his mother’s request with even a brief
glance in her direction. When she repeated her urgent request,
he rose from where he was sitting and mechanically laid a kiss
on her cheek.
Yet even ordinary interactions between parent and child
can suffer temporary misunderstandings and setbacks. Based
on his vast experience with mothers and their infants, Stern
(l998) imagines how a problematic scenario between mother
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